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ABSTRACT 

 

The quality of students’ writing in kindergarten has a great effect on their future writing 

ability during the elementary years (Kissel, 2008). Because students begin kindergarten at 

various levels of writing ability, more knowledge on kindergarten writing instruction is 

necessary in order to meet the needs of all kindergarten students and to provide quality writing 

instruction at the kindergarten level. Thus, the purpose of the qualitative study was to examine 

teachers’ perceptions regarding the use of individual student writing conferences and other 

writing instruction strategies in five kindergarten classrooms using a collective case study 

approach.  

 A purposeful sample of five kindergarten teachers from a South Texas suburban public 

school pre-kindergarten and kindergarten campus were the participants for the multiple case 

study. The researcher explored teachers’ writing instruction in the kindergarten classroom 

through pre and post teacher interviews and two open-ended classroom observations over a 

seven-week period. 

 The results of the interview data yielded six themes: social interaction, effective learning 

environment, student writing abilities, student progress toward independent writing, student 

motivation through praise, teacher self-efficacy. Findings from the observations supported the 

themes that emerged from the interviews. The findings of the study provide a deeper insight into 

how to effectively produce writers in the kindergarten classroom and can inform other teachers 

of ways to meet the individual student needs within a classroom of diverse emergent writers at 

varying levels of abilities. 
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The descriptions presented in this study regarding writing instruction at the kindergarten 

level have implications for providing effective instruction to kindergarten students in order to 

empower their writing success during the elementary years. One recommendation for future 

research would be a similar study with teacher reflection included, with teachers thinking about 

their instructional practices, thinking about their desired goals, and thinking about how to adjust 

their instruction in order for those goals to happen. A second recommendation for future research 

is to conduct the study allowing for more than seven weeks. One last recommendation for future 

research would be a similar study using a quantitative research design in order to report on 

student growth in writing. 
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DEDICATION 

I dedicate this dissertation to pre-kindergarten and kindergarten teachers everywhere. 

Providing children with a strong foundation and a great beginning to their educational life is an 

important and tremendous task. As a former early childhood teacher of 23 years, 19 of them 

being in kindergarten, I know how challenging and demanding it is to provide a class of twenty 

two five year olds the instruction they need in order to be successful for the rest of their school 

years. Being a kindergarten teacher is a rewarding profession, but also a profession that requires 

hard work and many sacrifices. Kindergarten teachers provide students the foundation they will 

rely on throughout their school years. When children get off to a great beginning in kindergarten, 

they will have a stronger education as they progress to higher grades and they will become life-

long learners.  
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 

    The early childhood years play an important role in children’s literacy understanding and 

development (Kissel, 2008). In order to be successful at the elementary level in writing, students 

must possess the ability to think while writing quality papers for various real world purposes. 

The quality of students’ writing instruction in kindergarten has a great effect on their future 

writing ability during the elementary years. To become strong writers during the elementary 

years and beyond, children need a strong literacy foundation during their early childhood years 

(Kissel, 2008). For many years, researchers have paid much attention to early reading 

development, while giving limited attention to early writing development (Clay, 2001; DeFord, 

2001; Dobson, 1988; Gomert & Fayol, 1992). The ability to write during the early childhood 

years can be a difficult and challenging task (Lienemann et al, 2006). In the early childhood 

classroom, teachers ask students to write, and teachers tell students that writing is easiest when 

writing about personal experiences. Most children at this level have little or no experience in 

writing and have limited life experiences from which to choose a writing topic.  This 

combination of limited life and writing experiences makes writing a very complex task. The task 

of writing involves the combination of many skills along with the ability to control one’s 

thoughts while attempting to create meaningful pieces of writing (Graham & Harris, 2003).  

 Combining one’s life experiences with the ability to record one’s thoughts in writing 

while using correct grammar, spelling, and punctuation is a difficult task (Graham & Harris, 

2003). As such, learning support is essential, especially at the beginning learning stages of 

writing development. The main source of learning support for young children is their teacher, 

however, very little research on how teachers can best support early childhood writing 

development exists today. There has been much research on the importance of the emergent 

writing stage for children and the growth of writing development children undergo as emergent 
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writers (Calkins, 2003, Freeman & Sanders 1989, McGee & Purcell-Gates, 1997, Morrow & 

Sharkey, 1993, Bus et al, 2001). The study examined individual student writing conferences and 

other writing instruction strategies used at the emergent level. The researcher has found minimal 

research in these two areas.  

Theoretical Framework       
   The theoretical framework for the research study is based on the social constructivist 

theory of Vygotsky (1978), which emphasized the need for social interaction in the learning 

process. Children begin to learn concepts through social interaction and then complete the 

learning process on an individual level (Vygotsky, 1978). Social interaction when learning a new 

concept is necessary in order for the learning process to begin. Only after someone else 

introduces, models, and discusses the new concept can learning develop on an individual basis. 

As children interact with others during their writing development, they construct meaning about 

the writing process. The focus of Vygotsky's (1978) social constructivist theory is that social 

interaction is essential for children’s cognitive development. Vygotsky (1978) stated, “Every 

function in the child's cultural development appears twice: first, on the social level, and later, on 

the individual level” (p. 57).  Learners demonstrate new learning around others before later 

internalizing their new learning. The ability to perform difficult tasks is only possible because of 

previous social interaction related to each task (Vygotsky, 1978). Social interaction when 

learning a new concept is necessary in order for the learning process to begin. Only after another 

individual introduces, models, or discusses a new concept can learning of the concept develop on 

an individual basis.  The social interaction components of the study are learner interaction with 

an adult during one-on-one teacher-student individual writing conferences, and learner 

interaction during whole group instruction. Individual student writing conferences provide the 
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necessary social interaction for the learning of a new concept before the learner can internalize it 

on an individual level. 

A second feature of Vygotsky's (1978) social constructivist theory is the “zone of 

proximal development." Vygotsky’s (1978) “zone of proximal development” (p. 86) is defined 

as “the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem 

solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under 

adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” (p. 86). Each student has his or her 

own potential area of learning, which falls in the area between what a learner already knows and 

what he or she learns from others. When teachers provide guidance in learning to individual 

students, they are instructing each student within the “zone of proximal development” 

(Vygotsky, 1978). Teachers provide support or assistance needed to help the student perform at 

his or her level of potential development. When teachers are conducting individual student 

writing conferences, they are instructing each student within his or her potential area of learning.  

Purpose of the Study 

      This researcher has conducted a qualitative collective case study exploring the experience 

of individual student writing conferences and other writing instruction strategies used in five 

kindergarten classrooms throughout a seven-week period. The study explored individual student 

writing conferences and other writing instruction strategies in kindergarten classrooms through 

kindergarten teacher descriptions and researcher observations of the individual student writing 

conferences and the other writing strategies used in kindergarten classrooms to motivate 

kindergarten students to write and improve individual writing abilities. Through one-on-one 

teacher-participant interviews, the researcher explored teachers’ perceptions of their individual 

student writing conferences and the writing strategies they use to motivate their students and to 
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meet their students’ individual needs in writing. The researcher also conducted observations in 

the classrooms of each teacher participant as part of the study. Each classroom observation took 

place during each teacher’s normal writing instruction time. The primary focus during each 

observation was on individual student writing conferences that occurred in the kindergarten 

classroom and the various other writing strategies in use in kindergarten classrooms based on the 

needs of the individual students. Because of writing expectations at the elementary level and the 

varying writing abilities of students at the kindergarten level, this researcher believed it was 

necessary to examine individual student writing conferences and the writing strategies used to 

motivate writers, to build and support the varying writing abilities of early childhood level 

students, and to meet students’ individual needs in writing.  

Research Questions     

In today’s world, writing is a critical skill in school as well as throughout life (Graham, 

2008). For future success, a strong foundation in all areas of learning is necessary (Dodici, 

Draper, & Peterson, 2003; Juel, 1988). A strong learning foundation built during the early 

childhood years enables students to be successful in later life (Kissel, 2008, Love, Burns, & 

Buell, 2007). If children are successful at writing and enjoy it at an early age, they will continue 

along this path in future school years (Routman, 2005). For kindergarten students to establish a 

strong foundation in writing, they must have teachers who deliver high quality writing 

instruction.  

The main topic of this qualitative study was individual student writing conferencing and 

writing instruction at the early childhood level. Through case studies, the researcher explored 

teachers’ descriptions of their individual student writing conferences based on the needs of their 

individual students and the writing strategies they use to meet their students’ individual writing 
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needs. Developing a writing ability during the early childhood years can be a difficult and 

challenging task (Lienemann et al, 2006). Writing is a difficult process to begin with and when 

students—even at the kindergarten level—first learn to write independently, learner frustration 

can occur. Even when teachers provide quality whole group writing instruction and a supportive 

environment, there is still a need for individual instruction at the emergent level. More 

knowledge on the best strategies is necessary to provide kindergarten students the opportunity to 

be successful in writing.  

The research questions guiding the study were:  

1. How do kindergarten teachers describe their individual student writing conferences 

and the other writing strategies they implement to improve their students’ writing 

abilities and to increase their students’ motivation to write?  

2. How do kindergarten teachers describe the writing habits of their students?  

3. How do kindergarten teachers describe their students’ motivation to write?  

4. What are kindergarten teachers’ personal feelings about writing?  

Procedures    

Qualitative research was the method used for the study in order to explore individual 

student writing conferences and other writing instruction efforts in the normal setting of five 

kindergarten classrooms. Creswell (1998) defines qualitative research as a method of research 

that explores a topic through investigation in order to provide a comprehensive description of 

that given topic. Qualitative research is used to gain meaning and understanding of a topic 

through its participants’ meaning and understanding of the same topic (Creswell, 1998). When 

conducting qualitative research, the researcher creates a comprehensive understanding and an 

accurate description of a topic through research conducted in its normal setting.  
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The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore individual student writing 

conferences and other writing instruction efforts in five kindergarten classrooms throughout a 

seven-week period. This exploration of kindergarten writing instruction was conducted  through 

a collective case study.. Creswell (2007) describes a collective case study as a study through 

which the researcher chooses multiple cases that are suitable to explore the one topic researched 

through the study.  In the study, multiple cases were explored that demonstrated the one research 

topic: writing in the kindergarten classroom. The multiple case participants were five 

kindergarten teachers at a South Texas suburban public school campus that houses kindergarten 

and pre-kindergarten students.  

For the study, data collection occurred through teacher interviews and classroom 

observations. The main collection instrument for the study was the researcher. While collecting 

and analyzing data, the researcher made every effort not to interfere with the natural setting of 

the kindergarten classrooms nor with the practices and viewpoints of each teacher. This was 

particularly important because this researcher is a former kindergarten teacher and has over 20 

years’ experience at the early childhood level. The role of researcher was taken on while in the 

process of collecting and analyzing data throughout the study.   

Significance of the Study 

Many kindergarten students enter school without the necessary language opportunities to 

ensure future learning success (Assel, Landry, Swank, & Gunnewig, 2007). Because they have 

missed opportunities for language development during the preschool years, these students begin 

school already behind their peers. When kindergarten classroom instruction begins, a learning 

gap already exists for these students. If this gap is not addressed, these students will remain 

behind and likely struggle in upcoming grades.  
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Considering the expectations placed upon students in the elementary grades as well as the 

necessity of learning a meaningful writing ability throughout one’s schooling and continuing 

throughout life, a crucial need exists to provide developmentally appropriate effective instruction 

at the early childhood level that is delivered in the form of individual conferencing. Early 

childhood educators are aware of the need to provide developmentally appropriate effective 

instruction and are continually in search of instructional strategies to put into practice that can 

help lessen the language development gap. Kindergarten teachers perpetually explore the best 

strategies to provide their students the opportunity to be successful in reading and writing in 

kindergarten as well as later in their school years. The sooner individual instruction is started in 

children’s educational years, the greater the chance that students who are behind might catch up 

to their peers (Clay, 1967). For kindergarten students to develop the ability to think while writing 

quality papers for various real-world purposeswhen they reach the elementary years, they need 

teachers with a variety of strategies who provide high-quality writing instruction in a supportive 

environment. When young children are successful writers in their kindergarten year, they will 

continue their love of writing in future school years (Routman, 2005).   

 For this reason, early-childhood educators are always in search of instructional strategies 

that can help decrease the language development gap to give students an opportunity to be 

successful in reading and writing in their academic future. Clay (1967) has agreed that children 

who struggle and receive early intervention or individual instruction have a better chance of 

catching up to their peers and achieving success throughout their school years.  Struggling 

writers at the early childhood level must receive high-quality instruction in a supportive 

environment as soon as their struggling is evident.   
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High quality writing instruction. High quality writing instruction focuses on the 

process of writing rather than on the final product (Willis 2001). At the early childhood level, 

high quality writing instruction provides students with the fundamental steps they will take 

throughout the writing process. When teachers focus on the process of writing, the emphasis is 

on instruction and assisting students throughout the writing process (Calkins 1986; Graves, 

1983). When students receive needed assistance, they develop into stronger writers. When the 

writing focus is on instruction, teachers assist students in areas such as brainstorming topics, 

answering questions about writing, and revisions (Calkins, 1986; Graves, 1983; Willis, 2001). 

Providing students instruction and assistance throughout the writing process empowers students 

with the necessary tools to create written products. When the emphasis of writing is on the 

process, students receive repeated instruction as needed in addition to countless opportunities to 

develop strong writing capabilities (Wong-Kam & Vasquez, 2003). At the early childhood level, 

this is very important because students are taking their first steps in many areas of learning and 

thus recurring instruction and frequent practice is necessary.  

In addition to an emphasis on instruction, a student-centered approach to writing 

instruction at the early childhood level leads to success in writing in future academic years 

(Calkins, 1986). It is more likely student learning will occur if student-centered instruction is 

provided. In addition to repeated instruction and many application opportunities, a student-

centered approach includes extensive teacher modeling, guidance, and feedback (Calkins, 1986, 

Pinnell & Fountas, 1998).  Teachers can provide this type of support for writing through whole- 

group instruction and individual student writing instruction.  

Individual student writing conferences. High quality writing instruction includes 

whole-group instruction and individual student instruction (Calkins, 1986). Individual instruction 
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is one-on-one teacher-student conferencing and whole-group instruction includes short, focused 

mini- lessons on the writing process (Calkins, 1986).  During whole-group writing instruction, 

teachers provide the instruction the majority of the students require. Teachers determine 

instruction for the whole group by examining students’ writing samples and deciding what 

writing instruction the majority of the class needs (Calkins, 1986). After whole-group writing 

instruction, some students will apply the concepts taught while others will still need more 

instruction. Teachers can provide necessary additional instruction during future whole-group 

lessons or during one-on-one teacher-student conferencing (Calkins, 1986). 

Individual student writing conferencing is an opportunity for teachers to observe 

students’ writing on a one-on-one basis and individually instruct them based on their individual 

writing needs (Calkins, 1986). An individual student writing conference consists of a teacher 

observing students’ writing, a teacher listening to students talk about their writing, a student 

asking questions about writing, and a teacher helping a student to expand on what they already 

know about writing (Atwell, 1987). Individual student writing conferencing is an opportunity to 

focus on each student on a one-on-one basis and provide each student with the instruction they 

require depending upon their level of meaning and understanding in writing.  

In writing, as in all areas of learning, teachers want their students to progress to higher 

levels of ability and independence. During individual student writing conferences, a teacher is 

instructing individual students at their individual levels and is providing them with the 

instruction needed to progress to the next level (Gentry, 2005). While one-on-one conferencing 

with individual students, the teacher comments on the student’s writing abilities, provides 

support to the student based on the student’s strengths, and addresses the student’s needs in 

writing. Teachers provide instructional support to help the student move to a higher level of 
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writing and to become a more independent writer. The teacher is providing individual students 

the instruction needed based on their current level of performance to assist them in reaching their 

potential.  

High expectations. Another aspect of high-quality writing instruction is high 

expectations. In addition to providing students individual instruction and support in writing, high 

expectations must be set in order for students to move to higher levels (Behymer, 2003).  In 

writing, as in all areas of learning, teachers want their students to progress to higher levels of 

ability and independence. Setting high expectations fosters growth by providing students 

motivation to progress. When teachers treat kindergartners as writers and expect them to write 

from the first day of kindergarten, students then believe they are writers (Freeman, 2003). If 

kindergarten teachers expect their students to consider themselves writers from the very first day 

of school, they will have a greater chance of performing as writers throughout the school year 

and it will most likely be instilled in them throughout the school year. 

Motivation. Writing is a complex task that involves the combination of a variety of 

difficult skills (Graham & Harris, 2003). In addition to putting one’s thoughts into words, the 

ability to write involves being able to spell, constructing complete sentences, and using correct 

grammar (Juel, 1988). For kindergarten students, it can be even more difficult because they are 

trying to master the skill of writing while integrating other skills (Edwards, 2003; Juel, 1988; 

Saddler et al., 2004). Writing is a problem-solving activity involving organizing or integrating a 

combination of skills into one activity (Hayes & Flower, 1980). To accomplish this difficult task, 

motivation is required (Lienemann et al., 2006) as well as high expectations and individual 

support. At the kindergarten level, research has shown that teacher direction is what motivates 

students to learn and engage in writing activities (Mitchell, 2009). During individual student 
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writing conferences, students receive the instruction and support they require for the complex 

skill of writing and their motivation to write increases because of this individual attention and 

direction.  

Most kindergarten students realize how hard writing can be even before beginning school 

(Love, Burns, & Buell, 2007). Kindergarten teachers have the tremendous task of building their 

students’ confidence in writing. Students need encouragement to meet the challenges they face in 

all areas of learning, especially writing (Kersey & Malley, 2005). Kindergarten teachers must not 

only teach students how to write but also guide them to be positive in relation to their ability and 

provide inspiration to achieve higher levels of writing skill (Gentry, 2005). When teachers 

conference with their students on writing one-on-one they have the perfect opportunity to 

provide individual encouragement, which all students need to keep an optimistic outlook and 

progress in learning.  

Writing ability involves the integration of many skills and processes along with the 

command of one’s thoughts while attempting to create meaningful work (Graham & Harris, 

2003). Providing  instruction through one-on-one writing conferences is an opportunity to give 

each student the individual instruction and support needed for motivation and the knowledge 

necessary to accomplish the difficult task of writing.  

When teachers provide students the instruction needed based on their needs and level of 

understanding, the complex task of writing is easier to conquer. For this to be possible, 

researchers must explore individual student writing conferences and other writing-instruction 

strategies at the early childhood level. A deeper insight is required to address the varying abilities 

of emergent writers in the early childhood classroom and produce successful writers.  
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Summary 

As writing is such an important skill required throughout life, building a strong 

foundation for it is imperative (Graham, 2008; Ritchey, 2008). When students build a strong 

learning foundation during early childhood years, it enables them to be successful learners later 

in life (Dodici, Draper, & Peterson, 2003; Juel, 1988; Kissel, 2008; Love, Burns, & Buell, 2007). 

Writing during these emergent years helps build students’ strong foundation in learning and 

enables them to be successful later in higher grades during their schooling as well as even later 

when in the workplace (Juel, 1988; Kissel, 2008). 

The primary focus of this qualitative study was to explore  individual student writing 

conferences and other writing instruction strategies at the early childhood level. The study 

explored teachers’ descriptions of their individual student writing conferences based on the needs 

of their individual students and the writing strategies they use to meet their students’ individual 

needs in writing  through case studies. The importance of a strong learning foundation in 

literacy, the writing expectations placed on students at the elementary level, the varying writing 

abilities of students at the kindergarten level, and the lack of research in the area of emergent 

writing instruction are the reasons the researcher chose to conduct research on this topic.  

The study will provide early childhood level educators knowledge of individual student 

writing conferences and other emergent writing instructional strategies already in use.  A deeper 

insight into how to address the varying abilities of emergent writers in the kindergarten 

classroom through whole group or individual student writing instruction is necessary to 

effectively produce successful writers. When early childhood teachers begin classroom 

instruction, they discover that some students already have a learning gap that has not been 

previously addressed (Assel, Landry, Swank, & Gunnewig, 2007). To provide all students the 

opportunity to be successful in writing in kindergarten and in future academic years, a deeper 
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insight into high quality writing instruction at the early childhood level is necessary. The study 

will provide a deeper insight into how to address the varying abilities of emergent writers in the 

classroom through individual student writing conferences and other writing instruction strategies. 

In order to produce successful writers in the kindergarten classroom and later in life, this insight 

is critically important. A strong foundation in writing during the early childhood years will lead 

to success later in life (Love, Burns, & Buell, 2007).  Effective writing instruction during the 

emergent years helps to build a student’s strong learning foundation and enables future success 

in school and in the workplace (Juel, 1988; Kissel, 2008). 
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CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

      The areas of importance to the study relate to providing students quality early childhood 

writing instruction. As such, the researcher will review the following areas of literature: social 

interaction, environment, motivation, emergent learning, and writing instruction. The emergent 

learning topics reviewed include: emergent literacy, reading and writing development, and oral 

language. The writing instruction topics reviewed include: emergent writing instruction, daily 

writing, modeling, individual student writing conferences and teacher self-efficacy. 

Social Interaction and Learning 

Vygotsky’s (1978) social constructivist theory emphasized the need for social interaction 

in the learning process. Children construct meaning and gain knowledge in new concepts during 

social interactions (Vygotsky, 1978). They begin to learn skills through exposure to those skills 

during social interaction. Listening to and observing others are a major part of learning new 

concepts. For learning to take place, instruction must first occur through social interaction before 

a learner internalizes and individualizes it (Vygotsky, 1978). The first steps to learning a new 

concept occur around others and then later this concept becomes individualized by the learner. 

As children interact with others in relation to new concepts, such as during their writing 

development, learning takes place and meaning is constructed.  

 The social interaction component regarding this particular study relates to kindergarten 

students interacting with an adult during individual student writing conferences conducted by the 

teacher. When this particular interaction occurs, the teacher is instructing the child within his or 

her “zone of proximal development,” defined by Vygotsky’s (1978) as “the distance between the 

actual developmental level and the level of potential development as determined through 

problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” (p. 86).  
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While instructing students during individual student writing conferences, teachers provide one-

on-one instruction in the area between what a learner already knows and what the learner can be 

taught by others (Vygotsky, 1978). During individual student writing conferences, the teacher is 

teaching the student within his or her potential area of learning and helping to move the student 

to a higher level of learning (Gentry, 2005). While one-on-one conferencing, the teacher is 

providing individual students the instruction needed based on their current level of performance 

in order to assist them in reaching their individual potential. In writing, as in all areas of learning, 

teachers want their students to progress to higher levels of ability and independence. When 

teachers provide support in the form of instruction during an individual student writing 

conference, they make it possible for the student to achieve more challenging skills than he or 

she would achieve independently (Bruner, 1966). When teachers provide students one-on-one 

instruction, they are empowering their students to achieve at higher ability levels. 

Environmental Influence on Literacy 

Literacy development begins as young children are exposed to it through their 

environment and surroundings (Teale, 1998). The developmental process of listening, speaking, 

reading, and writing all begin through everyday interactions with people and the environment. 

This can be very early in the life of a child. During preschool years, the basic components of 

reading develop in the course of everyday interactions with others and the environment. 

“Children learn to read and write in the context of their everyday lives,” (Swan, 2008, p 107). 

Everyday interactions with others and the environment significantly affect the development of 

emergent literacy concepts during children’s preschool years. Routine home activities with adults 

such as conversations, stories, and drawing activities also expose children to literacy.  A high 

quality home literacy environment increases emergent literacy growth (Swan, 2008). Emergent 
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literacy skills of preschool children will develop quicker if such things as books and writing 

materials are available to preschool children and if literacy is valued in the home beginning at a 

very young age.  

    Because literacy development begins so early in life and depends upon exposure, many 

children unfortunately miss essential language opportunities through this important phase of 

development by the time they enter kindergarten (Clements, 2007). Some children have not had 

many literacy experiences during the preschool years so their literacy development is not as 

strong as it would be if they had more literacy experiences. Because their literacy development is 

not as strong as it could be, these children will most likely struggle in reading development as 

soon as they begin school (Clements, 2007). To strengthen their literacy development, these 

students need an abundance of experiences with print and text. Very early in reading 

development, students who have reading difficulties will continue to struggle because they are 

exposed to less text than more capable readers due to their difficulties (Stanovich, 1986). 

Students who come to kindergarten with low literacy development will have a hard time catching 

up to their peers in reading development because they will continually be exposed to less text 

due to their lack of reading skills, their level of literacy development and their home 

environment. This is why it is imperative for kindergarten teachers to know strategies and 

teaching techniques to help fill this literacy gap. Attempting to close the gap at the kindergarten 

level will lead to reading and writing success in the years to follow. For this to happen, more 

research is needed in the area of instructional strategies for writing at the early childhood level. 

We know what needs to be done in kindergarten in literacy, but more research is needed on how 

to accomplish it. 
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Motivation Within the Learning Process 

      Weber (1994) defines motivation as something that causes a person to perform a certain 

behavior or action. In relation to learning, motivation has been described as a learner’s readiness, 

willingness, and desire to learn and to be successful in learning (Bomia et al., 1997). Motivation 

related to learning is one’s self provoked commitment and ambition to acquire new knowledge. 

Woolfolk (1987) describes motivation originating from external forces, or from outside a person, 

or originating intrinsically, or from within a person. Different definitions and interpretations of 

motivation exist but what they all have in common is positive behavior toward accomplishing an 

objective or a goal. 

      Even at a young age, children realize the difficulty of writing (Love, Burns, & Buell, 

2007). When many children enter kindergarten, their motivation toward writing is not very high 

(Love, Burns, & Buell, 2007). Many children enter kindergarten with the impression that writing 

is difficult, so their interest level in writing is very low (Love, Burns, & Buell, 2007).  

      Many aspects have an influence on students’ motivation in a classroom. In relation to 

writing, Anderson (2008) states that when selecting a topic for writing, students are motivated by 

choice. Part of Anderson’s (2008) study was to determine if students are more motivated or 

engaged in writing when given a choice of what to write. The research examined three scenarios: 

no choice of writing prompts, multiple choice of writing prompts, and free choice of writing 

prompts. Of the three scenarios, multiple choice of writing prompts led to the highest student 

engagement levels (Anderson, 2008). Anderson (2008) suggests giving students a list of topics to 

choose from in order to motivate them to begin writing on a topic. The use of multiple-choice 

writing prompts leads to higher motivation in writing (Anderson, 2008). Anderson’s research 

dealt with elementary students. Other studies have also shown that student choice leads to higher 
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motivation, however, at the kindergarten level, teacher direction is what motivates students to 

learn and engage in writing activities (Mitchell, 2009). When kindergarten students’ motivation 

was compared in relation to two scenarios, student choice of instructional mode or teacher 

directed instruction, kindergarten students were more motivated when teacher directed 

instruction took place (Mitchell, 2009).     

      Clark and Kragler (2005) researched how access to writing materials affected students’ 

writing production. The authors found that when students were provided more writing 

opportunities and materials, their quantity increased but the quality did not improve. More time 

and materials led to an increase in quantity but quality remained the same.  Clark and Kragler 

(2005) concluded that providing students more opportunity and more materials for writing does 

not improve writing performance. Jones and Christensen (1999) conducted an experimental 

study to determine how handwriting instruction affects the amount of writing students produce as 

well as the quality of the writing. The authors (1999) concluded that handwriting instruction as 

an intervention does increase the quantity of student writing but not necessarily the quality. In a 

related study, Graham, Harris, and Fink (2000) concluded that handwriting did affect the writing 

ability of first graders when direct teacher phonological awareness instruction was included. 

Motivation to write in the elementary years is increased when students are provided more 

instruction, opportunities, and materials for writing.  

      When many students enter kindergarten, they are already aware that writing is difficult 

(Love, Burns, & Buell, 2007). Kindergarten teachers have the tremendous charge of building 

their students’ confidence in writing. Students need encouragement to meet the challenges they 

face in writing (Kersey & Malley, 2005). Teachers can provide this encouragement through a 

positive learning environment and by being caring and concerned about students’ learning. 
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Kindergarten teachers are tasked with not only teaching students how to write but also guiding 

them to be positive in relation to their ability to write and inspiring them to higher writing-skill 

levels (Gentry, 2005).  

Emergent Literacy 

In 1966, Clay, as cited in Ramsburg (1998), introduced the term “emergent literacy” to 

describe the observed behaviors of young children who cannot yet read and write but they 

imitate the actions of reading and writing as they interact with written materials such as books. 

These imitations are the beginning stages of literacy development and can occur long before any 

schooling (Allington & Cunningham, 1996; Burns, Griffin, & Snow, 1999). Emergent literacy 

has been described as a phase in which children begin to understand that symbols carry meaning 

and that people communicate ideas through the use of symbols (Koenig, 1992). Some believe 

emergent literacy to be the phase that falls between when children are born and when they 

become conventional readers and show their developing knowledge of the written language 

(Sulzby & Teale, 1991).   Emergent literacy has been referred to as the acquisition of language 

related skills before formal instruction in reading and writing (Teale & Sulzby, 1986). Literacy 

development in children begins much earlier than when they enter school (Clay, 1991; Hall & 

Moats, 1999; Holdaway, 1979; Teale & Sulzby, 1986). Children’s literacy development in the 

early years is fostered through social interactions with adults and exposure to written texts 

(Sulzby, 1991). Children begin to acquire reading and writing knowledge while learning to speak 

and while observing others reading and writing. Some expand the term “emergent literacy” to 

include reading, writing, speaking, listening, and thinking (Cooper, 1997). Emergent literacy 

development is ongoing and occurs throughout everyday life and actions at home and in the 

community (Morrow, 1997). Emergent literacy has been described to include all the reading and 
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writing behaviors that will eventually develop into conventional reading and writing (Sulzby, 

1989). During the emergent literacy phase, reading and writing concepts develop because of 

interactions with readers and writers and through experiences of attempting to read and to write 

(Sulzby & Teale, 1991). Emergent literacy includes the years from birth to kindergarten as 

children learn about the world around them through literacy experiences such as having 

conversations, being read to, observing labels, noticing environmental print and listening to 

others (May, 1998). Emergent literacy has also been explained as the behaviors young children 

carry out when beginning the basic learning stages of reading and writing or when imitating real 

reading and writing while interacting with various reading and writing materials (May, 1998). 

When children are in the foundational learning stage of reading and writing, they imitate real 

reading and writing. Emergent literacy has also been described as an interactive and constructive 

developmental process built around meaning (Clay, 1991).  

During the emergent-literacy phase, children’s literacy develops through interactions with 

books and other written materials and during conversations with others. Swan (2008) described 

emergent literacy development as a combined collection of abilities occurring throughout the 

first four years of life. The author (2008) reported emergent literacy as a pattern of increasing 

development from the age of nine months to age four “suggesting that most children become 

more sophisticated regarding their facility with language and with print as they approach the age 

of entry into formal schooling” (p. 107). Most children better understand language and print the 

closer they get to school age. This researcher would define emergent literacy as a period of 

learning during the early years within which children build their knowledge and understanding of 

oral and written language. It is the period when children develop their beginning literacy skills, 

realize print carries a message, and that print can also be used to relay messages. 
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Reading and Writing Development  

      Children’s reading and writing development originate long before they enter school. This 

development is supported by conversations and experiences with others along with literacy 

materials. Children much younger than kindergarten age show an interest in writing and in 

writing instruments such as crayons, markers, or pencils (Gibson & Levin, 1975). Before most 

children are two years old they are aware that certain items, such as pencils and crayons, make 

marks, and they scribble on paper and other materials. Between the ages of two and four years 

old, most children know the difference between drawing and scribbling and begin to develop 

motor control (Brenneman, Massey, Machado, & Gelman, 1996). Most children by the age of 

three know the difference between drawing and scribbling, and they can do both. By the time 

most children are five, they realize that marks on a paper mean something (Marie Clay 2001). 

Children’s beginning of understanding of letters and sounds and the connection of sounds to 

spoken and written words is acquired through informal adult interaction and instruction (Anbar 

1986).  By kindergarten, most children realize print carries meaning and writing on paper is a 

way of communicating. They are now at the point where they realize spoken words can be 

written on paper and symbols written on paper represent the spoken words.      

 Reading and writing are reciprocal processes—they go hand-in-hand for learners, 

especially at the emergent-learning level (Birnbaum and Emig, 1983). When students read, they 

are attempting to decode a writer’s message and when they write, they are attempting to convey 

a message to a reader. While reading and writing, students use a combination of the alphabetic 

principle, word analysis skills, spelling skills, and concepts of print (McCardle et al, 2008; 

Birnbaum and Emig, 1983). The necessary level of understanding of each of these skills is 

different depending upon whether a student is reading or writing (McCardle et al, 2008; 
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Birnbaum and Emig, 1983). Simply because a student can spell a particular word does not mean 

he or she can read that same word. 

Ehri (1999) believes children learn to read words in four phases: the pre-alphabetic phase, 

the partial-alphabetic phase, the full-alphabetic phase, and the consolidated-alphabetic phase.  

These phases begin as memorizing or guessing and then progress to using letter and sound 

knowledge and sight word knowledge and finally transition into conventional reading using 

knowledge of reoccurring spelling patterns (Ehri, 1999). The pre-alphabetic phase occurs before 

a child is able to make any letter-to-sound connections but has memorized certain words due to 

repeated exposure in the environment (Ehri, 1999). For example, a child can read the word 

“EXIT” because they have seen the word repeatedly and have been told what the word means. If 

the word was written differently, such as “exit” they might not recognize it (Ehri, 1999). During 

the partial-alphabetic phase, readers use their knowledge of some letters or sounds in words to 

attempt to pronounce certain written words (Ehri, 1999). It is common for readers to use 

beginning or ending sounds during this phase (Ehri, 1999). During the full-alphabetic phase, the 

reader is able to make alphabetic connections, blend certain sounds, and read certain words that 

have been memorized because of repeated exposure (Ehri, 1999). During the consolidated-

alphabetic phase the reader has had continuous practice in reading and repeated exposure to 

many letter patterns so that their memory bank for word processing can be used for letter 

combinations rather than sounds for single letters and two-letter combinations (Ehri, 1999). For 

instance instead of memorizing the word “fleet” as four units, “f” “l” “ee” “t,” they now have the 

ability and knowledge to memorize it as only two units, “fl” “eet.”  

These stages of reading can also be applied to learning to write. Students move from 

writing random letters while guessing how words are spelled to using invented spelling and 
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common words they have memorized (Ruddell, 2002). Students then finally evolve to 

conventional spellings of words using known reoccurring spelling patterns and their knowledge 

of sight words. When children are using invented spelling, they are applying their understanding 

of the connections between what we say and what we write along with their understanding of 

spelling principles (Ruddell, 2002).   

 Writing development has been described as a difficult and complex process of symbolic 

representation that develops through combinations of talking, drawing, and playing (Brindley & 

Schneider, 2002). Children begin experimenting with the writing process through conversations, 

role-playing of writing actions, and drawing pictures to tell a story or represent an event. They 

then start to scribble and make letter-like forms and perhaps wavy scribbles to imitate cursive 

writing. Eventually, they progress and their scribbles and letter-like forms develop into normal 

letters and then into random-letter strings. They are trying to communicate with others and create 

meaning through their emergent writing.  When children are first learning to write they spell 

words by writing the sounds or letters they think are in the words they want to write (Schlagal, 

1989). Children use what they know about letters and sounds to invent or create spellings of 

words. How children spell or misspell words through invented spelling is an indication of their 

understanding of words, sounds, and letters (Ferreiro & Teberosky, 1982).  

           An essential component in quality early childhood surroundings is providing activities 

that involve writing (Love et al., 2007). Children in early childhood years need activities that 

involve writing to obtain the highest possible background in literacy. During these years, 

students are in the emergent phase of writing wherein they are developing the crucial 

foundational skills necessary for future writing development (Kissel, 2008; Love, Burns, & 

Buell, 2007). It is a time when children require and deserve quality, effective instruction as well 
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as instruction based on their individual needs as emergent writers. Effective emergent literacy 

instruction also requires necessary, appropriate intervention that must be based on individualized 

and developmental data in order to be worthwhile. Every effort should be made to ensure that 

students get the best instruction during this crucial phase of writing development. Emergent- 

writing instruction is a task that requires effort, energy, and expertise. If students are provided 

high-quality instruction at the beginning of their writing development, they will have a higher 

chance of accomplishment later.  

Oral Language and Writing Ability 

     Writing development for emergent writers occurs alongside oral language development 

(Calkins, 1994; Freeman & Hatch, 1989).  As oral language is developing, foundational skills 

related to writing ability are also developing. Oral language development occurs within one’s 

natural environment without any formal instruction. Preschool children are exposed to language 

from infancy and they imitate this language. Adults encourage these initial language attempts 

and respond in a way to promote more language attempts. Children’s first attempts at oral 

language are nowhere near perfect and are not expected to be. Their language will develop 

through repeated attempts in a supportive environment in which they will go through various 

stages of development. Language development has been described as taking place through the 

following five stages of acquisition: the pre-production stage, the early production stage, the 

speech-emergent stage, the intermediate phase, and the fluency phase (McDonald, 1997). During 

the pre-production stage, children have few oral skills and typically respond through facial 

expressions, random sounds, repeated syllables, pointing, nodding or waving (McDonald, 1997). 

During the early production stage, children have acquired more understanding of language and 

can say some words, phrases, and maybe short sentences related to repeated actions (McDonald, 

1997). They also understand simple questions and can name certain objects (McDonald, 1997). 
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During the speech-emergent stage, children can read written words when presented in 

combination with pictures or other context clues. During this phase, personal experiences help 

children understand new concepts and a child’s vocabulary and verbal communication increases 

greatly (McDonald, 1997). During the intermediate phase, children demonstrate higher levels of 

accuracy when expressing thoughts (McDonald, 1997). During this phase children express their 

needs, ask questions, understand humor, and participate in conversations. They can memorize 

songs and rhymes and retell familiar stories using some proper grammar and a more 

sophisticated vocabulary (McDonald, 1997). During the fluency stage, children have a greater 

understanding of grammar, language structure, and vocabulary (McDonald, 1997). They can tell 

longer stories, sequence events, and experiment with language in order to entertain or surprise 

others (McDonald, 1997). During these preschool years, foundational writing skills are also 

developing. Just as reading development originates way before children enter school, writing 

development follows the same path. Preschool children are learning that writing is a form of 

language. This learning takes place as they are exposed to adults and their writing. Preschool 

children begin to imitate written language much as they once imitated oral language.    

       A child’s language abilities and success in school are both related to the quality of the 

words they were exposed to during the early years (Kalamar, 2008). Children’s language 

experiences before entering kindergarten affect their performance during the upcoming school 

years. Some children will come to kindergarten with a rich oral language background while 

others will arrive with limited oral language experiences. Children raised in lower income 

environments will most likely have had fewer words spoken to them during their early years 

(Cooter, 2006; Darling, 2005). Children require many opportunities to use language with others 

in order to develop their own oral language (Strickland & Shanahan, 2004). To assist students at 
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the lower levels of writing performance in kindergarten, teachers must provide them with rich 

oral language experiences. The study by Dodici, Draper, and Peterson (2003) showed that a 

child’s early oral language environment is related to their vocabulary, their understanding of 

alphabetic principles, and their phonemic awareness skills during the first school years. This 

longitudinal study showed that parent-child interaction during the infant and toddler years is 

related to children’s early literacy skills such as understanding vocabulary and phonemic 

awareness (Dodici, Draper, and Peterson, 2003). Children whose families are economically 

disadvantaged have difficulty in writing because of a lack of parent interaction (Dodici, Draper, 

and Peterson, 2003).  Their study confirms a need for strong early literacy programs and 

interventions in order to address the needs of economically disadvantaged children (Dodici, 

Draper, and Peterson, 2003).  

      Oral language development is a crucial component of the early childhood curriculum. 

According to Strickland and Shanahan, (2004) quality oral language experiences during the 

preschool years are an important prerequisite for literacy success in later years. Since many 

kindergarten students are not provided the necessary oral language experiences before entering 

school, these oral language opportunities must be provided within the classroom to help these 

students reach an independent writing level before entering first grade. Research shows early 

environment and language exposure affects literacy development in later years. More research is 

needed in the area of instruction of kindergarten students in order to meet their needs based on 

their preschool experiences. 

Emergent Writing Instruction-Teaching Writing  

     The National Reading Panel (2000) reported a five-component model of reading 

instruction that identified valuable areas of instruction for reading success. The components 
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included phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, comprehension, and vocabulary. Moreover, 

three of these areas are also of high importance in writing instruction in the early years: 

phonemic awareness, phonics, and vocabulary. Writing is a complex skill comprised of many 

different smaller skills including spelling, grammar, capitalization, and punctuation (Berninger & 

Amtmann, 2003). Writing also involves creativity along with other abilities such as turning 

thoughts into written words and revising what one has already written (Shapiro, 2004).  

   Literacy has changed much in the last three decades, especially in the area of writing. 

Thirty years ago, Graves (1978) could find nothing to confirm that students were writing in 

elementary classrooms. Today’s elementary classrooms are quite different. Because of the 

concern of older students’ writing abilities, schools have implemented writing instructional 

strategies beginning in kindergarten.  

      The ability to express thoughts through writing is a fundamental skill necessary for a 

literate life. Children begin their journey of writing through scribbles that imitate writing, 

moving on to letter strings, and eventually writing words and sentences (Graves, 1975). The 

scribbles and strings of letters children write represent their attempts to express themselves 

through writing. They require guidance and support as they progress through the stages in the 

development of the writing process. Educators must guide students through these stages by 

nurturing, encouraging and supporting their students’ interest and individual development in the 

written language. Instruction in writing at the early childhood level begins with the writing of 

one’s name and the names of other family members.  

     Teachers attempt to provide effective instruction to every student based on their 

individual needs. A kindergarten classroom contains a diverse group of students. Some students 

have been exposed to a great amount of print and informal indirect instruction in reading and 
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writing. When varying levels exist within a classroom, small group and individual instruction are 

the only solution to providing students effective instruction. Furthermore, some students require 

small group and individual instruction when early signs of struggle appear.  

       Considering the wide variety of children’s reading and writing experiences, teachers need 

a variety of methods of instruction to reach the needs of their students. One teaching strategy 

cannot be considered the most effective for all children (Strickland 1994). 

Daily Writing and Modeling 

Instruction in writing at the emergent level is an interactive activity in which modeling 

and observation are essential for development. Daily teacher modeling of writing along with 

daily writing opportunities are crucial in a supportive writing environment (Behymer, 2003). To 

construct and promote a supportive writing environment, kindergarten teachers should provide 

daily writing instruction along with daily opportunities for students to write. Students who 

participate in daily planned writing sessions will write twice as much and have twice the amount 

of ideas as students who only write when they want to write (Routman, 2005).  Given the 

possibility for twice as much student-generated writing and twice as many ideas, daily writing is 

necessary in the kindergarten classroom. In order for children to make growth in writing, they 

must be given many writing opportunities (Mayer, 2007). Growth in writing is the goal in 

kindergarten, so providing many opportunities along with communicated expectations, strategy 

instruction, and modeling of writing must be present and plentiful.  

      Based on their study of providing more opportunities and materials for writing, Clark and 

Kragler (2005) concluded that teacher modeling is needed for any chance of student 

improvement in writing performance. Besides writing opportunities and instruction, students also 

require an abundant amount of writing modeled by the teacher. Teacher modeling provides the 
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scaffolding required for students to learn within their zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 

1978). In order to progress from one level to another, a learner requires samples of what is 

expected in writing along with demonstrations of how those expectations are achieved. Modeling 

of writing as well as daily writing opportunities provide students the chance to perform or 

practice carrying out these writing expectations. Modeling provides a road map to writing skills 

desired. 

      In addition to daily writing, children require writing support (National Reading Panel, 

2000). Teacher conferencing during writing instruction provides this necessary support. 

Children’s writing will develop more when it is part of a supportive learning environment 

(Mayer, 2007)  In addition to providing writing support, teachers should set high expectations for 

their students in writing in order for students to move to higher levels (Behymer, 2003).  High 

expectations foster growth. Dyson (1985) researched how copying of text affects student 

development and concluded that the practice helped to improve students’ letter formation but did 

not affect growth in the writing process or comprehension. When kindergartners are treated as 

writers and expected to write from the first day, they then believe they are writers (Freeman, 

2003).  

In writing, as in all areas of learning, teachers want their students to progress to higher 

levels of ability and independence. When teachers provide support alongside their instruction, 

they make it possible for children to achieve more challenging skills than they can achieve 

independently (Bruner, 1966). This support can be in the form of conversations, modeling, and 

feedback related to the instruction. When learning to write, the most important form of support 

children require is modeling (Bodrova & Leong, 2006).  Observing others perform a difficult 

task provides the learner the first steps to understanding it. When students are provided the 
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opportunity to observe others in the writing process, they are more likely to have the ability to 

perform the same task independently. 

Individual Student Writing Conferences 

In addition to daily writing, children require writing support (National Reading Panel, 

2000). Children’s writing will develop more when part of a supportive learning environment 

(Mayer, 2007).  Teacher guidance in the form of individual student conferencing and teacher 

modeling provides this necessary support. Individual student-writing conferencing is an 

opportunity for teachers to instruct students on a one-on-one basis based on their individual 

needs in writing (Calkins, 1986). An individual student-writing conference consists of a teacher 

observing a student’s writing, a teacher listening to a student talk about his or her writing, a 

student asking questions about writing and a teacher helping a student to expand on what he or 

she already knows about writing (Atwell, 1987). An individual student writing conference is an 

opportunity for a teacher to focus on each student on a one-on-one basis and provide each 

student with the instruction he or she requires depending upon his or her level of meaning and 

understanding in writing. 

Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development concept is defined as the difference between 

what a learner already knows and what the learner can be taught by others (1978). When 

kindergarten teachers are conferencing with their individual students about writing, each 

kindergartener is being instructed within his or her area of potential learning, or zone of proximal 

development. In writing, as in all areas of learning, teachers want their students to progress to 

higher ability levels and to levels that are more independent. During individual student writing 

conferences, a teacher is instructing individual students at their individual levels and is providing 

them the instruction they need to progress to the next level (Gentry, 2005). Individual instruction 
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in the form of one-on-one teacher student conferencing on the writing process is needed in 

addition to any whole group writing instruction already provided (Calkins, 1986). While one-on-

one conferencing with individual students, the teacher comments on each student’s writing 

ability and provides support based on his or her abilities. The support is provided in order to help 

the student move to a higher level of writing and to become more independent. The teacher is 

providing individual students the instruction needed based on their current level of performance 

in order to assist them in reaching their individual potential. During individual student writing 

conferences a teacher is instructing students at their individual levels and is providing students 

the instruction they need to progress to the next level (Gentry, 2005). Individual student writing 

conferencing is an opportunity to focus on each student on a one-on-one basis and provide each 

student with the instruction they require depending upon their level of meaning and 

understanding in writing. At the kindergarten level, during individual student writing 

conferences a teacher presents strategies and resources students can use independently to help 

them write letters, words, and sentences. Some strategies kindergarten students use in writing 

include saying words slowly to hear individual sounds, using chunks of familiar words to spell 

other words, and using known spelling patterns to spell words. Some resources kindergarten 

students use include a name chart, a word wall, and a letter sound-linking chart. A name chart is 

a class-made chart listing all students’ names grouped by beginning letter. A word wall is a list 

of words on a wall that begin with each letter of the alphabet. A letter-sound linking chart is a 

chart that shows each letter of the alphabet with a picture that begins with the sound of each 

letter.  

During individual student writing conferences, a teacher helps students to expand on 

what they already know about writing (Atwell, 1987). During the conferences, teachers reinforce 
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writing strategies taught previously during the whole group as well as those strategies discussed 

previously with that particular student.  In addition, the teacher comments on each student’s 

individual writing abilities and provides support based on the student’s abilities, which helps  the 

student move to a higher level of writing and to become more independent. The teacher is 

providing individual students the instruction needed based on their current level of performance 

in order to assist them in reaching their individual potential.  

To prepare for an individual writing conference, a teacher will look at student’s recent 

writing samples. Routman believes examining students’ writing on an individual basis is 

necessary in order to confirm the needs of students, the growth of students, and the range of 

students all in relation to writing (Routman, 2005). Examining samples of previous writing is a 

way of determining individual student growth as well as providing evidence of individual needs 

being met as well as current individual needs. Samples of students’ writing are documentation of 

their individual abilities and ideas and when compared to previous samples can be used to 

determine growth (Gammill, 2006). 

       As emphasized in the social constructivist theory of Vygotsky (1978), the need for social 

interaction in the learning process is provided during individual student writing conferences. As 

children interact with others during their writing development, meaning is constructed about the 

writing process. Children learn concepts through social interaction and then absorb the concepts 

on an individual level (Vygotsky, 1978).  Social interaction when learning a new concept is 

necessary in order for the learning process to begin. Only after the concept is introduced, 

modeled, and discussed can the learning of the concept continue to develop on an individual 

basis. Learning a concept must first be demonstrated around others for it to be later internalized. 
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Individual student writing conferences provide the social interaction necessary for the learning of 

a new concept before it can be internalized on an individual level. 

Teacher Self-Efficacy 

       In 1977, Bandura introduced the concept of self-efficacy, which he defined as “belief in 

one’s capacity to organize and execute the courses of action required to produce given 

attainments” (Bandura, 1977, p3). Self-efficacy is a person’s attitude about their potential to 

perform to desired levels of achievement. These attitudes affect experiences in their everyday 

life. A person’s self-efficacy can affect their self-motivation as well as how they think, feel, and 

act. A person with a strong sense of efficacy will handle complicated tasks as challenges to be 

accomplished rather than obstacles to avoid (Bandura, 1995). Self-efficacy is not the same as 

confidence. Confidence refers to how strong a person’s belief is, but self-efficacy is more 

specific. Self-efficacy is the belief in one’s level of capability as well as how strong that belief is 

(Bandura, 1997). Since Bandura’s introduction of this concept, many researchers have confirmed 

that strong self-efficacy positively affects learning and motivation (Goddard, Hoy and Hoy, 

2004). Studies have shown that strong efficacy is directly related to academic success and 

achievement and that that student success can be affected by teacher self-efficacy (Goddard, 

Hoy, Hoy, 2004). A teacher’s belief in their ability to succeed affects their students’ 

achievement. Teacher self-efficacy is a belief in his or her ability to successfully instruct his or 

her students and lead them to success (Bandura, 1995).  

      When teachers are knowledgeable in the instructional strategies related to subjects they 

teach, they have the tools necessary to foster their belief in their ability to succeed in positively 

affecting their students’ achievement. Teachers require instructional strategy knowledge in order 

to possess self-efficacy or the belief in their ability to successfully instruct their students and lead 
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them to success. Knowledge of writing instructional strategies is a necessary field for emergent 

level teachers in order to be successful in instructing students in writing.  

      Writing is a complex task to do and to teach (Lienemann, Graham, Leader-Janssen, & 

Reid, 2006). Both teachers and students require efficacy, or a belief in their “capacity to organize 

and execute the courses of action required to produce given attainments” (Bandura, 1977, p3). 

Both students and teachers of writing require a belief in their abilities, or a positive attitude about 

their potential to perform to the desired levels of achievement. The many smaller skills involved 

in writing such as spelling, grammar, capitalization, punctuation, and imagination make it such a 

complex task. When many students enter kindergarten they are already aware of how difficult 

writing can be (Love, Burns, & Buell, 2007). Kindergarten teachers have the tremendous charge 

of building their students’ confidence in writing as well as students’ belief that they can write at 

the level the teacher expects. Kindergarten teachers also need the confidence in teaching writing 

and the belief that they can instruct their students to write at the level the school curriculum or 

administrators expect.  

Summary 

      In today’s world, writing is a critical skill (Graham, 2008). Success in later years is 

dependent upon a strong foundation being built during the early childhood years (Love, Burns, & 

Buell, 2007). Being a strong writer during the emergent years supports the constructing of a 

well-built foundation in literacy and other areas of learning (Juel, 1988). A strong learning 

foundation in literacy built during the early childhood years leads to success later in school and 

in life (Love, Burns, & Buell, 2007). At the beginning of kindergarten, many students have 

already missed essential language opportunities during their early years, which comprise a 

critical stage of language development (Clements, 2007). At the age of five, children already 
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know that writing is a hard skill (Mathers, Benson, & Newton, 2006). For these reasons, 

kindergarten teachers must be well informed of strategies or best practices for literacy 

instruction, including writing instruction. Kindergarten teachers must be well educated in writing 

instruction strategies to provide their students the best instruction possible in writing and the 

strong foundation necessary to be successful in writing later in life. Knowledge of the 

importance of a good emergent literacy foundation exists along with what students need in order 

to be successful in writing. The study provides information on how writing instruction looks and 

what five teachers’ perceptions are of their writing instruction at the kindergarten level. 

      In writing, as in all areas of learning, teachers want their students to progress to higher 

ability levels and to levels that are more independent. Attempting at the kindergarten level to 

close the gap present when students begin their school years will lead to reading and writing 

success in the years to follow. To achieve this goal, more research must be done in the area of 

instructional strategies for writing. We know what needs to be done in kindergarten in the area of 

literacy but more research is needed on how to accomplish it. 

Through a qualitative study, individual student writing conferences and writing 

instruction in kindergarten classrooms were explored. Five kindergarten teacher participants 

were interviewed and asked to describe their individual student writing conferences based on the 

needs of their individual students along with the writing instruction strategies they currently use. 

The importance of a strong learning foundation in literacy, the writing expectations at the 

elementary level, the varying writing abilities of students at the kindergarten level, and the lack 

of research in the area of emergent writing instruction are the main reasons this researcher chose 

to conduct a study on this topic.  
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CHAPTER III: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In kindergarten, the sooner a student’s areas of need are addressed, the sooner the student 

is on the road to success (Clay, 1967). In addition to large group-writing instruction, many 

kindergarten students also need small group and one-on-one instruction to reach their highest 

writing potential. Many kindergarten students are reluctant writers in need of teacher support in 

order to be successful in writing. For many kindergarten students, motivation to write is due to  

focused attention received during one-on-one writing instruction, in addition to whole group 

writing instruction. The earlier this additional instruction or writing intervention begins, the 

sooner the motivation will occur. The study examined large group and one-on-one writing 

instruction practices currently used in five kindergarten classrooms.    

        The remainder of this chapter provides a description of the methods and procedures used 

to carry out the study. The study examined the individual student writing conferences of five 

kindergarten teachers and the writing strategies these same teachers used to instruct their 

students in writing and motivate them to write. This was accomplished through a qualitative 

study that implemented a collective case method. The methods of data collection that were used 

for the study included teacher interviews and classroom observations. The remainder of this 

chapter will discuss research methodology, research setting, research participants, research 

questions, data collection processes, and data analysis. 

Context of the Study 

     In order to explore the writing instruction efforts in the normal setting of five 

kindergarten classrooms, the method of research used for the study was qualitative. Creswell 

(1998) defines qualitative research as a method that explores a topic through investigation in 

order to provide a comprehensive description of that given topic. Researchers have used 

qualitative research to gain meaning and understanding of a topic through its participants’ 
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meaning and understanding of the same topic (Creswell, 1998).  When conducting qualitative 

research, the researcher creates a comprehensive understanding and an accurate description of a 

topic through research conducted in its normal setting.  

This qualitative study explored writing instruction in five kindergarten classrooms during 

a seven-week period using a collective case study approach. Creswell (2007) described collective 

case study as a method in which the researcher chooses multiple cases that are suitable to explore 

the one topic being researched by the study. Case studies are descriptions of real-life experiences 

related to the topic being researched. For the study, case studies were developed through teacher 

interviews related to their own real-life classroom experiences involving writing instruction 

along with classroom observations of the same teachers during their regularly scheduled writing 

instruction times.  

The multiple case participants were five kindergarten teachers at a South Texas suburban 

public school campus that housed kindergarten and pre-kindergarten students. In order to explore 

individual student writing conferences and other writing instruction strategies in kindergarten 

classrooms, the researcher interviewed each of the five participants a total of two times during a 

seven-week period and also observed each teacher participant two times during the same seven-

week period. 

     Data collection occurred through teacher interviews and classroom observations. The 

main collection instrument for the study was the researcher. While collecting and analyzing data, 

the researcher made every effort not to interfere with the natural setting of the kindergarten 

classrooms, nor with the practices and viewpoints of each teacher. This was particularly 

important because this researcher is a former kindergarten teacher and has over 20 years’ 
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experience at the early childhood level. The exclusive role of a researcher was taken on while in 

the process of collecting and analyzing data.  

Research Setting  

      This research study was conducted at a South Texas suburban public school campus that 

housed approximately 450 kindergarten and pre-kindergarten students. This public school 

campus was part of an independent Texas school district that contained six campuses and 

supported over 5,600 students. The community for this public school campus has a population of 

over 23,000 with over 22% of the population below poverty level. The student population that 

attended school in this district was slightly over 50% Caucasian and almost 40% Hispanic, with 

over 44% of the students considered economically disadvantaged. Over 38% of the students were 

considered at-risk of not graduating from high school and almost 3% of the students were 

limited-English proficient. The particular campus for the study included 8 pre-kindergarten 

classrooms and 18 kindergarten classrooms.  

Participants 

Five kindergarten teachers from a South Texas suburban public school kindergarten and 

pre-kindergarten campus were the participants for the study. This was a purposeful sample based 

on the purpose of the study, to examine individual student writing conferences and other writing 

instructional strategies at the kindergarten level.  The teacher participants were given 

pseudonyms. The pseudonyms used for the five teachers in the study were Amanda, Bailey, 

Chloe, Danielle, and Ellie. These five participants were of different experience levels: Amanda 

taught for 15 years with 11 years in kindergarten; Bailey taught for 10 years with 8 years in 

kindergarten; Chloe taught a total of 13 years with 6 years in kindergarten; Danielle taught a total 

of 14 years with 12 years in kindergarten; and Ellie taught a total of 7 years with 4 of those years 
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in kindergarten. The selection process for the participants in the study was strictly voluntary. All 

participants understood they were to be interviewed and observed in their classroom during the 

study and  had the option to drop out of the study at any time. All participants signed a consent 

form prior to participating in the study. 

On this particular campus, students are randomly placed in each kindergarten classroom, 

creating classes that are heterogeneous with regard to learning ability. This school’s kindergarten 

writing curriculum was determined at the district level but based primarily on the Texas state 

educational guidelines, known as the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills, or the TEKS. At the 

classroom level, curriculum for instruction was based on district and state curriculum guidelines, 

but teacher presentation of curriculum was customized to meet the needs of the class and the 

individual students through large group and one-on-one instruction. Each kindergarten teacher on 

this particular campus provided daily writing instruction for 45 to 60 minutes a day. During 

writing instruction time, the whole group was provided writing instruction that was needed for 

the majority of the students. Each teacher determined what was taught during the whole group 

instruction based on students’ needs determined by their previous writing samples. After a few 

minutes of whole group instruction, teachers then had students write independently. While 

students wrote independently, each teacher conducted individual student writing conferences.  

The writing instruction that occurred on this campus was the main reason the researcher 

chose it for the study. Writing instruction at the kindergarten level was a priority in this district 

and students are expected to be successful, independent writers by the end of the kindergarten 

year. Every kindergarten teacher on this campus provided daily writing instruction along with 

daily individual student writing conferences. During the individual student writing conferences, 

the teachers individually instructed students based on each student’s writing needs. They focused 
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on each student on a one-on-one basis and provided the required instruction depending upon 

each student’s level of meaning and understanding in writing.  

Researcher Subjectivity and Rapport with Participants 

Data collection occurred through teacher interviews and classroom observations. The 

main collection instrument for the study was the researcher. The researcher made every effort not 

to interfere with the natural setting of the kindergarten classrooms, nor with the practices or 

viewpoints of each kindergarten teacher. This was particularly important because this researcher 

was a former kindergarten teacher and has over twenty years’ experience at the early childhood 

level. Throughout the study, the researcher took on the exclusive role of researcher while in the 

process of collecting and analyzing data. All interviews took place in each kindergarten teacher’s 

classroom at convenient times for each participant. Each classroom observation took place 

during each kindergarten teacher’s regularly scheduled writing instruction time. The researcher 

had established rapport with each teacher participant because of the researcher’s previous years 

on the same campus.  

Knowledge of the curriculum and instruction that occurs on this campus was an 

advantage for the researcher. Developing strong writers in kindergarten is a campus level 

initiative and the curriculum writers on this campus are continually in search of writing 

instruction methods. In the last 10 to 15 years, writing instruction methods have changed in the 

district but research has not kept up with these changes; thus, more study is needed in the area of 

writing instruction at the kindergarten level. 

Individual student writing conferences and other writing instruction used in five different 

kindergarten classrooms were examined during a seven-week period. The researcher collected 

data through the sources of teacher interviews and classroom observations. The observations 
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carried out were conducted in the regular classroom setting during each teacher’s regularly 

scheduled writing instruction time to maintain a natural environment. The researcher kept notes 

during each observation. Two observations of each teacher participant were conducted during the 

study as well as two interviews with each teacher, one at the beginning of the study and one at 

the end. 

Research Questions and Data Collection Processes  

The study described the instructional strategies teachers used to meet their students’ 

needs in writing. The data collected was used to answer the four research questions that guided 

the study:    

1. How do kindergarten teachers describe their individual student writing conferences 

and writing strategies they implement to improve their students’ writing abilities and 

to increase their students’ motivation to write?   

2. How do kindergarten teachers describe the writing habits of their students?  

3. How do kindergarten teachers describe their students’ motivation to write?  

4. What are kindergarten teachers’ personal feelings about writing? 

The researcher conducted all the data collection for the study through one-on-one 

interviews and classroom observations with each teacher participant during their writing 

instructional time. The researcher conducted the interviews with a focus on individual student 

writing conferences and writing instruction in each of the five kindergarten classrooms. The 

observations in each of the five classrooms were conducted during large group writing 

instruction and while each teacher conducted individual student writing conferences. 

The collection of data occurred over a seven-week period. Each of the five participants 

was interviewed once during the first two weeks of the study and then once again during the last 
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two weeks of the study. The researcher observed each teacher twice during the study, once 

during week three and once during week five. Table 3.1 represents the study’s timeline of the 

interviews and observations.    

Table 3.1  

Interview and Observation Timeline 

        Week                        Data Collection Processes 

Weeks one and two                First interviews 

 

Week three                            Observation #1 

Week five                              Observation #2 

Weeks six and seven              Second interviews 

 

The researcher developed two separate interview protocols for each participant for the study (see 

Appendix A). The observations during weeks three and five of the study took place during 

writing instruction that occurred in each participant’s classroom. This writing instruction time 

included whole group instruction and one-on-one writing conferencing between the teacher and 

individual students.  

Data Analysis     

      All data for this research study was analyzed using content analysis. The researcher 

conducted data analysis to present the new information gained. The method of data analysis used 

was narrative data analysis and interpretation (Taylor-Powell & Renner, 2003). In order for the 

researcher to be familiar with the data for the study, all interviews were transcribed and reviewed 

by the researcher before data analysis began (Reissman, 1993). Member checks of the interview 

transcriptions were conducted to eliminate transcribing errors and increase the accuracy, 

credibility, and validity of this qualitative study. Each teacher participant was provided their 

transcribed interviews and asked to confirm accuracy. While analyzing the data, the researcher 

determined the focus of the analysis, which was done by determining focus topics related to each 
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research question. The researcher then examined teacher responses to interview questions and 

coded the responses according to emerging themes. The researcher then correlated the emerged 

themes to the focus topics (Taylor-Powell & Renner, 2003). Analysis of data was verified by 

another qualified, qualitative researcher in order to establish inter-rater reliability.  

Summary  

      The focus of the study related to individual student writing conferences and writing 

instruction occurring at the early childhood level in different classrooms based on the needs of 

the individual students. Because of elementary level writing expectations and students’ varying 

writing abilities at the kindergarten level, this researcher believed it was necessary to examine 

current writing instructional strategies at the early childhood level through teacher descriptions 

of the strategies they use to build and support their students’ varying writing abilities. The next 

chapter discusses the results of this qualitative research study on writing instruction at the 

kindergarten level. 
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CHAPTER IV:  RESULTS OF THE STUDY 

Early childhood educators are charged with providing effective writing instruction that is 

also developmentally appropriate to prepare their students for challenges they will face in their 

academic future. Elementary school children are expected to have the ability to think while 

writing quality papers for various real-world purposes. To develop these abilities, elementary 

school children need high quality writing instruction in a supportive environment throughout 

their emergent writing years (Kissel, 2008). Spending preschool years in a literacy-rich 

environment that fosters language is essential. There has been much research conducted 

regarding the importance of the emergent-writing stage for children and the growth of writing 

development children undergo as emergent writers (Clay, 2001; DeFord, 2001; Dobson, 1988; 

Gomert & Fayol, 1992). The need for students to receive effective instruction during the early 

childhood years in order to be successful writers during their elementary years is what prompted 

this researcher to conduct this particular study. The study examined individual student writing 

conferences and other writing instructional strategies at the kindergarten level, both of which 

have been found to be minimal by this researcher. To learn more about writing instructional 

strategies at the emergent level and individual writing instruction, the study focused on the 

individual student writing conferences and other writing instructional strategies taking place in 

five kindergarten classrooms.  

The results of the data will be presented in this chapter, which also include a section on 

data collection and teacher-participant information. In addition, there is a discussion of the focus 

topics related to the research questions guiding the study as well as the themes that emerged 

during data analysis.   
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Data Collection 

The study explored teacher individual student writing conferencing along with writing 

instruction at the kindergarten level. In order to address the research questions that guided the 

study, five kindergarten teachers were interviewed two times during a seven-week period. These 

interviews were transcribed, reviewed, coded and analyzed. All transcribing, reviewing, coding 

and analyzing were done by the researcher.     

Classroom observations were also conducted in order to triangulate the data collected 

through the interviews and to gain a deeper understanding of the teachers’ descriptions of their 

individual student writing conferences and other writing strategies they currently use. Each 

classroom observation lasted approximately 45 minutes. During the observations, the teachers 

conducted a few minutes of whole group instruction and then students were instructed to write 

independently. While students wrote independently, each teacher conducted individual student 

writing conferences.  

     The following research questions guided this qualitative study:  

1. How do kindergarten teachers describe their individual student writing conferences 

and the other writing strategies they implement to improve their students’ writing 

abilities and to increase their students’ motivation to write? 

2. How do kindergarten teachers describe the writing habits of their students?  

3. How do kindergarten teachers describe their students’ motivation to write? 

4. What are kindergarten teachers’ personal feelings about writing? 

Teacher participants       

     Five kindergarten teachers volunteered to participate in this research study. The 

following is a description of each teacher, which includes their years of teaching experience, 

their explanations of how they became a kindergarten teacher, and their individual thoughts on 
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how children learn to write. Also included is a discussion of two events each teacher considered 

memorable teaching experiences, one event from a previous school year and one event from this 

school year. For the purpose of the study, each teacher has been given a pseudonym.  

The teacher descriptions are presented in alphabetical order by each teacher’s 

pseudonym. The pseudonyms used for the five teachers in the study were Amanda, Bailey, 

Chloe, Danielle and Ellie. In order to gain more information about each teacher participant, each 

was asked to describe how they became a kindergarten teacher, their thoughts on how children 

learn to write, and their most successful or rewarding teaching experiences in writing. A 

discussion related to each participant’s responses to the three areas listed above will follow. 

      Amanda. Amanda was asked how she became a kindergarten teacher. She stated that 

she had been a second-grade teacher at another district and wanted to teach kindergarten. She 

saw an opening at this particular school district, applied, and obtained the position. 

      When asked how children learn to write in her first interview, Amanda stated that she 

believes children learn to write through modeling. She was then asked, “Is that the only way?” 

Her response was, “I think it is the most important way.” Her response remained consistent 

during the second interview by saying, “Through modeling, lots of modeling.” 

      Amanda was asked to describe her most successful or rewarding teaching experiences 

in writing. She said, “It was a long time ago . . . .I had a little girl write a letter to me that said 

‘Thank you for helping me stretch out hard words’ and I said, ‘You got this, oh my God! You 

wrote and you told me what you’re talking about in your writing!’” Amanda said it is great when 

you have “those moments when they recognize that I’m helping them be a good writer.” She 

added, “I still have it. I keep it in my file cabinet somewhere.” She later showed it to me. 

Stretching out words is a spelling strategy some teachers use with their emergent writers. When a 
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student stretches out words, they say the words slowly in order to hear each sound in isolation. 

This helps the students spell unknown words phonetically. 

      During her second interview, Amanda described one of  her most successful or most 

personally rewarding teaching experiences in writing so far this school year as, “When a kid can 

take a simple sentence that we have done like ‘I like dogs’ and expand on it or they change it.” 

She continued by saying, “That is like a huge step when they quit writing, just writing ‘I like 

flowers,’ ‘I like rainbows.’ When they can realize it, that just opens writing for them.” Amanda 

concluded with, “I think that shows that I am successful in teaching writing, in writing 

instruction, in my instruction.”   

      Bailey. Bailey became a kindergarten teacher because she loves kids and has always 

wanted to work with them. She had been teaching pre-kindergarten at another school and noticed 

that this particular district had an opening for a kindergarten teacher. She applied for the 

kindergarten opening and was hired. 

      During her first interview, Bailey was asked how she thinks children learn to write. She 

said, “I think children learn how to write by talking about their experiences and learning how to 

stretch words and recognizing sight words.” She added, “Learning how to take their experiences 

and put them on paper and by modeling.” During her second interview she was again asked how 

she thinks children learn to write. Bailey said, “I think by watching, by seeing someone model, 

by having experiences and learning how to put it on paper.” 

      During her first interview Bailey was asked to describe her most successful or rewarding 

teaching experience in writing, Bailey shared the following: 

I guess it would be last year when one on my little girls, her mom got cancer and she   

was able to write her a letter about how she felt, you know telling her mom she was  
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scared and she wished she would get better. But she really learned to write, and she wrote 

her mom that letter, and I was crying, and I was helping her write. But, I mean, I guess 

that would have to be it. Like that’s her way to express her feelings of her mom’s cancer 

was her writing and she used that writing. That would have to be it. 

  When asked during her second interview to describe one of her most successful or 

personally rewarding teaching experience in writing so far this school year, Bailey said, “I have 

one that is hearing sounds and she did not know any letters or sounds and now she is hearing 

sounds, and she is amazing.” “Hearing sounds” refers to a student saying words slowly, or 

stretching out words and being able to hear the individual sounds in the words. Bailey added, “I 

can read her writing.  She wrote a sentence, and I can read it just by her sounds. So yes, that was 

mine this year.”  

    Chloe. When Chloe was asked how she became a kindergarten teacher she shared the 

following story:    

 My mom always said, “Don’t be a kindergarten teacher!” So, I was going to be a lawyer, 

and she always, she was a teacher for many years, she retired this year, and she said, 

“Don’t be a teacher! We don’t make enough money.” So she always discouraged me to 

be a teacher, however, I think watching her and seeing what a great teacher she was, it 

just really, that it really rubs off on me. That made me want to be a great teacher and I 

started teaching about 14 years ago. 

   During her first interview Chloe was asked how she thought children learn to write. 

Chloe said, “I think by modeling, seeing the teacher model writing.” Chloe added, “I really 

believe in modeling for the kids as much as you can and giving them that exposure and that 

interest in it and writing, it creates motivation for them.” When asked during her second 
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interview how she thinks children learn to write, Chloe said, “I feel like students learn how to 

write from a lot of modeling, from being exposed to a lot of modeling, letters and sounds and 

interactive writing.” 

      When asked about her most successful or rewarding teaching experience in writing, 

Chloe shared this story:  

You’re going to laugh, and I don’t know why. I don’t know why she said this. I think of 

this and it is hilarious that I was just helping her. I was conferencing with a student and 

we were writing. And she was getting it, and she turned to look at me and she goes, 

“You’re better than God.” “What?” I said, “What? You think I’m better than God?  I 

could never be better than God.” Well, to this day I don’t know what made her say that. I 

just think she was so proud of herself and so she wanted to let me know how wonderful 

she thought it was because she can write and that I did a good job teaching. So, yeah, we 

had a talk about that, but that was like, that was like the highest compliment anyone ever 

gave me but I do not deserve that high of a compliment. So we talked about it. 

    During her second interview Chloe was asked to describe one of her most successful or 

personally rewarding teaching experience in writing so far this school year. Chloe said, “I think 

seeing the growth of one of my students, and she was very reluctant to write. And now I just 

noticed like today she just wrote a letter to her family, her cousin.” Chloe added, “Just seeing 

that growth, it just feels like while, because I didn’t help her today, and she just did it.  So, I, just 

seeing that growth from where they used to be to where they are; that is rewarding….” She 

concluded by saying “I’d tell them ‘you know what, something happens, because like magic, 

when you come back from Thanksgiving you are going to be so much smarter,’ and, it’s 

happened. They have grown so much.” 
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      Danielle.  Danielle was asked how she became a kindergarten teacher. She said, “This is 

my 13
th

 year to teach, 11
th

 year to teach kindergarten. And I actually went through the alternative 

certification program.” She added, “I had a background majoring in psychology, so I still wanted 

to work with kids. And then I ended up in Corpus because of my husband’s job.” 

      During her first interview Danielle was asked how she thinks children learn to write. 

She said “I think they learn how to write by seeing somebody else do it and model it for them.” 

Danielle added, “I think that they have to. For some of these babies, they have to be shown that 

they can be writers because they do not feel that they are, or they don’t believe that they are.” 

Danielle concluded by saying, “I think they don’t feel confident in themselves and so a lot of it is 

building their confidence.” During her second interview Danielle was asked how she thinks 

children learn to write.  Danielle said, “I feel they learn how to write through observing others, 

observing their moms and dads and seeing what sort of writing others are doing first and then 

obviously through experience in the classroom.” 

Danielle was asked to describe her most successful or rewarding teaching experience in 

writing. Danielle described a little boy who struggles a lot in writing and had an opportunity for 

some extra one-on-one time and as a result, “he had written a complete sentence.” She added, “I 

praised him. I was very, very proud of him.”  

      During her second interview Danielle was asked to describe one of her most successful 

or personally rewarding teaching experience in writing so far this school year. Danielle shared 

the following story: 

Well, I had a student from last year come visit me. He had a note that he had written and 

a card he wanted to show me. And how he thought I was the best teacher and he had a 

little gift for me. And he had written his little note to me. So, that made me feel good, like 
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I did a good job and now he can do things like that and write a note to his last year’s 

teacher. He was one of my higher kids, but still he had also written a thank you letter and 

it was very detailed. And that made me feel good and he brought it to me. And just seeing 

that progress and that he makes a connection with writing not just during writing 

instruction time but just in writing and thanking his teacher from last year and things like 

that. 

Ellie. When Ellie was asked during her first interview how she became a kindergarten 

teacher, she explained that being around children is something that she had always 

wanted.  

I’ve always grown up with the want to be around little kids. I’ve always liked teaching.  

I’ve always thought it was fun. I have babysat since I was young and then right after 

school my parents told me I needed to get a job to pay for, you know, like my phone, my 

car, and just naturally went to a daycare. And then, I went into teaching school and it kind 

of just, it gradually happened because I always just gravitated toward that. But I didn’t 

have any teachers in my background. So that was kind of different because I didn’t have 

anybody to follow into that. I just knew that I liked being around kids. So it kind of just 

happened like that.  

   During her first interview Ellie was asked how she thinks children learn to write. In her 

response she referred to “repetition” and “modeling.” 

Just a lot of repetition and … I think writing is just one of the hardest things to do, even 

for me to teach. But I think that repetition is probably the best thing and showing by 

example and modeling and trying to have the kids connect that reading and writing is the 

same and if they can sound a word out they can write it and if they practice the strokes. 
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  During her second interview when she was asked how she thinks children learn to write, 

Ellie stated, “By practice and samples and just being exposed to it and continually doing it.”  

    Ellie was asked to describe her most successful or rewarding teaching experience in 

writing.  

 I cannot remember who it was but I think it was when I was teaching kindergarten. There 

was a kid, who, it was my first or second year in teaching kindergarten too, and he’d 

really struggled all year long and he finally was getting it. I remember he finally started 

to get his letters and sounds and he was able to label things. It’s really cool when you see 

a kid go from not knowing how to hold a pencil to even if it takes until March and then 

you see him or her being able to do this and they don’t need a linking chart anymore, they 

don’t need the word wall anymore and they are able to figure some things out.  And even 

though it’s not a perfect sentence, you can read it and you can see their little letters all 

smashed together. There’s no spacing, but you can still see their thoughts.  You can read 

it, and you can understand it, even if the parents say, “That’s not a sentence.”  You can 

tell them “Well, yes it is,” and you can read it to them. And then, they will know that it is 

a sentence. “Your child can write sentences, can write a sentence.” That’s pretty cool. 

      During her second interview Ellie was asked to describe one of her most successful or 

personally rewarding teaching experience in writing so far this school year. Ellie shared the 

following story:  

 I have a girl this year that was getting really frustrated with writing. And she came in not 

knowing anything, but she is already like improved a lot, but she started crying. I was 

asking her when I was working with her one day, I was conferencing with her, and I 

asked her “what sound” and I don’t know what she was saying and she did not know 
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what it was so…and I knew she knew the letters and sounds because when I tested her 

she knows her letters and sounds. So we got the linking chart out and I showed her, I 

explained to her how to do it but she was crying. So I calmed her down and then I had her 

do the next letter and she used the linking chart and I was looking over her shoulder and I 

said “Oh yeah!” and I praised her “Yes, good job!” And she just got a really big smile on 

her face and she realized “I can do it” and she has been doing so much better in writing 

since then. So that was pretty cool because that happened this year and I remember that 

but she hasn’t gotten frustrated since then and she has not cried since that day. 

Focus Topics and Themes 

For the study, the primary sources of data were two interviews of five teacher participants along 

with classroom observations.  Interviews were conducted that focused on individual student 

writing conferences and writing instruction in the kindergarten classroom. Each interview was 

recorded on a portable tape recorder and then transcribed. Observations were conducted during 

large group writing instruction in the classroom as well as while each teacher conducted 

individual student writing conferences. The transcribed interviews and observation notes were 

analyzed through narrative data analysis and interpretation (Taylor-Powell & Renner, 2003). The 

steps the researcher took while conducting narrative analysis and interpretation of the collected 

data were as follows: determining focus topics, examining interview question responses and 

observation notes, identifying emerging themes related to each focus topic, and coding key 

narrative phrases, sentences, and passages related to each emerging theme (Taylor-Powell & 

Renner, 2003).  The first step in the analysis process was to examine the data and determine 

focus topics related to the research questions guiding the study (Taylor-Powell & Renner, 2003). 

The researcher examined how the teacher participants responded to interview questions related to 
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each focus topic (Taylor-Powell & Renner, 2003). The collected data was then coded by 

reoccurring themes or categories that emerged (Taylor-Powell & Renner, 2003). The researcher 

coded key narrative phrases, sentences, and passages related to each theme and then related the 

coding to each focus topic. The themes related to each focus topic were organized into a table.  

Table 4.1 shows the organization of the research questions, how the focus topics related to each 

research question, and the emerged themes related to each focus topic. The focus topics, the 

reoccurring themes related to the focus topics, and the significant pieces of data related to the 

reoccurring themes are all discussed in the upcoming sections of this chapter. All teacher 

interviews can be found in Appendices B–F.  

Table 4.1  

Research Questions, Focus Topics and Themes 

Research Questions Focus Topics Themes 

1 How do kindergarten teachers describe 

their individual student writing conferences 

and the other writing strategies they 

implement to improve their students’ 

writing abilities and to increase their 

students’ motivation to write? 

-Individual 

student writing 

conferences  

-Social interaction 

 
 

-Writing 

strategies 

-Effective learning 

environment   

 

2 How do kindergarten teachers describe 

the writing habits of their students?  
 

 

-Student writing 

behaviors 

 
 

 

-Student writing 

abilities  

-Student progress 

toward independent 

writing 

3 How do kindergarten teachers describe 

their students’ motivation to write? 

-Student 

motivation 

-Motivation through 

praise 

4 What are kindergarten teachers’ personal 

feelings about writing? 

-Personal feelings 

about writing 
-Teacher efficacy 
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First Research Question  

     What follows in this section is a discussion related to the first research question: How do 

kindergarten teachers describe their individual student writing conferences and the other writing 

strategies they implement to improve their students’ writing abilities and to increase their 

students’ motivation to write? The first step the researcher took while analyzing the data for the 

study was determining focus topics (See Table 4.1). Each of the focus topics was related to one 

of the research questions guiding the study. The focus topics related to the first research question 

were individual student writing conferences and writing strategies. The interview questions and 

the teacher responses to these questions that were connected to these two focus topics related to 

individual student writing conferences and the writing instruction strategies used in the 

kindergarten classroom. The researcher determined themes that emerged from the data related to 

each focus topic (See Table 4.1). The theme that emerged related to the focus topic of individual 

student writing conferences was social interaction. The theme that emerged related to the focus 

topic of writing instruction strategies was effective learning environment. The teacher responses 

to the interview questions related to the themes of social interaction and effective learning 

environment will now be discussed. This discussion will be organized by themes.  

Theme One: Social Interaction 

      The first theme related to the focus topic of individual student writing conferences was 

social interaction. In the context of the study, the theme of social interaction is defined as the 

interaction that takes place between a teacher and a student while the teacher is individually 

instructing that student in writing. This social interaction includes a teacher basing their 

instruction on the needs of the individual student during the interaction. Each teacher described 

conversations they have had with their students and the skills they worked on during the one-on-
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one conferences. The theme of one-on-one social interaction while being instructed was evident 

in each teacher’s description. Amanda described what happens during a typical individual 

student writing conference.  

We would talk about what they’re writing that day. I would pick one thing to work on, 

like their spacing or their stretching out a word or adding a new word… So I would pick 

one thing this early on to work on and not which is hard. 

The theme of social interaction was evident in Amanda’s description of a typical 

individual student writing conference as she mentioned talking with her students about their 

writing and working with them individually on one skill. The theme of one-on-one social 

interaction was evident during her second interview five weeks later as well. Amanda described 

interacting with her students on a one-on-one basis while providing them the instruction they 

need individually. Amanda focuses on one teaching point during each one-on-one conference. 

She has her students tell her about their writing and then she decides “on a teaching point 

depending on where they are at that point.”  

     Bailey described one of her typical individual writing conferences as a time when she 

provides her students instruction based on their individual needs.   

I usually start out asking what they’re writing about and then, depending upon where 

their needs are ... I talk to them about “write what you know” and “move on,” maybe 

using the linking chart in their writing. It depends on what their needs are.    

Bailey instructs her students one-on-one during writing conferences giving each student one-on-

one verbal interaction while being instructed. Bailey stressed as Amanda did that she conferences 

with her students on skills based on their needs. Bailey also interacts with her students on a one-

on-one basis while providing them the instruction they need individually. 
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      Chloe described her individual student writing conferences as a time when she works on 

one skill with each student.  

I start out by asking them what they are writing about and then I try to find something to 

compliment them on before I start working with them. I find a skill that they need to 

work on and we work on it together. 

Just like Amanda and Bailey, Chloe instructs her students one-on-one during writing 

conferences giving each student one-on-one verbal interaction while being instructed. 

      Danielle described a typical individual student writing conference as a time when she 

might encourage a student to decide upon a topic for writing.  

I would have them tell me about their piece that they are writing.  I would ask them to tell 

me what they’re writing about.  I do that if they have started, but if they are struggling to 

get started on paper I would try to encourage them to get started and to decide what they 

want to write about. 

Danielle has her students tell her about their writing. If they are having a hard time 

getting started with their writing, she assists them in choosing a topic. 

Ellie described a typical individual student writing conference as a time when she tries to 

encourage her students to do more by instructing each student at their level. 

Depending upon the kid, I get to them at their level; just try to get them to do more. Like 

if they are able to, I will talk about spacing or capitalizing or punctuation or hearing the 

correct sounds. If they are lower, I will talk to them about labeling or writing a sentence 

with just the beginning sounds, “What sound do you hear first in each word?” “How 

many words are you writing?” I usually start out by asking them “What are you writing 

today?” I give them a compliment and I choose one skill at their level to work on. 
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The theme of one-on-one social interaction was evident as Ellie described how she 

engages with each student during each writing conference. Ellie provides instruction through 

one-on-one social interaction while working on individualized teaching points for which each 

student is ready. Ellie interacted with her students on a one-on-one basis while providing them 

the instruction they are in need of individually. 

   As all five of the teacher participants in the study described their individual writing 

conferences, one-on-one social interaction while instructing their students was evident. During 

their individual writing conferences, they instructed their students on writing skills that each 

student was ready to learn. During each of the teacher participant’s classroom observations, 

social interaction while instructing their students was evident through the act of individual 

writing conferences. The researcher observed each of the five teacher participants verbally 

instructing their students one-on-one and providing each student they instructed with social 

interaction in the form of one-on-one individual writing conferences. Vygotsky (1978) believed 

social interaction to be an important part of learning. In order for learning to take place, 

instruction must first occur through social interaction before it can later become internalized and 

individualized (Vygotsky, 1978). The first steps to learning a new concept occur around other 

people and then later become individualized by the learner. During individual student writing 

conferences, each student receives one-on-one social interaction with an adult while receiving 

one-on-one instruction in writing. As children interact with others during their writing 

instruction, meaning is constructed about the writing process and when receiving one-on-one 

instruction, the meaning constructed is even stronger and more powerful. Each of these teacher 

participants is providing meaningful instruction in writing to each of their students when they are 

carrying out their individual writing conferences. 
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 Theme Two: Effective Learning Environment  

The theme that emerged related to the focus topic of writing instruction strategies was 

effective learning environment. In the context of the study, the theme of effective learning 

environment is defined as an environment that encourages students to complete given tasks and 

allows for student concentration and motivation to work independently. An effective learning 

environment also provides the necessary support students need to be successful. The theme of 

effective learning environment was evident as each teacher described the writing instruction time 

in her classroom.  

Amanda described her writing instruction time as a quiet time when students have plenty 

of space to work.  

Soft music, everyone has their writing folder, sometimes you might see all the boys 

sitting at their tables and all the girls on the carpet or vice versa or other days just random 

choosing to lessen the amount of students at the tables. So I let them choose a quiet place. 

The theme of effective learning environment was evident as Amanda described her writing time 

as a quiet time with soft music. Amanda tries to situate her students in a manner in order to 

create little noise and distraction potential. When she lets her students choose a place, they must 

choose a quiet place. Amanda provides her students an effective learning environment for writing 

by expecting her students to work quietly during their writing time. It is evident by Amanda’s 

response that a quiet effective learning environment is major consideration during her writing 

instruction time. 

Bailey also described her writing instruction time as a quiet time when all students are 

busy and she conferences with students. 
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We usually have the lights dim, it is quiet. There’s usually music on and the students are 

working at their individual seats at their desks usually and I’m usually moving around the 

room table to table working with one student conferencing. 

When asked to describe how writing instruction looks in her classroom on a typical day, Bailey 

described her writing time as a quiet time with music playing, “the students are working at their 

individual seats” and Bailey is “usually moving around the room table to table working with one 

student conferencing.” A quiet effective learning environment where everyone is working seems 

to be an important aspect of Bailey’s writing instruction time. 

I start off with a model for them, some sort of a story. I will do a model lesson. I will 

usually write about my family or something that has to do with me, something that relates 

to me. So, for instance, I will write about that my daughter was sick today. I will focus on 

one thing, like spacing. So I will talk out loud while writing about how I leave spaces 

between my words … Sometimes it is more guided and I will tell them “I want you to 

write about this today.”  For instance, “We’re going to write about what you see. You see 

things all around.” And they can add their own ideas. So it will be a little bit more 

structured so they will have an idea of what to start writing and a model of what to write. 

If we write together what they should write, then we talk about the words on the word 

wall they can use in their sentences. I can even hang up a sentence starter, “I see blank,” 

on the word wall and they will fill in the blank as they write and have the pattern of 

writing to start with and a model to follow.  

The theme of effective learning environment was evident as Chloe said she starts off with some 

sort of modeling and focuses on one skill at a time such as spacing. Chloe said sometimes she 

gives them a sentence starter, or a model of writing, just to get them started writing and she 
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displays the words in the sentence starter on the word wall. This gives them an opportunity to 

have modeling of something available to get them started writing and they are still able to put in 

their own ideas as they fill in the blank of the sentence starter. Chloe said, “They can add their 

own ideas so it will be a little bit more structured so they will have an idea of what to start 

writing and a model of what to write.” Chloe provides her students an effective learning 

environment by providing modeling of what is expected in writing.  

During Danielle’s interview, when asked to describe how writing instruction looks in her 

classroom on a typical day, the theme of effective learning environment once again was evident. 

Danielle said she does modeling for the class as they provide input of what to write.  

It may just be me writing something or shared writing, maybe making a list of something 

like that. We would be doing something where they came up with ideas like of who the 

community helpers are. So we would come up with ideas together and we would write 

those down together… So we do a short little mini lesson. I model writing for them and 

we go over the procedures of what they are supposed to do when I send them off to write 

on their own. 

Danielle models writing with her students in a large group before sending them off to write on 

their own. 

During Ellie’s interview when asked to describe how writing instruction looks in her 

classroom she describes how she stretches words out with her students and how they work on 

sight words together.  

I would usually do a lesson with them on the board and I will talk about my weekend or 

something I did the night before and I will write about it.  I’ll have the kids come up and 
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help me stretching the words out and putting down the letters to the sounds that they hear. 

Then I might focus on a sight word. Maybe write about it on my board. 

The theme of effective learning environment was evident as Ellie described how she models 

writing for her students by writing about something in front of her students, and she even has her 

students help model writing with her. 

The theme of effective learning environment was also evident as the teachers described 

how their students would describe writing instruction in their classroom. When asked during her 

first interview how her students would describe the writing instruction time in her classroom, this 

is what Amanda said. 

It has to be a quiet time because I repeat that all the time. “Writing time is quiet time.” 

They definitely know that writing time is quiet and the music is soft. If you finish a story 

you can start a new one. I’m still working on a handful of those that way and if we’re 

quiet we can pick a quiet place on the carpet or at our table. 

The theme of effective learning environment was evident once again as Amanda explained how 

she believes her students would describe writing instruction time in her classroom. Amanda feels 

when her students describe the writing instruction time that the word “quiet” would be part of 

their description. When asked during her first interview how she thinks her students would 

describe the writing instruction time in her classroom, Amanda said they would say that it is a 

quiet time. They would say, “It has to be a quiet time” and, “They definitely know that writing 

time is quiet and the music is soft.” She also said her students would say, “If we’re quiet we can 

pick a quiet place.” During her second interview, Amanda was asked how her students would 

describe the writing instruction time in her classroom. 
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We get our folders, it is a quiet time, the teacher puts music on, we line up at her your 

table and we ask questions. There’s something on the easel. The main thing they would 

remember is that there’s music on and it is a quiet time. It’s really quiet and they would 

remember that I always say writing is a quiet time.   

      The theme of effective learning environment was evident once again when Danielle 

described the writing time in her classroom.  

I hope that they have fun while they’re learning and enjoy doing activities that are hands-

on. I know that I try to keep the routine pretty much the same everyday so that they know 

what to expect.  If there’s a change, I kind of make sure that they are aware of it ahead of 

time so that they’re; you know I just know how kids are with routines.  

The theme of effective learning environment was evident as Danielle described her writing time 

as fun and routine. It is apparent that Danielle believes a quiet effective learning environment is 

best during independent writing time. In addition, it was apparent that Danielle believes the same 

daily routine to be best for learning. She also feels fun is also important.  

Danielle was once again asked during her second interview to describe the writing 

instruction time in her classroom. 

That it’s the quiet time for them to be able to kind of sit and work and to kind of be on 

their own and use their own ideas and not have, I guess, and not have, I mean, I kind of 

try to limit the distractions.  They especially love the sharing time.  I will say that.  They 

really enjoyed that part and I try to incorporate the different affirmations and things like 

that to make it fun. 

Once again, Danielle described her writing time as a quiet time of the day in order for her 

students to think and come up with ideas for writing without being distracted.  
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As Ellie described her writing instruction time, the theme of effective learning 

environment was evident as she used descriptions such as fun, enjoyable and safe.  

I think that they have fun.  I think that I am a fun teacher but I also am a strict teacher 

because I expect them to do certain things that I know that they can do, I know that they 

are able to do but I also, I just expect, I have rules and I think that they know that there’s 

rules in here but they have fun also. They say they enjoy it and they say that they feel safe 

with me so that’s good. 

As Ellie described her writing instruction time is was apparent that she feels learning should be 

enjoyable and safe. In addition, Ellie feels setting expectations is important in learning.  

Ellie was once again asked during her second interview to describe the writing instruction 

time in her classroom. 

They have a level one in their mouth and they are supposed to be concentrating on 

writing and they are allowed to talk to their friends if they’re talking about their story.  If 

they are looking at the sight word wall they can have a friend ask a friend “How would 

you say this word?” or they would say, “How do you spell this word?” “What is that first 

sound?”  They can get up and go to my writing words. I have some writing words they 

can go and look at for that month and see if they can spell words that way and they are 

just working on their stories and they’re coloring with detail and they are writing with 

detail. They did used to think that it is too long but they are getting better with the time.  

They are able to write a little longer they are doing better they do get restless but they are 

getting better. 

During her second interview the theme of effective learning environment was evident as Ellie 

described her writing instruction time as a time when her students know they are to be working 
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quietly. It is evident that Ellie feels during her writing instruction time when students are writing 

independently and she is conferencing with students individually a quiet effective learning 

environment is best.  

 The theme of effective learning environment was evident in teacher descriptions of the 

individual student writing conferences. The theme of effective learning environment was evident 

as Amanda described her writing conferences.  

I would pick one thing to work on with the student, like their spacing or their stretching 

out a word or adding a new word or listening for beginning sounds… So I would pick 

one thing this early on to work on and not which is hard. 

Once again, during Amanda’s second interview, the theme of effective learning environment was 

evident as she described how she works with her students during her one-on-one conferencing.  

During her second interview when asked to describe a typical individual student writing 

conference, Amanda stated, “I decide on a teaching point depending on where they are at that 

point.” Amanda focuses on one teaching point to work on during a conference and that one 

teaching point is based on student needs as shown in their writing at that very moment. 

During Bailey’s first and second interview the theme of effective learning environment 

was evident as she described her individual student conferences. During her first interview, 

Bailey described how she works with each student at his or her level. 

I usually start out asking what they’re writing about and then, depending upon where 

their needs are, sometimes some of them will have trouble thinking of an idea. Other 

students may be having trouble stretching a word they’re stuck on it, so I talk to them 

about “write what you know,” and “move on,” maybe using the linking chart in their 
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writing. It depends on what their needs are.  We work on spacing, keep spacing between 

the words, spacing while they’re writing.  

During her second interview Bailey described the various skills she works on with some 

of her students. 

Most of them are working on stretching words and maybe writing a sentence. Some of 

them I am still working on drawing a picture because they don’t know any sounds yet so 

they that cannot hear the sounds to stretch words and then I have some that are almost 

writing  complete sentences with periods and putting spaces so we are working on adding 

details and what else can you tell me. 

    The theme of effective learning environment was evident in Bailey’s description as she 

described how she starts out her conferences by “asking what they’re writing about, then, 

depending upon where their needs are” she decides what to work on with that particular student.  

Bailey stated, “Sometimes some of them will have trouble thinking of an idea. Others may be 

having trouble stretching a word.” She said she would discuss with students what they are stuck 

on with their writing, such as the spelling of a word, and she will tell them “write what you know 

and move on.” She reminds them of the tools they have such as their linking chart of letters and 

pictures that start with each letter along with the word wall. Like Amanda, Bailey stressed she 

conferences with her students on skills based on their needs. If a student needs help with spacing 

between words then she would work on that skill with that student.  

      When asked to discuss her conferences during her second interview, Bailey said that 

currently some of the areas she is working on with her students include writing a complete 

sentence, stretching out words, drawing a picture that tells something, hearing and recording 
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sounds, knowing what sounds letters make, hearing beginning sounds, using spaces between 

words, and adding details to their writing or pictures. 

     The theme of effective learning environment was evident in Chloe’s description of her 

individual student writing conferences.  

I go to my student and I ask them what they are writing about today and they’ll tell me 

and then I say “aw, that’s great” and I’ll look for things that they might need to work on 

and they will start over and I’ll work with them and help them meet some of the needs of 

where they are in writing and what they need to work on. 

The theme of effective learning environment was evident as Chloe mentioned she looks for 

things her students need to work on during their one-on-one writing conferences. She stated, “I’ll 

work with them and help them meet some of the needs of where they are in writing and what 

they need to work on.” Chloe was asked once again during her second interview to describe a 

typical individual student writing conference.    

I start out by asking them what they are writing about and then I try to find something to 

compliment them on before I start working with them. I find a skill that they need to 

work on and we work on it together. 

The theme of effective learning environment was evident once again as Chloe stressed she 

determines a skill that each individual student needs to work on during their one-on-one writing 

conferences.  

During Danielle’s first and second interview, the theme of effective learning environment 

was evident as she discussed how she determines the content of each individual writing 

conference based on each student’s needs at that exact time. Danielle responded during her first 

interview when asked to describe a typical individual student writing conference. 
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I would first make sure I understand what they are trying to write and see if there is 

anything that I can work with them to correct, maybe that they have spelled incorrectly or 

discuss with them what could we do to make it look better. Like today, I had one girl, she 

had, I am a working with the paper that has one box with two lines and she had written “I 

like” on the first line and “I like” again on the second line.  So we read it together and I 

said “Does that make sense? Does that explain what it is that you like?”  She said “No.”  I 

said “OK, so what it is that you like?” She said “I like trick or treating.” So I worked with 

her and we just fixed it. So a lot of it right now is kind of fixing their writing and she had 

good spaces so I complemented her on that and I pointed out what she was doing.  So a 

lot of it is just fixing what we can do to fix it or to make it look better. 

Danielle bases the content of her conferences on what is needed in each student’s writing at that 

exact moment.  

Danielle responded once again during her second interview when asked to describe a 

typical individual student writing conference. 

I would have them tell me about their piece that they are writing. I would ask them to tell 

me what their writing about…. If they are struggling to get started on paper I would try to 

encourage them to get started and to decide what they want to write about….The lower 

students would write maybe the label, maybe label one thing, so I’d say tell me more 

about that one thing. “What else can you label?” “What else can you tell me?” “What else 

do you see?” “What else are you going to draw?”  The higher students, I will let them 

read their sentence and talk about it and tell them “OK, what else can you tell me?” or 

“What else happened? Tell me more. Tell me more.”  “What else could you write?” and 

then depending if I see something that’s, that they need. Let’s say they wrote a sentence 
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down and there’s no spacing then I might say, “OK, let’s look at this and let’s read it 

together,” and we’ll read it together and then “Is there anything we can do to fix it?” “Is 

there anything that needs to be fixed?”  So I work on expanding on what they have 

already written and then maybe fixing something that needs to be fixed.  

The theme of effective learning environment was evident as Ellie described her individual 

student writing conferences during her first interview. 

Depending upon the kid, I get to them at their level; just try to get them to do more. Like 

if they are able to, I will talk about spacing or capitalizing or punctuation or hearing the 

correct sounds.  If they are lower, I will talk to them about labeling or writing a sentence 

with just the beginning sounds, “What sound do you hear first in each word?” “How 

many words are you writing?”  

She does her best to “get to them at their level.” The theme of effective learning environment was 

evident as Ellie described how she instructs her students at their level providing them the 

instruction they need. The instruction Ellie provides during each individual writing conference 

depends upon the student’s specific needs. 

During her second interview, the theme of effective learning environment was evident 

once again as Ellie described how she works with each student on what they want to write and 

the skills they need at that moment to accomplish their goal. 

I sit down with them. I have them read what they are writing to me and if they can’t read 

it to me then I say “Well if you can’t read it then how am I supposed to read it?”  And 

then we will start over and I will tell them “OK, what do you want to write?” Then they 

will tell me their sentence that they want to write and then we will go through it one word 

of the time, sound by sound and we will work through it together.  If it is a higher one, 
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then I have them read it to me and we’ll kind of do some editing and extending it then 

asking them to add some detail to it. So getting it from the kids depending on what level 

they’re at. 

  As each of these teachers conference with their students, they provide an effective 

learning environment and focus on student needs on an individual basis. They work with 

students on skills the students are individually ready to learn. When describing skills that need 

work, the teachers make choices based on each student’s writing. The teachers worked with their 

individual students based on their individual needs and worked on skills that each student was 

individually ready to be taught and practice with teacher guidance. 

      When Amanda discussed her struggling students, the theme of effective learning 

environment once again was evident. In her first interview, Amanda was asked about instructing 

her struggling students.  

…just looking at each individual because there’s going to be so many different levels; 

praising the small and you’ve got to know your kids. You know the ones that keep 

writing “I see a cat,” make sure they’re putting the period at the end of “I see a cat.” That 

would be a goal for him versus the other one getting the first letter of his name. So just 

knowing the levels and what each one needs.  

      The theme of effective learning environment was evident as Amanda described her 

student needs and how she believes she has to know which of her students need to work on 

putting periods at the end of their sentences and which ones need to work on the first letter of 

their name. When asked about her lowest student, Amanda said she is working on fine motor 

skills such as holding a pencil correctly. She said her lowest student does not recognize letters in 

his name, has a very hard time holding a pencil or crayon, and scribbles when he writes anything 
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or draws a picture. She said, “He is convinced that just scribbling something is his name.” He is 

at the stage in which during their conference, Amanda just lets him tell her the story he is trying 

to tell and guides him in telling a story that makes sense. Amanda says, “I pretty much have just 

kind of let him draw until we get that letters belong to names.” Five weeks later when Amanda 

was asked how she helps one of her most challenging students reach success in writing she said, 

“Basically I am just working with him on telling a story from his picture.” She also referred to 

her struggling students during her second interview. “My goal was not even about fixing up 

writing but more about where do we start writing.” This is one of the areas in which she worked 

with the struggling student because she felt this is where the student’s need was.  

The theme of effective learning environment was also evident as Bailey described how 

she instructs her students that struggle.  

I think just getting them excited about writing and motivated to write and then having 

them write about what they know. I have them write about themselves and encourage 

them to stretch their words using the linking chart or just working with that and getting 

them so they can see they can do it. I think once they can see that they can do it, they are 

more able to write.  

With her lower students, Bailey realizes she has to work on getting them interested and 

motivated to write. She does this by guiding them into making choices of what to write about and 

by encouraging them to try and eventually they will realize they are capable of writing. Bailey 

knows their needs are motivation and confidence. During her second interview when asked about 

her lowest, Bailey said “I am still working on drawing a picture because they don’t know any 

sounds yet so they that cannot hear the sounds to stretch words.” 
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Once again during her second interview, Bailey was asked about instructing her lower 

students. 

I think just modeling, modeling and conferencing with them, taking their stories, what 

they want to say, and helping them to get in on paper, because sometimes if they can just 

see it once, even if it’s with your help, and you’re helping them stretch the words and 

stuff then they’re more excited to get another story the next time. 

During her second interview when discussing one of her lower students, Bailey brought 

up a success story.  

One was writing. He is smart and he can do it but when he would write he would write 

words all over the place. He would add in words he didn’t need. He would write the same 

words twice. So we talked about reading his work and so as he’s writing, he’s reading it 

and he’s going back and he’s reading it as he’s writing it and it’s helped. His sentences 

are starting to make sense. His stories are starting to make sense where before he was 

adding in all kinds of stuff. 

The theme of effective learning environment was evident in Bailey’s description of working with 

this particular student on his individual needs, he was able to progress from writing, “words all 

over the place” to “his sentences are starting to make sense; his stories are starting to make sense 

where before he was adding in all kinds of stuff.” 

The theme of effective learning environment was evident as teachers responded when 

asked about working with their more capable students.  

Amanda was asked to describe what a typical conference looks like with her highest 

student. 
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Adding details, because he’s, because I praised him for writing “I see a cat.” Right now 

that’s all he’ll do and he wants to write a new story “I see a dog” and write a new story “I 

see a toy” instead of adding to what color is it, what color is the cat, how big is the cat, so 

yeah adding details…We’ve got to dig deeper, we’ve got to make it exciting. 

During her first interview, Amanda stated that with her more capable students she focuses on 

having them add details to their writing, such as describing words. She said she challenges her 

higher students “…just by adding the details. We’ve got to dig deeper, we’ve got to make it 

exciting.” Five weeks later when asked how she has challenged her higher students in writing, 

Amanda said, “I have challenged them by continuing to encourage them to add details, to change 

those simple sentences into more complex sentences or even just adding details by adding more 

sentences.” She added, “I am also working with them on spacing when they are writing. We’re 

not even working on capitalization yet, just spacing and adding another sentence.” 

During Bailey’s first interview, she was asked about how she challenges her higher 

students. 

…adding more detail, talking about…talking about their feelings, talking about putting 

more in their writing than ‘I went to the store,’ or ‘I went home,’ or ‘the end,’…having 

them put more details in their writing. 

Once again during Bailey’s second interview she was asked about working with her 

higher students. Bailey said she challenges her higher students “…by having them add more 

detail, having them write more sentences, having them add  in humor or describing words, things 

that make them sad, writing more emotion and describing words and things like that.” The theme 

of effective learning environment emerged as Bailey discussed the necessity of knowing those 

students that need to work on basic writing skills those that need to work on higher writing skills, 
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such as adding details and emotions. During her first interview, when asked how she challenges 

her higher students in writing, Bailey said she expects them to add more details, to write about 

their feelings and to “put more in their writing then I went to the store, I went home, the end.” 

During her second interview when discussing her higher students, Bailey said she challenges her 

higher students in writing “by having them add more detail, having them write more sentences, 

having them add  in humor or describing words, things that make them sad, writing more 

emotion and describing words and things like that.” 

The theme of effective learning environment also emerged as Amanda described her 

writing instruction strategies. Amanda was asked to describe the writing instruction methods or 

teaching strategies she uses in her classroom to instruct her students in writing. Amanda stated 

“Modeling, using books…we have an inspiration tree ...we have seasonal words on it and then 

we just have some random words that they got to pick out- mall, cat, bike…a lot more books.” 

Amanda says the class created a chart listing seasonal words or topics. The chart helps if students 

are having trouble thinking of a topic to write about. As the students created the chart, they have 

input and feel ownership, which creates more interest in the topics.  

The theme of effective learning environment once again was evident in Bailey’s response 

when asked to describe the writing instruction methods or the teaching strategies she uses in her 

classroom.  

Sometimes we use the chart paper and we write a story together. Like today, we went to 

the pumpkin patch so we wrote everything we did at the pumpkin patch. We wrote the 

story together. Other times maybe we’re working on spacing and where you use linking 

cubes to put spaces in between words using the projector so all the students can see. 
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Other times we’re thinking about what we could write about. I’m telling them what I’ve 

seen them writing in the past and what I’m looking for. But most of it I think is modeling. 

…My students would probably describe it that they usually start out on the carpet and 

usually we write about something they know about. The students usually get to share. 

Two to three students usually get to share. They write about experiences they have and 

they usually know that their thinking of ideas of what they want to write about, what they 

care about. They know they have to use details. They know they have to use more than 

one color. They know they have to stretch words. 

Bailey said she usually chooses a topic and they do a write aloud together. A write aloud 

is a teacher modeling writing for students and talking as they write each word. As she is writing, 

she is modeling, thinking aloud about the writing process, and models spelling words, spacing, 

and brainstorming what to write. Bailey said most of her instruction in writing is modeling. 

Bailey provides an effective learning environment as she models writing for her students.  

During her second interview, Bailey was asked to describe the writing-instruction 

methods or teaching strategies she uses in her classroom. Bailey stated, “A lot of times I am 

modeling.” She added, “It is a lot of modeling.”  

The theme of effective learning environment once again was evident as Ellie described 

her writing instruction strategies. 

Well I model my own writing, but sometimes I will model some of their things that they 

are writing that has what I want to see. I will put it on the projector so they can see what 

other kids did that they are supposed to do, so samples of what other kids did that showed 

the things we talked about.  The other day we did spacing I had them come up and I got 

four kids because I think the sentence was “the cat can jump” with four words. I smushed 
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the words together, all four words, all four kids together and then I spread them apart.  So 

I got the kids and I smushed them together, the kids together, and I said “he is the word 

‘I,’ he is the word ‘cat,’ he is the word ‘can’ and he is the word ‘jump’” or whatever I 

said.  And then I smushed the words together or the kids physically together and I show 

them. That was really cool. I have never done that before and I showed them that and 

then I spread them apart and I said “what is this part in between?” “Like” “If they are 

spread, out what is the part between them called? That is space. The words need space 

and the kids need space like that.”  I thought that was really cool.  The kids really got it 

with that.  It is hard teaching space. Because I would have kids like put a line between 

words, but what that one the kids did good on spacing between words. 

The theme of effective learning environment was evident in Ellie’s response when she said she 

usually decides on a topic related to one of her own personal experiences and models to her 

students writing about it. She also has her students assist her in writing by “stretching the words 

out and putting down the letters to the sounds that they hear.”   

When Amanda was asked about how children learn to write, the theme of effective 

learning environment was evident in her response. Amanda said she believes children learn to 

write through “modeling.”   

 Once again during Amanda’s second interview the theme of effective learning 

environment emerged in relation to how children learn to write. When Amanda was asked to 

describe her thoughts on how students learn to write she said “through modeling, lots of 

modeling.” 

 The theme of effective learning environment was evident in each teacher’s description of 

how she instructs her students in writing. The theme of effective learning environment was also 
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evident during each teacher observation. All five of the teacher participants modeled writing for 

their students during whole group instruction prior to having their students write independently.  

As teacher interview responses related to the focus topic of writing instruction strategies 

were analyzed, the theme of effective learning environment emerged. During the teacher 

participant interviews the theme of effective learning environment was evident through 

descriptors such as quiet, routine, safe and fun. It was apparent that each teacher considers an 

effective learning environment an important aspect when reflecting on the writing instruction 

time in their classroom.   

Second Research Question 

         What follows in this section is a discussion related to the second research question: How do 

kindergarten teachers describe the writing habits of their students? During the first step of data 

analysis, the researcher determined the focus topic related to the second research question as 

student writing behaviors. The themes that emerged related to this focus topic were student 

writing abilities and student progress toward independence. The teacher responses to the 

interview questions related to the focus topic of student writing behaviors and the emerged 

themes of student writing abilities and student progress toward independent writing will now be 

discussed.  

Theme Three: Student Writing Abilities   

      The theme of student writing abilities emerged as the researcher examined the responses 

to the interview question regarding student writing habits and the range of student abilities. For 

the purpose of the study, student writing abilities refers to the various skills students are able to 

perform when writing. Student writing abilities are the skills teachers observe their students 

performing while observing them in the process of writing and as seen in their previous writing 
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Each teacher described student writing abilities that would fall in the categories of methods of 

writing, letters and words, phonics, and writing conventions.  

Amanda described the writing habits of her students and their instructional needs for 

writing.   

Yes, right now I have a lot that of just copying whatever I write. They write exactly what 

I write. I don’t really discourage that because the ones that are doing that, that’s still good 

practice. They are understanding the structure. Eventually I will have to avoid that and 

I’ll have to kind of hide my samples so they will have to do their own and be a more 

independent writer.  

The theme of student writing abilities was evident in Amanda’s response. She mentioned that 

some students copy what she writes but they are getting “good practice and are understanding the 

structure of writing.” 

During her second interview, just five weeks later, when Amanda was asked how she 

would describe the writing habits of her students and their instruction needs for writing, the 

theme of student writing abilities once again was evident in her response.  

The students are not needing my writing as much as they used to. Some of the ones, 

they’re still copying, that’s what they need. They need a little bit of copying just to get 

them started. That’s where they are, the ones that just copy what I wrote that’s where they 

are. The other day we wrote ‘an.’ We just did the ‘an’ family and some of them just wrote 

the ‘an’ family or just ‘an’ words because they’re not there yet where they can write 

sounds that they hear. That’s exactly what they need. That’s where they’re at right now. 
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      Amanda described how her students are exhibiting certain writing behaviors because 

“that’s where they are.” Some copy her modeled writing while others use her modeled writing to 

create their own piece of writing. 

In Amanda’s descriptions of her students’ range of abilities, the theme of student writing 

abilities once again was evident. Amanda was asked to describe the range of abilities of her 

students.  

Well I still have some that can’t even write their names so they’re not writing anything. 

They’re still drawing very basic drawings. Then I have a few that can take my mini 

lesson and change one word so if I’ve written “I love the” and I put a blank they can 

finish it and do two or three stories and that in a day and then everything in between. I 

have some that are still just copying. I still have some writing right to left, copying the 

word. So I have a lot of different levels… I do have some that are just scribbling… I do 

have some that are just doing strings of letters; yes, lots, today I had a lot of strings of 

letters but we just had a lesson about what is a letter, what is a word, what is a sentence, 

so I know that they’re at least getting “a big string of letters are in a sentence.” So now I 

am getting strings of letters but not a whole lot of spacing. That is another lesson. 

            Amanda described student writing abilities as some students “that can’t even write their 

names so they’re not writing anything,” some students are “still drawing very basic drawings,” 

some students “that are still just copying,” “some writing right to left,” some students are 

copying words, some students “that are just scribbling,” “some that are just doing strings of 

letters’ and “not a whole lot of spacing” between words with any of her students. 
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During her second interview when asked about the range of abilities of her students, the 

theme of student writing abilities was evident as Amanda mentioned some of her students are 

writing sentences and some are still scribbling.  

I do have some generating long sentences but they’re very basic. I do not have any real 

high writers and I do have one that’s still scribbling and can’t even tell me what they tried 

to draw. He has no story and still no writing. So we are working on being able to tell a 

story from his picture. This student loves writing time though. He loves to draw, that is. 

Bailey was asked how she would describe the writing habits of her students and their 

writing instruction needs along with their range of abilities.   

Most of my kids are doing a pretty good job. They’re starting to stretch. They’re 

stretching out the words. Their words are starting, you know, they are getting them on 

paper and we’ve been working on the road map where they’re putting the lines, where 

they write lines for how many words they’re going to write. They’re all able to think of 

stories and they’re starting to even, some of the ones that can’t stretch the words, some of 

the ones that can’t write, they’re getting the picture and at least writing a few sounds. 

That’s what we’re working on now, stretching their words and…Some of them are 

stretching words. I have one that, I have a couple that are basically just drawing the 

pictures and do not know any sounds yet. I have one, he can write one letter, the “a” in 

his name. But then the other students will get almost every sound and they are stretching 

and then are actually writing sentences. So there is a wide range, but most of them are 

stretching and starting to hear some sounds. They’re not hearing every sound in every 

word, but they are at least hear the beginning sound.  
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The theme of student writing abilities was evident in Bailey’s response. She mentioned 

students stretching out words, drawing pictures, students not knowing any sounds, some students 

knowing some sounds, some knowing all their sounds and some being able to think of stories.  

Bailey said, “Most of them are stretching and starting to hear some sounds. They’re not hearing 

every sound in every word but they are at least hear the beginning sound.” She also said, “I have 

a couple that are basically just drawing the pictures and do not know any sounds yet.”   

The theme of student writing abilities was evident throughout Bailey’s descriptions of her 

students’ writing habits and range of abilities.  

 During her second interview, Bailey was once again asked how she would describe the 

writing habits of her students and what their instructional needs are for writing along with their 

range of writing abilities.  

Most of them are able to think about a story and they are stretching words.  Most of them 

are able to write; at least some of them are able to stretch words. Most of them are able to 

write a sentence.  But then I have some that can draw a picture that don’t know any 

sounds yet so they that cannot hear the sounds to stretch words and then I have some that 

are almost writing complete sentences with periods and putting spaces…I have some that 

are still only able to draw a picture and some writing sentences and then everything in 

between. 

In her response once again the theme of student writing abilities was evident. She said, “Most of 

them are able to think about a story and they are stretching words,” and some “are almost writing 

complete sentences with periods and putting spaces.” She added “then I have some that can draw 

a picture that don’t know any sounds yet so they that cannot hear the sounds to stretch words.” 

When asked about the range of abilities of her students, Bailey said, “I have some that are still 
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only able to draw a picture and some writing sentences and then everything in between.”   

 As the researcher examined Chloe’s response to interview questions related to the writing 

habits of her students and their range of writing abilities, the theme of student writing abilities 

continually was evident.  

I feel like right now it’s the transition phase. Now they’re realizing that print carries a 

message and now they’re starting to figure that, they’re trying to actually form sentences 

and things like that. So it’s been like a big ‘aha’ for them and I feel like that right now 

we’re really working on adding spaces to our words because like right now a lot of them 

are just doing letter blocks or blocks of letters and stretching and just getting in those first 

letters. I’m noticing that we really need to work on spacing. So I am focusing on spacing. 

I have some with the ability where one is writing paragraphs and then I have some where 

their writing skills are beginning writing, still in the beginning writing, that there in the 

novice stage in the beginning stages of writing. So they’re kind of a little, they’re still I 

would say in basic in the writing ability… Some are forming sentences and some of the 

ones writing sentences are leaving space between their words, some are not. A few are 

adding spaces between their sounds which are just beginning sounds. Most are writing 

beginning sounds and one is writing paragraphs and one that just writes random letters. 

             The theme of student writing abilities was evident in Chloe’s response as she said, 

“Some are forming sentences and some of the ones writing sentences are leaving space between 

their words, some are not.” She added “A few are adding spaces between their sounds which are 

just beginning sounds most are writing beginning sounds and one is writing paragraphs and I 

have one that just writes random letters.” During her first interview, the theme of student writing 

abilities once again emerged when Chloe was asked how she would describe the writing habits 
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of her students and their instructional writing needs. Chloe said, “They’re realizing that print 

carries a message and … they’re trying to actually form sentences.” She added, “Right now 

we’re really working on adding spaces to our words because like right now a lot of them are just 

doing letter blocks or blocks of letters and stretching and just getting in those first letters.” She 

added that one of her students is writing paragraphs while others are still “in the beginning stages 

of writing.” 

           Within her second interview response, the theme of student writing abilities once again 

was evident when asked about her students’ writing habits and range of writing abilities. 

Right now we are focusing on writing, the many writing possibilities for writing. So they 

are learning about writing letters, lists, and also just writing about their events.  It is really 

interesting to see the ones that will write about what you were teaching and then 

sometimes they choose to write something different about something that is important to 

them.  Like a little boy, one day had to write about his upcoming birthday party … Right 

now I do have levels like one of my higher writers, she’s really producing a lot more and 

she’s using the spaces and other writing skills we have. Then I have some of my lower 

ones that, the ones still that aren’t producing,  maybe they’re just writing a string of 

letters and so there still kind of in their basic stage where my higher student is pretty 

much level four a number which is the highest.. 

When Chloe was asked about the range of abilities of her students, she said, “One of my 

higher writers she’s really producing a lot,” and “then I have some of my lower ones that still, 

that aren’t producing. Maybe they’re just writing a string of letters and so there still kind of in 

their basic stage.”  When Chloe was asked how she would describe the writing habits of her 

students and what their instructional needs are for writing Chloe said, “They are learning about 
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writing letters, lists, and also just writing about their events.” She also said, “It is really 

interesting to see the ones that will write about what you were teaching and then sometimes they 

choose to write something different about something that is important to them.” She added, “A 

little boy one day had to write about his upcoming birthday party.”   

        The theme of student writing abilities was evident as Danielle responded when asked 

how she would describe the writing habits of her students and their writing needs.  

Right now, I know that a lot of them are still writing in all capitals because that’s just 

kind of what they know to write right now. And I have tried to, you know, like today our 

goal was capital letters at the beginning and spacing. Spacing is a big one too.  And I 

have seen a lot of improvement over the last few weeks with that … A lot of them are 

still writing in all capital letters and I have a few that are still just drawing. I sometimes 

give them a writing prompt and usually it’s just words with sight words that we are 

working on.  Right now, I am just trying to get them to write one sentence.  And I do 

have some that are writing sentences. I have a few that are writing on their own and do 

not need any sort of visual prompts or anything like that from me.  And for them, their 

need is punctuation and all of them are still phonetically spelling words and we are 

working on that, stretching the word out, and that is what I’m mostly work on with them 

when I conference with them and help them out with what they need. 

 Danielle mentioned students writing in all capital letters, not using spacing and just 

drawing rather than writing.  She also mentioned some students writing sentences from prompts 

and others writing sentences independently without the use of a prompt. Danielle brought up 

other various student writing abilities such as not using correct punctuation and spelling words 

phonetically. 
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During Danielle’s second interview when asked about the writing habits of her students 

and her students’ needs for writing, the theme of student writing abilities was evident in her 

response. 

I still have some that are struggling to write.  Most of them actually can write their names 

completely with a few letters here and there.  A lot of them are just, I feel like if I can 

model or give maybe a sentence starter maybe for some of those that it really helps them 

because I try to tie in sight words and words they would already know because I think 

that they are wanting, they are still so dependent upon me on how to spell things. They 

want to spell things correctly and I’m trying to teach them. It’s okay to be stretching out 

and put down what you hear.  Some of them are still writing a lot of capitals, just some of 

them, and most need work on spacing. Even some of the better writers still need to work 

on spacing … So some are still just writing strings of letters, no words, and beginning to 

tell a story from their picture and some are attempting or writing complete sentences. 

Once again the theme of student writing abilities was evident. Danielle described some of her 

students’ abilities as “struggling to write,” dependent on her to spell words because “they want to 

spell things correctly,” “still writing a lot of capitals,” “just writing strings of letters, no words,” 

“beginning to tell a story from their picture” and “attempting or writing complete sentences.” 

Danielle also described most of her student’s writing abilities as being able to write their name 

correctly, being able to write from a prompt or “a sentence starter,” and most needing to work on 

spacing between words. 

 The theme of student writing abilities was evident in Ellie’s response as she described the 

writing habits of her students and their instructional writing needs.  
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They are just, they are getting the thought out but it’s not, it doesn’t sound correctly when 

they read it back. So we are working on that with kiddos. I am trying to say ‘OK, do we 

write it, do we say it like that?’ and trying to have them read it when they write it.  My 

younger, my little ones, I am trying to get them practicing with their sounds and matching 

the letters to the sounds that they write and hearing when they are stretching it out and 

putting the right sounds down.  So that’s what they’re doing … Brand new beginning to 

kids who have picked it up wonderfully and they’re doing really good. I’ve got kiddos 

all, like on all spectrums.  I have kids that cannot write at all and so will put just letter 

strings or strands down and then kids that are trying to now, they can put their first sound 

but they’re not writing as like when we speak … I don’t have any that are writing 

complete sentences yet but we are working on spacing like with my highest group we are 

working on spacing and we’re working on making sure we have a capital and making 

sure that it sounds correct … I know they are all pretty much at least writing letter strings 

now. 

Ellie said, “I’ve got kiddos all, like on all spectrums…kids that cannot write at all and so 

will put just letter strings or strands down and then kids that are trying to… put their first sound.” 

She added, “They’re not writing as like when we speak.” Instead, she said, “they are getting the 

thought out but it’s not, it doesn’t sound correctly when they read it back.” She feels her students 

are not writing in complete sentences. Therefore, she works on having her students write what 

they want to write by telling them to write exactly as they would say it. This is something that 

was observed by the researcher during the classroom observation in Ellie’s classroom during her 

writing instruction. Ellie also mentioned with her less capable writers she is “trying to get them 

practicing with their sounds and matching the letters to the sounds that they write and hearing 
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when they are stretching it out and putting the right sounds down.” She also stated, “I have kids 

that cannot write at all and so will put just letter strings or strands down and then kids that are 

trying to now they can put their first sound but they’re not writing as like when we speak.” Once 

again, the theme of student writing abilities was evident as Ellie stated, “I don’t have any that are 

writing complete sentences yet but we are working on spacing … and we’re working on making 

sure we have a capital and making sure that it sounds correct.”  

Once again, in Ellie’s response during her second interview when asked about students’ 

writing habits and their writing instruction needs theme of student writing abilities was evident. 

Well at least everyone is doing letter strands but some are putting sentences together.  I 

have kids that are able to sound everything out. Some they can get their thoughts down 

but not write complete thoughts so we’re trying to make sure it makes sense.  Everyone 

seems to be progressing … My higher kids are working on using capital letters in the 

correct spots and lowercase letters everywhere else. Like I said earlier, some are getting 

their thoughts down but they are not writing complete thoughts so it’s not making sense. 

We’re trying to make sure it makes sense.  What they write maybe makes sense but it’s 

not how they talk.  I am trying to get them you know how they say it that’s what, that’s 

how you would write it.  I’m telling them “Write it the way you would say it, the exact 

way you would say it. Write the words that come out of your mouth, the exact words that 

come out of your mouth.”  Because they have their idea in there and they know what they 

want to say but when they are writing it … it gets, you know, it’s hard. I am also working 

on periods with them.  With my lower kids I’m trying to get them to just hear, basically 

hearing the main sounds, where they can hear the main sounds and trying to get like CVC 

words and things like that with them.  But everyone, as long as I am working with them, 
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even my lowest students are able to start writing CVC words.  That’s good so they’re 

getting their letters and sounds and we’re still working on word wall words and the 

linking chart with the kids, the linking chart with the lower ones.  Every one they are 

improving, they have improved quite a bit.  I’m glad. I hope it keeps up. 

Ellie described the writing habits and instructional writing needs of her students. She said 

her students range from some “doing letter strands” to others “putting sentences together.” She 

added she has “kids that are able to sound everything out” and some that are getting their 

thoughts down on paper but they are not making sense when the sentences are read later. She 

concluded by saying, “Everyone seems to be progressing.” The theme of student writing abilities 

was evident as Ellie described the range of abilities of her students and she said, “My higher kids 

are working on using capital letters in the correct spots and lowercase letters everywhere else.”  

She also said, “Some are getting their thoughts down but they are not writing complete thoughts 

so it’s not making sense. We’re trying to make sure it makes sense.” Ellie said they are not 

writing complete sentences because they are not writing the exact way they would say it aloud. 

She added, “With my lower kids I’m trying to get them … basically hearing the main sounds.” 

She concluded by saying, all of her students “Have improved quite a bit.  I’m glad I hope it 

keeps up.” 

When asked about student writing habits and writing abilities, each teacher participant 

mentioned or described various student writing abilities they felt were important to note when 

determining student abilities.  

Theme Four: Student Progress toward Independent Writing 

      The theme of student progress toward independent writing emerged as each teacher was 

asked about measuring student growth in writing along with end of the year writing goals for 
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their students.  Student progress toward independent writing in the context of the study is 

defined as expectations of student progress consisting of independent writing skills such as 

complete sentences, correct spacing, capitalization, and punctuation. 

The theme of student progress toward independent writing was evident in Amanda’s 

response when asked to describe how she measures student growth in writing. 

By when we meet with them individually, which is very hard at our level. I can measure 

growth for each kid, you know, if someone is just stringing letters together but by the 

next six weeks, they are at least leaving spaces. That is huge for that student versus the 

one that was writing “I see a cat” as they progress to an independent sentence. So yeah a 

lot of teacher observation teacher notes. 

The theme of student progress toward independent writing was evident as Amanda mentioned, 

“You have to think about each kid individually,” and “measure growth for each kid.” “If 

someone is just stringing letters together but by the next six weeks they are at least leaving 

spaces that is huge for that student versus the one that was writing I see a cat as they progress to 

an independent sentence.”  

The theme of student progress toward independent writing once again was evident as 

Amanda responded when asked about end of the year writing goals for her students. Amanda 

was asked what her goals are for her students in writing and in which areas she would like to see 

them progress by the end of the year.  

I want them to understand sentence structure, even if it’s a very basic sentence. By the 

end of the year I want them to be able to write a sentence and be an independent thinker. I 

guess to be able to write on their own, what they want to write about. I’d love to have 

them know how to write a sentence. 
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The theme of student progress toward independent writing was evident as Amanda said she 

hoped her students would be able to “write a sentence and be an independent thinker” by the end 

of the year. 

  During her second interview, Amanda was asked again what her goals were for her 

students in writing and in which areas she would like to see them progress by the end of the year. 

I want them to be confident.  I don’t want them to keep saying, “how do you spell that,” 

“how you spell this.” I don’t want them to be stuck on how you spell words. I really just  

really just want them to be confident to just write, even invented spelling just to see if 

they have accomplished writing what they want to write.  It drives me crazy when they 

come to me and say “what did I write right here?”  I want them to be able to read their 

own writing and know what they wrote.  “I don’t know what you wrote” is what I say 

when they ask me “what did I write here?” “If you don’t know, how am I supposed to 

know what you wrote?”  Of course for my lowest student I would love just to have him 

write his name. 

The theme of student progress toward independent writing was evident as Amanda stated, “I 

really just really just want them to be confident to just write, even invented spelling just to see if 

they have accomplished writing what they want to write … I want them to be able to read their 

own writing and know what they wrote.” Amanda wants her students to have student progress 

toward independent writing, be confident in their writing and their spelling, and to be able to 

read their own writing.  

 The theme of student progress toward independent writing was evident in Bailey’s 

response when asked how she measures student growth in writing.  
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By their samples and by their beginning samples and each six weeks and by what you see 

them do in your anecdotal notes. 

The theme of student progress toward independent writing was evident during Bailey’s 

first interview when she was asked about measuring student growth in writing. Bailey said she 

measures student growth in writing by the individual student progress toward independent 

writing she observes in her students’ individual writing.  

Once again during Bailey’s second interview, the theme of student progress toward 

independent writing was evident in Bailey’s response when asked how she measures student 

growth in writing. Bailey said she measures student growth “by conferencing with them and 

looking at their writing samples and talking with them and looking at their previous work  

samples from each six weeks and looking back to see the progress they’ve made.” The theme of 

student progress toward independent writing once again was evident as Bailey described how 

she measures student growth in writing during her second interview. Bailey stated she measures 

student progress toward independent writing by “looking at their writing samples and talking 

with them and looking at their previous work, a sample from each six weeks, and looking back to 

see the progress they’ve made.” 

As Bailey responded when asked about end of the year writing goals for her students, the 

theme that was evident was student progress toward independent writing. Bailey stated “I think 

for them all to be able to write a story by the end of the year and for them all to be able to hear 

sounds and write great stories and think of ideas.” The theme of student progress toward 

independent writing was evident as Bailey stated that she wants her students to be able to “hear 

sounds and write great stories and think of ideas.” 
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During her second interview, Bailey was once again asked what her goals are for her 

students in writing and in which areas she would like to see them progress by the end of the year.  

My goals for my students are for them to write a story, to be able to stretch all the sounds, 

or at least most sounds and leave spaces between words and write sentences and tell a 

story and to, of course, to love writing or like writing 

 The theme of student progress toward independent writing was evident as Bailey said 

she wants her students to be able to “write a story, to be able to stretch all the sounds or at least 

most sounds and leave spaces between words and write sentences and tell a story and to of 

course, to love writing or like writing.”  

As Chloe responded when asked about end of the year writing goals for her students, the 

theme of student progress toward independent writing was evident.  

Well, I want them to be writing as much as they can and I want them to be using their 

spaces and using their periods and their uppercase letters.  

The theme of student progress toward independent writing was evident as Chloe said she 

wants her students to be “writing as much as they can and using their spaces and using their 

periods and their uppercase letters.” 

The theme of student progress toward independent writing was evident in Danielle’s 

response when asked about measuring student growth during her first interview. 

Really just by their different pieces that they have in their folders, so by looking at their 

writing, seeing improvement even when we do like a shared writing piece or an 

interactive writing piece, even with some of them with their names, even, you know, I 

have seen such a big improvement with that from the beginning of the year.  Some of 
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them struggle so much.  So really just looking through their work and even their station 

work or anything that they have, any writing that they do. 

      During her first interview when asked about measuring student growth in writing the 

theme of student progress toward independent writing was evident as Danielle said she measures 

student progress toward independent writing “by their different pieces that they have in their 

folders, so by looking at their writing, seeing improvement.”  

Danielle was once again asked about measuring student growth during her second 

interview and the theme of student progress toward independent writing was evident in her 

response. 

I measure growth by looking at their pieces from previous weeks and by comparing how 

they are writing today or a few days ago and seeing that growth is made that way. 

Whether they are putting down a complete sentence compared to before when maybe 

they’re just writing a word or labeling their picture or something like that.  So looking at 

their previous writing and seeing the changes and the progress that they have made, what 

they’re doing now and what they were doing before.  The rubric that we use to evaluate 

their writing, I feel like I only use that only when it is time to do the report card.  I really 

don’t use the rubric when I’m thinking about where they are and what they need in 

writing. 

During her second interview, the theme of student progress toward independent writing 

was evident as Danielle stated, “I measure growth by looking at their pieces from previous weeks 

and by comparing how they are writing today or a few days ago and seeing that growth is made.” 

She added, “So looking at their previous writing and seeing the changes and the progress that 

they have made, what they’re doing now they were doing before.”  
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   As Danielle responded when asked about end of the year writing goals for her students, 

the theme of student progress toward independent writing was once again evident.  

As a whole I would want all kids to be able to write a complete sentence with correct 

spacing, with correct punctuation, and correct letter formation.  For my students who are 

able to, I would hope that they would be able to produce up to three sentences and be able 

to have a beginning middle and end to their writing. 

The theme of student progress toward independent writing was evident as Danielle said, “I 

would want all kids to be able to write a complete sentence with correct spacing with correct 

punctuation correct letter formation.” The theme of student progress toward independent writing 

was also evident as she concluded by saying “For my students who are able to I would hope that 

they would be able to produce up to three sentences and be able to have a beginning middle and 

end to their writing.”  

Danielle was once again asked during her second interview what her goals are for her 

students and the theme of student progress toward independent writing was evident in her 

response. 

My ultimate goal would be for every student to write at least two sentences; of course, I 

would want them to be perfect and have spacing and correct punctuation and 

capitalization and then everything like that. For some of them if they can at least get one 

sentence for some of them it’s going to be a struggle just to get a complete thought, one 

complete sentence down. That would be my ultimate goal, for all of them, for them to get 

at least one complete thought written down or even two sentences.  
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The theme of student progress toward independent writing was evident as Danielle 

stated, “My ultimate goal would be for every student to write at least two sentences. Of course I 

would want them to be perfect and have spacing and correct punctuation and capitalization.”  

In Ellie’s response when asked about measuring student growth during her first interview 

the theme of student progress toward independent writing was evident. 

…observation, just by watching and comparing their, well, we keep that rubric, you 

know, we mark their levels each six weeks but like physically holding onto papers and 

looking at them, especially with my lower ones. I will document them a little bit more 

and keep more of their papers, of their work, to see when they started off and to see the 

progress they’re making and because I’m pulling them more so I can show their parents 

growth that way and show them what skill we are working on. 

During her first interview when asked about measuring student growth in writing, the 

theme of student progress toward independent writing was evident as Ellie stated she measures 

growth through “observation, just by watching and comparing.” Ellie measures student progress 

toward independent writing by observing the changes in their writing over time. 

During her second interview, Ellie was once again asked how she measures student 

growth in writing. Ellie’s response was “…just by looking at samples and compare and where 

they were and what they can do now.” The theme of student progress toward independent 

writing was once again evident as Ellie stated that she measures student growth by examining 

her students’ current writing samples and deciding “where they were and what they can do.”  

As Ellie responded when asked about end of the year writing goals for her students, the 

theme of student progress toward independent writing was once again evident.  
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I think just writing a complete thought down.  For me, I would be happy if every one of 

my kids could write a complete thought down even if the spelling obviously wasn’t 

correct. I personally, right now, that’s why if they are hearing the sounds, to me, well, 

that’s good, that’s great because we’re taking them from nothing to writing. So if I could 

get every single student, if they are able to write a complete thought down or maybe even 

three thoughts down that make sense with some beginning, middle, and end, that would 

be wonderful.  So, if I can get every single student writing at least three thoughts that 

would be wonderful. 

The theme of student progress toward independent writing was evident as Ellie stated, “I would 

be happy if every one of my kids could write a complete thought down even if the spelling 

obviously wasn’t correct.” Ellie added, “If they are able to write a complete thought down or 

maybe even three thoughts down that make sense with some beginning, middle, and end. That 

would be wonderful.”   

During Ellie’s second interview, when asked what her goals are for your students in 

writing and where she wants them to be in writing by the end of the year, the theme of student 

progress toward independent writing was evident in Danielle’s response. 

By the end of the year, I hope that they are writing complete sentences, expanding 

beginning, middle and end, being able to tell a story with a beginning, middle, and end. 

To me that is pretty good to be doing those things by the end of the year.  If they can add 

details, that would be amazing.  So adding details with a beginning, middle, and end, 

periods, and capitals in the right place, just basically the foundations, I guess. 
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The theme of student progress toward independent writing was evident as Ellie said, “I 

hope that they are writing complete sentences,” and “being able to tell a story with a beginning 

middle and end.”  

Third Research Question 

What follows in this section is a discussion related to the third research question: How do 

kindergarten teachers describe their students’ motivation to write? During the first step of data 

analysis, the researcher determined the focus topic related to the third research question as 

student motivation. The theme that emerged related to the focus topic of student motivation was 

motivation through praise.  

Theme Five: Motivation through Praise                                 

As the teacher participant interviews were analyzed, the theme of motivation through 

praise emerged in relation to student writing abilities, conferencing with students, student 

motivation to write, and teacher strengths in writing instruction. For the purpose of the study, 

motivation through praise refers to students being driven to write because of the praise they 

receive for their efforts. 

Amanda was asked about her students’ writing abilities during her first interview. She 

stated that some of her students are writing basic phrases that they have written in the past. 

 Yes, very basic, “I love mommy,” a lot of things that we’ve already done and I’ve 

written before. A lot of them are doing this because they were successful with that once 

so they write it every day because they got the praise for that once. So I get a lot of “I 

love mommy” or “I see a cat” because it’s still on the word wall. So I get a lot of those. 
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The theme of motivation through praise was evident as Amanda said some of her students get in 

a pattern of writing the same thing every day because they received praise, “they got the praise 

for that once.” They seem to be motivated by success and praise.  

During Amanda’s first interview she was asked to describe how she conferences with her 

highest student. 

We work on adding details, because he’s, because I praised him for writing “I see a cat.” 

Right now that’s all he’ll do and he wants to write a new story, “I see a dog” and write a 

new story, “I see a toy” instead of adding to what color is it, what color is the cat, how 

big is the cat, so yeah adding details.  

The theme of motivation through praise was evident in Amanda’s response as she mentioned a 

student continuing to write the same thing because he received praise for it in the past. 

 The theme of motivation through praise was evident as Amanda described her students’ 

motivation to write. Amanda was asked during her first interview if she thought her students are 

motivated to write and if they like to write. 

At this point of the year there’s such….they’re at mixed levels. Some do love it and I’ve 

got strugglers that know it’s a chore. The ones that I know love to write are lined up at 

my table to show me what they’ve written every day so I try to praise them. So it’s a 

mixed bag, which it will be all year. 

The theme of motivation through praise was evident as Amanda said her students line up at her 

table to receive praise for their writing. Amanda stated “The ones that I know love to write are 

lined up at my table to show me what they’ve written every day so I try to praise them.”  

The theme of motivation through praise was evident in Bailey’s first interview response 

when asked if she thought her students are motivated to write and if they like to write.  
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Most of them are motivated especially if they get to go to the chair. They’re sort of, I tell 

them “you know if you do a really good job, I am going to choose someone to go tell a 

story or go to the office or to the counselor.”  They get extra motivated and they like 

being told they did a good job on their writing. 

The theme of motivation through praise was evident in Bailey’s response. Bailey said, “They get 

extra motivated and they like being told they did a good job on their writing.” 

The theme of motivation through praise was evident in Danielle’s response during her 

first interview when asked if she thought her students are motivated to write and if they like to 

write. 

I feel like they are motivated to write because they get excited about what they want to 

share with their stories and they like to share and show the kids what they feel they have 

accomplished when they have written something. But, yeah they enjoy it because they get 

to share what they have done and they get praised for their writing by me or by the other 

students when they share their writing with the class. 

The theme of motivation through praise was evident as Danielle said, “they enjoy it because they 

get to share what they have done and they get praised for their writing by me or by the other 

students when they share their writing with the class.” 

During Ellie’s second interview the theme of motivation through praise emerged as Ellie 

described her strengths in writing instruction.  

This is hard because I’m so critical on myself about teaching writing.  I guess I try to 

break it down for them to make it as easy as possible for them even though sometimes I 

don’t but I try to break it down and when there is a, when there is a kid that’s struggling 

and he or she can finally get something then I really try to praise them and tell them, 
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“That’s great!” because it’s hard when kids keep getting “No, that’s not right, no that’s 

not right,” all the time. You know, however it’s worded it hurts their self-esteem. So 

when they do something amazing and they get it, I feel like I try to make it into real, into 

a really big deal—that way they can see that they can do it. They are able to do it and 

keep up with it. 

The theme of motivation through praise was evident in Ellie’s response as she discussed praising 

her students for their little accomplishments in writing to increase their self-esteem. 

Fourth Research Question                                  

      What follows in this section is a discussion related to the fourth research question: What 

are kindergarten teachers’ personal feelings about writing? The focus topic determined for this 

fourth research was personal feelings about writing. The theme that emerged related to this focus 

topic was teacher self-efficacy. 

Theme Six: Teacher Self-Efficacy 

       In the context of the study, teacher self-efficacy refers to a teacher’s belief in her ability to 

successfully instruct her kindergarten students in writing. The theme of teacher self-efficacy was 

evident in teacher participant responses when asked about their feelings toward writing. 

During Amanda’s first interview she was asked to describe how she feels about writing 

and to describe herself as a writer. 

I love to write for all different purposes. I learned that when I wrote notes and could 

reread them I couldn’t just hear it. I had to write it. I rewrite my grocery list to organize 

my thoughts. I sort it, like I write my list, and then I sort it according to the grocery 

store—by what I need first and then the cold stuff last. I don’t think that I’m a good 

creative writer. I’m good at, what’s the word, writing for a purpose but not good as a 
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creative writer, maybe informational. I was great in college and I was in writing classes at 

A & M. 

 The theme of teacher self-efficacy was evident as Amanda said she loves to write but she 

does not think she is good at creative writing. She does, however, feel she is good at writing for a 

purpose. Amanda said, “I love to write for all different purposes.”  

During Bailey’s second interview she was asked to describe how she feels about writing 

and to describe herself as a writer. The theme of teacher self-efficacy was evident as Bailey said, 

“I love to write and I wish I had more time to write.” 

Chloe was asked during her first interview to describe how she feels about writing and to 

describe herself as a writer. 

I love writing. I love teaching writing and the kids, getting them excited about writing 

and getting them to have enthusiasm.  It depends on the teacher, the teacher’s perception 

of writing, how they see the teacher. Like if they see the teacher excited about writing 

then it really looks exciting and so they are excited about writing too. I think I do that for 

my students. I loved writing. I love teaching writing and I think it does rub off on the 

students because one of the moms said one of the students left early and he said to his 

mom “aw, mom, I missed writing time,” and I was like “aw, that’s so good.” Yes, she 

emailed me. She’s said he was really upset because he missed writing time and I feel like 

your perception of something really rubs off on the kids and that’s important that they see 

how important it is and they’re going to use it in their everyday life. I always like to write 

about my kids, my own kids, because like my daughters here she’s already five and she’s 

in kindergarten, and so I write about her all the time and they just get a connection from it 

and they are interested and they want to know what she’s doing now, what is she getting 
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herself into. So I use my own personal experiences to write and in that way they can use 

that and do it as well. 

The theme of teacher self-efficacy was evident as Chloe said, “I love writing. I love teaching 

writing and the kids, getting them excited about writing and getting them to have enthusiasm.” 

Chloe was once again asked about her feelings toward writing and how she feels about 

herself as a writer during her second interview. 

I love to write and try to instill that in my students and I think I have transferred that love 

and interest because I always write about myself or things related to me. I always write 

about something connected to me so they see my interest in writing about myself and 

because I have high expectations. I expect them to reach high levels in writing and the 

reason why is because I think writing ability is so important and having an interest in 

writing is so important too. 

The theme of teacher self-efficacy was evident as Chloe said, “I love to write and try to 

instill that in my students and I think I have transferred that love and interest because I always 

write about myself or things related to me.” 

 Danielle was asked during her first interview to describe her personal feelings about 

writing.  

The only writing I have probably done has been in the classroom the last several years 

other than writing papers in college.  I didn’t mind it when I was in school or in college.  

I know I enjoyed the process I guess of writing a story, not necessarily a paper for a class, 

but if it was like a persuasive story, something like that, I enjoyed doing that, but not a 

research paper. 

Danielle stated she enjoyed writing for persuasive reasons but not for research. 
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Ellie was asked during her first interview to describe her personal feelings about writing. 

She stated that she feels writing “is one of the hardest things to do…” 

All I think writing is just like essays and things like that. I struggle with that.  I have 

always been kind of real critical on myself with that because I am real judgmental on 

myself, I guess, or critical.  I think writing is hard.  I think it is one of the hardest things 

to do and I do not necessarily like it.  I really wish I could do better at it, in writing. 

Ellie was asked once again during her second interview to describe her personal feelings 

about writing. Ellie stated, “I don’t like writing that much because I don’t think I am good at it.” 

The theme of teacher self-efficacy was evident as each teacher participant responded 

when asked to describe her ability to teach writing. 

Amanda was asked how she feels about her ability to teach writing. She said, “Confident, 

I think we’ve got lots of resources and I’ve had lots of practice.” The theme of teacher self-

efficacy was evident as Amanda described her feelings as being confident due to the many 

resources her school has provided her along with her years of experience in teaching writing at 

the kindergarten level.  

Amanda was once again asked during her second interview about her feelings toward her 

ability to teach writing. 

I’m confident that I can teach writing but I am not, I don’t think I am a miracle worker. 

I’m still doing prompt writing, for instance, I wrote “I am thankful” and they have to 

finish that because I do not want them getting stuck on the not important part and I think 

that really helps. It helps them get started and it helps me to see the ones that are not 

getting it because they will just be copying the “I am thankful” part. So I know that they 

need extra help. 
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The theme of teacher self-efficacy was evident as Amanda described her feelings toward her 

ability to teach writing. Amanda stated, “I’m confident that I can teach writing but I am not, I 

don’t think I am a miracle worker.” 

Bailey was asked during her first interview about her feelings toward her ability to teach 

writing. 

I think my abilities to teach writing are pretty good. I think we have a lot of resources; we 

have the main source we use and we have that website. I think we have a lot of resources 

and I like teaching writing so I think I do a pretty good job. 

The theme of teacher self-efficacy was evident as Bailey described her feelings toward her ability 

to teach writing. When asked during her first interview to describe her ability to teach writing, 

Bailey said, “I think my abilities to teach writing are pretty good.” The theme of teacher self-

efficacy was also evident as Bailey added, “I like teaching writing so I think I do a pretty good 

job.”  

Bailey was once again asked during her second interview about her ability to teach 

writing. Bailey stated, “I feel pretty good. I’ve been doing it a few years now and I think we have 

a lot of resources to help and I like teaching writing.” 

 The theme of teacher self-efficacy was evident as Bailey described her feelings toward 

her ability to teach writing. The theme of teacher self-efficacy was evident as Bailey said, “I feel 

pretty good. I’ve been doing it a few years now and I think we have a lot of resources to help and 

I like teaching writing.”   

Chloe was asked during her first interview to describe her feelings about her ability to 

teach writing. Chloe stated “I feel like what helps my ability is that I love to do it, so I mean I 

think how I feel … I love to do it.”  The theme of teacher self-efficacy was evident as Chloe 
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described her feelings toward her ability to teach writing by saying she feels what helps her 

ability is that she loves teaching writing.   

Chloe was asked again during her second interview to describe her feelings about her 

ability to teach writing. 

I feel fine. I love writing and I try to make sure my students, my kids, love writing.  My 

ability to teach, I think using the resources that we have, I think that helps us a lot to be 

better writing teachers. 

The theme of teacher self-efficacy was evident as Chloe described her feelings toward her ability 

to teach writing. Chloe said, “I feel fine.  I love writing and I try to make sure my students, my 

kids love writing.” 

Danielle was also asked during her first interview to describe her feelings about her 

ability to teach writing.  

Sometimes I feel like it is one of my weaker areas because I think in the last couple of 

years I just felt like a lot of the things that we were wanting our kids to do, the majority 

of them couldn’t do it.  But this year I feel better because we’ve slowed down our 

curriculum because it was above their level except for last year I had a couple of them 

that were way above.  We now have access to a web site that we’re using to supplement 

our writing curriculum and so I feel like more comfortable with it. I would say because I 

think in past years I just felt like “Why am I doing this? I don’t think they can do it.”  

Some of that, maybe I’m just not confident of them, but I don’t know, this year I feel 

more comfortable with it and it seems to be going better. 

The theme of teacher self-efficacy was evident as Danielle described teacher writing as 

one of her “weaker areas.”  
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Danielle was asked again during her second interview to describe her feelings about her 

ability to teach writing. Once again Danielle described writing instructions as one of her “weaker 

areas.” 

I feel like I am able to teach it and I feel like it’s one of my weaker areas for some reason 

out of all of the components that we teach. I don’t know what it is. It’s something. It’s not 

that I am uncomfortable with it but I guess if it was like the one subject that I had to pick 

as my weakest it would be writing and I don’t know if that’s because I’m not a writer 

myself or what. 

Ellie was asked during her first interview to describe her feelings about her ability to 

teach writing. 

That has been much of a struggle. I have said that from after my first year when I 

requested to get into like writing workshops and it just hasn’t happened I haven’t been 

able to go and do it.  I think it’s hard because especially in kindergarten it’s hard.  They 

don’t even know how to hold a pencil and so trying to teach somebody something that, 

well I am 30 or 31 and teaching somebody something that you have done your whole life 

is kind of hard to break down and you have to find those steps and break them down to 

the kids.  I struggle with it.  I do. 

The theme of teacher self-efficacy was evident as Ellie described the difficulties of 

instructing students in writing.  

Ellie was asked again during her second interview to describe her feelings about her 

ability to teach writing. 

I still feel like it’s the hardest thing for me to teach.  I struggle with it just because I’m 

real critical on myself. So I guess with writing, I think writing is a hard thing. I guess at 
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this level especially because you don’t know, they’re learning how to write and read at 

the same time, which is which all goes together but it’s frustrating for them so I feel that I 

feel for them but it’s really neat to see at the end because I think I am doing a good job 

but I can see a kid a kid’s progress throughout the end of the year, taking kids who have 

never written anything before and doesn’t know the letters and sounds.  So that is the part 

of it, the best part of it, that even when I don’t think I am doing a good job that its really 

cool to see the outcome at the end of the year. 

The theme of teacher self-efficacy was evident as Ellie once again described the difficulties of 

writing instruction. 

As each teacher described her feelings about writing and her feelings toward her ability to 

teach writing the theme of teacher self-efficacy was evident. Three of the teacher participants had 

positive teacher self-efficacy regarding their ability to teach writing while two of the teacher 

participants had negative teacher self-efficacy regarding their ability to teach writing. Being 

efficacious as a teacher is a definite advantage and students benefit when taught by a teacher that 

believes they have the capability to successfully instruct students.  Studies have shown that 

student success can be affected by teacher self-efficacy (Goddard, Hoy, Hoy, 2004). Teachers’ 

self-efficacy can affect their instruction and how they think and feel toward their teaching 

abilities (Bandura, 1995). A teacher’s belief in their ability to succeed affects their students’ 

learning success. 

Conclusion 

     The researcher used teacher participant interviews and classroom observations in order to 

answer four research questions related to writing instruction at the kindergarten level. The focus 

topics related to these research questions were individual student writing conferences, writing 
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instruction strategies, student writing behaviors, student motivation, and personal feelings about 

writing. The theme that emerged related to the focus topic individual student writing conferences 

was social interaction. The theme that emerged related to the focus topic writing instruction 

strategies was effective learning environment. The themes that emerged related to the focus topic 

student writing behaviors were student writing abilities and student progress toward 

independence. The theme that emerged related to the focus topic of student motivation was 

motivation through praise. The theme that emerged related to the focus topic personal feelings 

about writing was teacher self-efficacy. The next chapter will provide a summary of the findings 

of the study, recommendations for further research related to the study, and a summary of the 

study. 
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CHAPTER V: FINDINGS 

This collective case study explored individual student writing conferences and other 

writing instruction strategies in kindergarten classrooms using kindergarten teacher descriptions. 

In addition, the researcher conducted observations of individual student writing conferences and 

writing strategies used in these kindergarten classrooms to motivate students to write and to 

improve students’ individual writing abilities. The descriptions provided through the study will 

provide early childhood educators deeper insight into how to effectively produce successful 

writers in the kindergarten classroom even when faced with a classroom full of emergent writers 

at varying levels of ability.  

       Because of writing expectations at the elementary level and the varying writing abilities 

of kindergarten students, it was necessary to examine individual student writing conferences and 

the strategies used to motivate writers, to build and support the varying writing abilities of early 

childhood-level students as well as meeting students’ individual writing needs.  

Findings 

Kindergarten teachers often find themselves in a classroom with students of varying 

writing abilities. This makes it difficult to meet the writing needs of each individual student 

(Dorr, 2006). In these scenarios, kindergarten teachers need examples of instructional strategies 

to teach a classroom of students with varying writing abilities. As a former kindergarten teacher, 

this researcher was aware of how writing instruction has changed at the kindergarten level in the 

recent past but research has not kept up with these changes; thus, more research is needed in the 

area of writing instruction at the kindergarten level. For this reason, the researcher conducted the 

study and interviewed kindergarten teachers about their writing instructional strategies. The 

researcher also conducted observations of these teachers carrying out the described writing 

instructional strategies to inform other teachers of ways of meeting the individual needs of 
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students with varying writing levels within a classroom. Findings based on themes and patterns 

that emerged throughout the study provide information related to how five kindergarten teachers 

instruct and meet the individual writing needs of their students. 

Focus Topics and Themes 

The first step the researcher took in the study analysis process was to examine the data 

and determine focus topics related to each research question guiding the study (Taylor-Powell & 

Renner, 2003). The second step was to examine the data and find themes that emerged related to 

each focus topic. Table 5.1 shows the research questions, focus topics related to each research 

question, and emerged themes related to each focus topic.  

Table 5.1  

Research Questions, Focus Topics and Themes 

Research Questions Focus Topics Themes 

1 How do kindergarten teachers describe 

their individual student writing conferences 

and the other writing strategies they 

implement to improve their students’ 

writing abilities and to increase their 

students’ motivation to write? 

-Individual 

student writing 

conferences  

-Social interaction 

 
 

-Writing 

strategies 

-Effective learning 

environment   

 

2 How do kindergarten teachers describe 

the writing habits of their students?  
 

 

-Student writing 

behaviors 

 
 

 

-Student writing 

abilities  

-Student progress 

toward independent 

writing 

3 How do kindergarten teachers describe 

their students’ motivation to write? 

-Student 

motivation 

-Motivation through 

praise 

4 What are kindergarten teachers’ personal 

feelings about writing? 

-Personal feelings 

about writing 
-Teacher efficacy 
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The focus topics related to the first research question were individual student writing 

conferences and writing strategies. The theme that emerged related to the focus topic of 

individual student writing conferences was social interaction. The theme that emerged related to 

the focus topic of writing instruction strategies was effective learning environment. The focus 

topic related to the second research question was student writing behaviors. The themes that 

emerged related to the focus topic of student writing behaviors were student writing abilities and 

student progress toward independent writing. The focus topic related to the third research 

question was student motivation. The theme that emerged related to the focus topic of student 

motivation was motivation through praise. The focus topic related to the fourth research question 

was personal feelings about writing. The theme that emerged related to the focus topic of 

personal feelings about writing was teacher self-efficacy.  

First Research Question 

          The first research question in the study addressed how kindergarten teachers describe their 

individual student writing conferences and the other writing strategies used use to improve their 

students’ writing abilities as well as increase their students’ motivation to write. The interview 

questions related to the first research question focused on teacher’s descriptions of their 

individual student writing conferences, teachers’ descriptions of their writing instruction 

strategies and teachers’ perceptions of their students’ descriptions of writing instruction. The 

focus topics related to the first research question were individual student writing conferences and 

writing strategies. The theme that emerged in the study related to the focus topic of individual 

student writing conferences was social interaction. The theme that emerged related to the focus 

topic of writing instruction strategies was effective learning environment. 
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Theme One: Social Interaction  

Teacher participants described their individual writing conferences as a method of 

writing instruction involving one-on-one social interaction. Vygotsky (1978) defined social 

interaction as connections that occur in the form of shared communication and experiences 

between people. Vygotsky (1978) stressed the importance of social interaction within the 

learning process and, according to each teacher participant, social interaction within the learning 

process occurs during each individual writing conference that each teacher participant conducts. 

Along with social interaction, the "zone of proximal development" was introduced and defined 

as “the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem 

solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under 

adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” (p. 86). A student’s zone of 

proximal development is the area of learning within which a teacher is instructing the student 

while working with them one-on-one or during and individual student writing conferences.  In 

the study, the teachers’ actions support Vygotsky in that when each of these teachers was 

conferencing with their students, they were keeping social interaction within the learning 

process as well as working with each student within their "zone of proximal development."   

A teacher must know each of their student’s needs in order for individual conferencing to 

be effective when working within a student’s "zone of proximal development,” (Vygotsky, 

1978). The use of social interaction was evident while teachers conducted their individual 

student writing conferences. When the five teacher participants described the social interaction 

that takes place during their individual student writing conferences, they referred to knowledge 

of student needs and of each student’s writing abilities. When these teachers used social 

interaction while conducting their individual student writing conferences, they considered 

knowing student needs and student writing abilities to be important for the individual student 
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writing conferences to make an impact on their students’ learning. Bailey said during individual 

student writing conferences, she must get her students to do something with her that they are 

unable to do independently. During individual student writing conferences, Chloe identifies 

writing skills for each student and works on those skills with her students one-on-one. All five 

teachers described their individual student writing conferences as a time of social interaction 

while providing one-on-one instruction within each student’s area of potential learning based on 

individual student needs. Each teacher instructs their individual students within their potential 

areas of learning and therefore attempts to assist each student to move to a higher level of 

potential learning (Gentry, 2005). While one-on-one conferencing with individual students, each 

teacher provided each student the instruction needed based on their current level of performance 

to assist them in reaching their potential. In writing, as in all areas of learning, teachers want 

their students to progress to higher levels of ability and independence. By providing support in 

the form of instruction during individual student writing conferences, teachers make it possible 

for their students to achieve more challenging skills than they would achieve independently 

(Bruner, 1966).  

The use of social interaction was evident during individual student writing conferences 

teachers conducted to scaffold their students’ learning. Teachers should base the content of 

individual student writing conferences on the needs of the individual students. While providing 

teacher support in the form of instruction during an individual student writing conference, 

teachers are providing their students the support necessary to make progress in areas they may 

not otherwise be able to do independently (Bruner, 1966). The use of social interaction through 

one-on-one instruction empowers students to achieve at higher levels of ability.  
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Theme Two: Effective Learning Environment 

Kindergartners have the potential of becoming enthusiastic writers when part of an 

effective learning environment that includes frequent modeling and individual instruction (Fu, 

Johnson, Lamme & Savage, 2002). When each of these teachers described conferences and 

writing instruction, they repeatedly referred to modeling. Furthermore, during each teacher’s 

observation, modeling occurred as well as individual instruction through one-on-one 

conferencing. Students are able to construct knowledge about the act of writing when teachers 

model for their students (Mayer, 2007). When students interactively observe someone writing 

who is more proficient, their knowledge of writing is constructed and learning occurs. Graves 

(2004) believes students need to hear their teacher thinking aloud while they write, talking 

through the steps of their own writing. Modeling helps students understand how a writer thinks 

about their writing and makes it easier for students to incorporate this process into their own 

writing. When teachers demonstrate and describe writing strategies they expect their students to 

perform, students are more likely to practice the writing strategies on their own (Calkins, 2001).  

All five of the teacher participants referred to modeling when they described how they 

instruct their students in writing. This was evident in the observation as they each demonstrated 

modeling of writing for their students. Three out of the five teacher participants, Amanda and 

Bailey and Danielle, described an effective learning environment during writing instruction as 

being a quiet environment.  While observing Bailey and Chloe, the researcher noticed they each 

stressed to their students that writing time is a quiet time and that they expected quiet voices 

only. All five of the teacher participants referred to modeling when they described how they 

instruct their students in writing. During the classroom observations, each teacher provided an 

effective learning environment through modeling, individual instruction, praise and 

encouragement.  According to Behymer (2003), daily teacher modeling of writing is crucial in an 
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effective learning environment. After conducting their study on writing, Clark and Kragler 

(2005) concluded that teacher modeling is needed if there is to be any chance of student 

improvement in writing performance. An effective learning environment that includes modeling, 

individual instruction, praise, and encouragement, fosters growth of students in writing.  

Second Research Question 

The second research question addressed in the study was how kindergarten teachers 

describe the writing habits of their students. The focus topic related to the second research 

question was student writing behaviors. The interview questions related to this second research 

question focused on student writing abilities, student writing growth, and teachers’ goals for 

student writing. The themes that emerged in the study related to the focus topic of student 

writing behaviors were student writing abilities and student progress toward independent 

writing.  

Theme Three: Student Writing Abilities 

Graves (2003) believed that while most children demonstrate the same writing abilities or 

writing principles as their writing development progresses, not all children necessarily follow the 

same path nor do they all exhibit the same abilities in the same order. Each child progresses at 

their own pace and not all children follow the same path of writing development. With this in 

mind, kindergarten teachers should be aware of the different possible student writing abilities 

present in their classroom as well as which students possess particular student writing abilities in 

order to keep instruction based on student needs. Clay (1975) described emergent level 

children’s writing development as a collection of various writing principles or abilities that occur 

not in specific stages of development, but rather simultaneously as part of the process of making 

sense of written language. Clay (1975) and Graves (2003) both agree that most children 
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demonstrate certain writing abilities or writing principles but there is not one particular order of 

writing stages. Each child develops skill in writing individually. Table 5.2 shows the student 

writing abilities mentioned when the participants described their students’ writing habits and 

writing abilities. In Table 5.2, the student writing abilities are grouped into four categories: 

methods of writing, letters and words, phonics and writing conventions. Many of the emergent 

writing principles or abilities that Clay (1978) and Graves (2003) described were also mentioned 

by the teacher participants as they each described their students’ writing habits and abilities.  

Table 5.2  

Student Writing Abilities 

Methods of writing Letters and words  Phonics Writing Conventions 

Using a model of 

writing 

Writing blocks or 

strings of letters 

Phonetic spelling Writing complete 

sentences 

Getting thoughts on 

paper 

Writing random 

letters 

Beginning sounds Writing one sentence 

 

Writing left to right Writing in all 

capitals 

Hearing and writing 

sounds in words  

Writing multiple 

sentences 

Scribbling Writing one’s name Matching letters to 

sounds 

Writing words exactly as 

they are spoken 

Telling a story  Writing sight words   Spaces between words 

Drawing pictures Writing known 

words 

 Using capital letters at the 

beginning of sentences 

Prompt writing    Using periods 

Word writing   Using punctuation 

Sentence writing    

Paragraph writing     

 

The teacher participants of the study were very aware of the varying student writing 

abilities their students may possess as well as the actual student writing abilities within their 

classrooms. During individual student writing conferences, each teacher instructed their 

individual students based on the particular student writing abilities each individual student 

possessed at that time. Knowing each student’s ability is important in determining what that 

student may be ready for as well as writing expectations for that student. Individual student goals 
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in writing ability can be set based on current individual student writing abilities and strengths 

and weakness in writing abilities.  

Theme Four: Student Progress toward Independent Writing 

The common theme of student progress toward independent writing emerged as the 

teacher participants answered questions related to the writing habits of their students. Some of 

the topics discussed related to student progress toward independent writing were student writing 

samples, individual growth, and teacher observation. The teacher participants mentioned student 

writing samples and teacher observation as approaches used to measure writing growth. In 

addition, during classroom observations the researcher observed teachers keeping anecdotal 

notes on student writing progress. When using student writing samples and teacher observation 

as methods of determining student growth in writing, teachers measured individual student 

growth or student progress toward independent writing.  The teachers measured individual 

student growth or individual student progress toward independent writing not by comparing 

students to each other but by comparing each student to their previous ability. Individual student 

progress is determined based on whether or not each individual student has made growth. Clay 

(1975) and Graves (2003) both refer to writing development during the emergent years as a 

process of development in which there is not one particular order of writing stages that all 

students undergo. Each child develops writing skills individually. If each child develops the 

skills in writing individually, it makes sense to measure their growth on an individual basis. 

Teachers use the information gathered from looking at their students writing samples and their 

anecdotal notes in order to determine student abilities and growth and to drive their instruction.   

The theme of student progress toward independent writing emerged when the researcher 

asked the teacher participants about end of the year writing goals for their students. The teacher 
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participants felt it was important that their students leave kindergarten as independent writers 

with the ability to apply basic foundational writing skills. The teacher participants wanted their 

students to apply independently all the writing skills they have been taught throughout the school 

year. Table 5.3 shows the skills each teacher mentioned during their interview. When teachers 

measured student progress toward independent writing they were looking at each student as an 

individual and comparing the student’s current writing development level to his or her previous 

levels. Teachers were also setting individual student writing goals based on student writing 

development.  

Table 5.3  

Student Independent Writing Skills 

Teacher Student Independent Writing Skills 

Amanda Understand sentence structure; know how to write a sentence; be an independent 

thinker; be able to write on their own; spell independently; read their own writing 

Bailey Write great stories; story; hear sounds; think of ideas; stretch all the sounds; leave 

spaces between words; write sentences; tell a story 

Chloe Writing as much as they can; using spaces between words; using periods and 

capital letters 

Danielle Write a complete sentence; use correct spacing; use correct punctuation; use 

correct letter formation; have a beginning, middle, and end in their writing; write 

up to three sentences if able; use capital letters correctly 

Ellie Write one to three complete sentences; hear the sounds in words; make sense in 

their writing; have a beginning, middle, and an end in their writing; have details in 

their writing; use periods and capital letters correctly 

Third Research Question 

The third research question addressed in the study was how kindergarten teachers 

describe their students’ motivation to write. The focus topic related to the third research question 

was student motivation.  The theme that emerged related to the focus topic of student motivation 

was motivation through praise. 
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Theme Five: Motivation through Praise 

 When asked if their students were motivated to write and if they like to write, the one 

common theme that emerged from the teacher participants was motivation through praise. All 

five of the teacher participants either referred to praise during their interview or exhibited giving 

their students praise during their classroom observation. Individual writing conferences should 

always begin with the teacher praising the student for something they did well (Calkins, Hartman 

& White, 2005; Routman, 2005).  Furthermore, when teachers praise students for writing 

behaviors, students will repeat those writing behaviors (Routman, 2005).  

       Students enter kindergarten aware that writing is something that is difficult to do (Love, 

Burns, & Buell, 2007). Kindergarten students need encouragement in order to meet the 

challenges they face in writing (Kersey & Malley, 2005). Kindergarten teachers have the 

tremendous task of providing encouragement to their students and building their students’ 

confidence in writing. This encouragement occurs in a positive learning environment with a 

caring teacher who is concerned about the learning of students. Kindergarten teachers have the 

task of not only teaching students how to write but also guiding them to be positive in relation to 

their writing ability and moving them to higher skill levels in writing (Gentry, 2005). Teachers 

offering praise for the small efforts students make in writing helps to build their interest and 

skill. Students’ confidence in what they are currently doing facilitates the drive to continue trying 

and accomplishing higher levels of achievement.  

Fourth Research Question  

The fourth research question addressed in the study was regarding kindergarten teachers’ 

personal feelings about writing. The focus topic related to the fourth research question was 

personal feeling about writing. The theme that emerged related to this focus topic was teacher 

efficacy.  
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Theme Six: Teacher Self-Efficacy 

      One theme that emerged related to the five teachers’ feelings about writing was teacher 

self-efficacy. Bandura defined self-efficacy as an individual’s belief in his or her ability to carry 

out a given task or endeavor (Bandura, 1977). Self-efficacy is a person’s attitude about their 

potential to perform to desired levels of achievement. A person’s self-efficacy can affect their 

self-motivation as well as how they think, feel and act. A person with a strong sense of efficacy 

will handle complicated tasks as challenges to accomplish rather than obstacles to avoid 

(Bandura, 1995). Self-efficacy is not the same as confidence. Confidence refers to how strong a 

person’s belief is, but self-efficacy is more specific. Self-efficacy is the belief in one’s level of 

capability as well as how strong that belief is (Bandura, 1997). Studies have shown that strong 

efficacy is directly related to academic success and achievement (Goddard, Hoy and Hoy, 2004).  

Teacher self-efficacy is a teacher’s belief in his or her ability to successfully instruct students and 

lead them to success (Bandura, 1995). Studies have shown that teacher self-efficacy affects 

student success (Goddard, Hoy, Hoy, 2004). A teacher’s belief in their ability to succeed affects 

their students’ achievement. 

Teaching writing is a complex task (Lienemann, Graham, Leader-Janssen, & Reid, 2006). 

To be successful, teachers require self-efficacy or a belief in their abilities to instruct their 

students (Bandura, 1977). Teachers of writing will benefit from a belief in their own writing and 

teaching abilities, or a positive attitude about their potential to write and to teach students to 

write. The many smaller skills involved in writing such as spelling, grammar, capitalization, 

punctuation, and imagination make it such a complex task. When many students enter 

kindergarten they are already aware of how difficult a task writing can be (Love, Burns, & Buell, 

2007). Kindergarten teachers have the tremendous task of building their students’ confidence in 

writing as well as their belief that they can write at the level the teacher expects. Kindergarten 
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teachers also need confidence in teaching writing and the belief that they can instruct their 

students in such a way that their students will write at the level the school curriculum or 

administrators expect.  

When teachers are knowledgeable on instructional strategies related to the subjects they 

teach, they have the tools necessary to foster their belief in their ability to positively affect 

student achievement. Teachers require instructional strategy knowledge to possess positive 

teacher self-efficacy or the belief in their ability to successfully instruct their students and lead 

them to success. Understanding writing instructional strategies is necessary for emergent level 

teachers to succeed in instructing their students in writing.  

The theme of teacher self-efficacy emerged in the form of teacher interest in writing and 

the perception of ability to teach writing. Teacher interest in writing ranged from loving writing 

to not liking writing. The topics that emerged related to the five teachers’ abilities to teach 

writing were confidence, enjoying teaching, and teaching difficulty. Table 5.4 illustrates each 

teacher’s feelings about writing and their perceptions of their ability to teach writing.  

Table 5.4  

Feelings about Writing and Perception of Ability to Teach Writing 

Feelings About Writing      Perception of Ability                Years Experience in Teaching 

                                              To Teach Writing                                Kindergarten 

Loves writing     

 

Loves writing   

 

Loves writing    

 

Enjoys writing        

 

 

Does not like to write 

 

Confident in ability                                  Amanda    11 

 

Confident in ability                                  Bailey         8 

 

Confident in ability                                  Chloe          6 

 

Not confident                                           Danielle    12  

   confidence builds everyday    

        

Not confident in ability                            Ellie            4 

   difficult to teach 
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Three of the five teacher participants possessed positive teacher self-efficacy toward their 

ability to teach writing. These same three teachers said they loved writing. One of the other two 

teacher participants said writing was one of her weaker areas of instruction and her feelings of 

teacher self-efficacy in her ability to teach writing has increased the more she has taught it. The 

same teacher also said she enjoyed writing. The last teacher participant felt that writing is 

difficult to teach and she did not possess positive teacher self-efficacy toward her ability to teach 

it. Ironically, though, she enjoyed teaching writing. When asked how she felt about writing, this 

same teacher said she did not like to write. When looking at these findings, it is evident that 

participants’ teacher self-efficacy toward their ability to teach writing and their feelings toward 

writing do not necessarily go hand in hand; however, three out of four of the teacher participants 

with positive feelings toward writing also possess positive teacher self-efficacy toward their 

ability to teach writing. The fourth teacher participant had positive self-efficacy toward writing 

but not positive teacher self-efficacy toward her ability to teach writing. However, she did feel 

that her teacher self-efficacy increases every day the more she instructs her students in writing. 

The one teacher that did not like to write also did not possess positive teacher self-efficacy 

toward teaching writing and feels writing is difficult to teach.  

Implications for Practice  

The use of social interaction during individual student writing conferences along with a 

effective learning environment and a focus on the varying student writing abilities within 

kindergarten classroom facilitated scaffolded writing instruction. In addition, setting of goals and 

measuring student progress toward independent writing based on each individual student’s 

growth in writing empowered teachers to instruct students in a classroom with varying student 

writing abilities. Acknowledging students’ motivation through praise and providing student 
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support and encouragement throughout their writing development helped to keeps students 

motivated and interested in writing.  Possessing positive teacher self-efficacy or the belief in the 

ability to successfully instruct students and lead them to success is a benefit when a teacher is 

facing a classroom of students at varying levels of writing development.  

As a result of the study, it is the researcher’s recommendation that when instructing pre-

service teachers one should stress the importance of knowing the needs and the abilities of their 

students when teaching children to write. Ongoing informal assessments and observations of 

students in the process of writing would be a way to determine students’ current writing needs 

and abilities. In addition, daily modeling of writing along with daily student writing 

opportunities are both highly recommended for student success. 

A recommendation related to teacher self-efficacy is to provide a new or novice teacher a 

mentor that possesses positive teacher self-efficacy. In the study, the two teachers with negative 

teacher self-efficacy were a part of the campus for the shortest amount of time. The positive self-

efficacy of a group can positively affect the self-efficacy and performance of an individual of 

that same group (Bandura, 1986). Grouping these two teachers that possess negative teacher self-

efficacy with teachers that possess positive teacher self-efficacy would positively affect their 

teacher self-efficacy. 

Limitations 

One limitation of the study was researcher bias. As a former kindergarten teacher, the 

researcher for the study had over 20 years of teaching experience and had previously worked as a 

kindergarten teacher at the research site where this particular study was conducted. The 

researcher had established rapport with each teacher participant because of the researcher’s 

previous years as a kindergarten teacher on the same campus. Another limitation of the study 
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was time. The length of time for the study was a seven-week period. A longer study would have 

provided the researcher more time to observe in the participants’ classrooms to gather more data 

on teacher conferencing. 

Implication for Future Research 

      One recommendation for future research is a related study with the addition of teacher 

reflection to include teachers’ thinking about their instructional practices, the desired goals 

related to that instruction, and then continuing the reflective process on how instruction should 

be adjusted for goals to occur. Another recommendation for future research is a duplicate study 

conducted in another school setting. An additional recommendation for future research is a study 

addressing group-teacher self-efficacy and how this affects the self-efficacy of new teachers that 

join the group. One last recommendation for future research would be a similar study with a 

quantitative component in order to report on student growth in writing ability.    

Summary 

The main emphasis of the study was individual student writing conferences and other 

writing instruction strategies occurring in kindergarten classrooms. This researcher conducted a 

qualitative collective case study exploring the experience of individual student writing 

conferences and other writing instruction strategies used in five kindergarten classrooms 

throughout a seven-week period 

The study explored writing instruction in the kindergarten classroom with the purpose of 

describing teachers’ perceptions of their individual student writing conferences and the writing 

strategies they currently use to meet their students’ individual needs in writing and to motivate 

them to write. The insight gained from this research will provide early childhood level educators 

increased knowledge of individual student writing conferences and other writing strategies that 
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early childhood level educators may use to instruct and motivate emergent level writers. The 

descriptions presented through the study will provide early childhood level educators deeper 

insight into how to effectively produce successful writers in the kindergarten classroom even 

when faced with a classroom full of emergent writers at varying levels of writing ability.  

       The main collection instrument for the study was the researcher, which is typical of most 

qualitative research. As a former kindergarten teacher with over 20 years experience at the early 

childhood level, this researcher knew the importance of not interfering with the natural setting of 

the research environment. For this reason, while data for the study was collected and analyzed, 

the researcher did not interfere with the kindergarten classrooms or with the practices and 

viewpoints of each kindergarten teacher. Throughout the study the researcher took on the role of 

researcher while in the process of collecting and analyzing data. The sources of data for the study 

were the transcriptions of five teacher participant interviews and notes from classroom 

observations of the same five teacher participants during their writing instruction.  

Through interviews and observations, six themes emerged related to writing instruction, 

writing development, writing motivation, and writing self-efficacy. Social interaction emerged 

as a theme related to writing instruction. The use of social interaction was evident as the teacher 

participants described their individual student writing conferences as well as when each teacher 

was observed during their writing instruction time. Each of the teacher participants described and 

used one-on- one social interaction in order to provide scaffolded writing instruction to their 

students. Each teacher participant described and demonstrated providing their students the 

support necessary to progress in areas they may not be able to do progress in independently 

(Bruner, 1966). These teachers used social interaction to empower their students to achieve at 

higher ability levels. 
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The theme of effective learning environment emerged in relation to writing instruction. In 

each teacher participant’s classroom, student progress in writing was fostered through an 

effective learning environment. An effective learning environment that fosters writing 

development includes modeling, individual instruction, praise, and encouragement (Fu, Johnson, 

Lamme & Savage, 2002). Through interviews and observations, the existence of an effective 

learning environment was evident in each of the teacher participant’s classrooms.  

Student writing abilities emerged as a theme in relation to student writing behaviors.  

It was evident throughout the study that the teacher participants were aware of the varying 

student writing abilities within their classroom. Through social interaction and an effective 

learning environment each of the teachers addressed the needs of their students by focusing on 

student writing abilities. Awareness of student writing abilities is necessary in order to determine 

student instructional needs, strengths, and weaknesses. 

In relation to writing habits, the common theme of student progress toward independent 

writing emerged. Each teacher participant measured their student progress toward independent 

writing based on each individual student’s abilities and growth. When measuring student growth, 

the teachers compared each student to their own previous ability rather than to other students’ 

ability. The teachers also set student progress toward independent writing goals based on each of 

their students’ growth in writing development throughout the year. They set individual student 

writing goals based on individual student writing development.  

As each teacher was interviewed and observed, the theme of motivation through praise 

emerged in relation to student motivation. Each teacher described and exhibited giving their 

students praise for writing accomplishments.  The teachers either mentioned or were observed 
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giving praise during individual student writing conferences in order to motivate their students to 

continue working hard at writing.   

 When the teachers were asked about their feelings toward writing and their ability to 

teach writing, the theme that emerged was teacher self-efficacy. Three of the five teachers had 

positive teacher self-efficacy toward teaching writing and they did love to write. One of the 

teachers did not possess positive teacher self-efficacy toward teaching writing but she did enjoy 

writing. One of the teachers did not possess positive teacher self-efficacy toward teaching writing 

and she did not like to write.  

Through social interaction and an effective learning environment these teachers instruct 

their students in writing focusing on the varying student writing abilities within their classrooms. 

They set goals and measure student progress toward independent writing based on each 

individual student’s growth in wiring. They recognize their students’ motivation through praise 

and provide the support and encouragement their students require in order to stay motivated in 

writing. The teacher self-efficacy these teachers possess helps them to be successful at teaching 

writing and to empower their students to reach higher levels of development in writing as the 

year progresses. 
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Participant Interview Protocol Form: First Interview 

 

Name of Study: Writing Instruction at the Kindergarten Level: How Kindergarten Teachers 

Describe Their Individual Writing Conferences and Writing Strategies They Currently Use to 

Motivate Their Students to Write 

Location: Flour Bluff Early Childhood Center 

Participant Position: Kindergarten Teacher 

Principal Researcher/Interviewer: Jeannette Elliott 

Research Questions Guiding the study:  

1. How do kindergarten teachers describe their individual student writing conferences 

and writing strategies they implement to improve their students’ writing abilities and 

to increase their students’ motivation to write?  
 

2. How do kindergarten teachers describe the writing habits of their students?  
 

3. How do kindergarten teachers describe their students’ motivation to write? 
 

4. What are kindergarten teachers’ personal feelings about writing? 

 

Topics to be discussed: writing conferences; student writing habits; student writing motivation; 

personal feelings of teachers about writing 

Introduction:      

     Thank you for volunteering to be a part of my research study. You were offered the 

opportunity to volunteer for this interview because you teach kindergarten, you teach writing and 

you have useful information about writing instruction and intervention strategies to help students 

succeed in writing.  To help with my note-taking, I will audio tape our conversations today. 

When you sign the consent form to participate in the study you also agreed to be audio taped. As 

the interviewer and the main researcher for this research study, I will be the only person with 

access to this audio recording. As stated on the consent form you signed all personal information 

will remain confidential. 

     The purpose of this research study is to describe teachers’ perceptions of their individual 

writing conferences and the writing strategies they currently utilize to motivate their students to 

write and to meet their students’ individual needs in writing. This research project as a whole 

focuses on the improvement of writing instruction and student success in writing at the 

kindergarten level. My objective is not to evaluate your writing-instruction strategies but rather 

to learn more about writing instruction at the kindergarten level.  
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Interview Questions for First Interview 

A. Participant Background 

1. Please start by telling me a little about yourself. How did you get here?  Why 

did you become a kindergarten teacher? 

 

2. Tell me about your classroom. What is it like to be a student in your classroom? 
 

3. What are your thoughts on how children learn to write? 

 

B. Teacher’s personal feelings about writing 

 

4. Tell me about your personal feelings toward writing. How would you describe 

yourself as a writer?  

C. Student motivation to write 

 

5. Describe your students’ feelings about writing. How do your students feel about 

writing? 

D. Writing habits of students 

 

6. How would you describe the writing habits of your students and their writing 

instruction needs? 

 

7. Describe the range of writing abilities of your students at the current time? 

Without mentioning any names, describe the various levels of the students in 

your classroom?  

 

8. How do you measure student growth in writing? 

 

9. What are your goals for your students?  

 

10. What are your writing goals for your students? Where do you want them to be 

in writing by the end of the year? 

 

E. Writing Conferences and Other Writing Strategies 

11. If I came in to your classroom describe for me how writing instruction would 

look during your writing instruction time.  What exactly would I see? What 

does writing instruction look like in your classroom on a typical day? 

12. How would you describe your writing instruction methods? Which teaching 

strategies do you use in your classroom to instruct your students in writing?  
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13. How would your students describe the writing instruction time in your 

classroom? 

 

14. How would you describe a typical individual student writing conference? 
 

15. What do you do when you have students that are reluctant to write? How do 

you motivate your students to write when they are reluctant to write?  

 

16. What do you consider to be your strengths in writing instruction? 

 

17. Describe one of your most successful or most personally rewarding teaching 

experiences in writing.  

 

18. How do you challenge your higher students in writing?  

 

19. Think about students that experience major difficulty in writing. How do you 

instruct those students? How do you help your struggling students reach 

success in writing? 
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Participant Interview Protocol Form: Second Interview  

Name of Study: Writing Instruction at the Kindergarten Level: How Kindergarten Teachers 

Describe Their Individual Writing Conferences and Writing Strategies They Currently Use to 

Motivate Their Students to Write 

Location: Flour Bluff Early Childhood Center 

Participant Position: Kindergarten Teacher 

Principal Researcher/Interviewer: Jeannette Elliott 

Research Questions Guiding the study:  

1. How do kindergarten teachers describe their individual student writing conferences 

and writing strategies they implement to improve their students’ writing abilities and 

to increase their students’ motivation to write?  
 

2. How do kindergarten teachers describe the writing habits of their students?  
 

3. How do kindergarten teachers describe their students’ motivation to write? 
 

4. What are kindergarten teachers’ personal feelings about writing? 

 

Topics to be discussed: writing conferences; student writing habits; student writing motivation; 

personal feelings of teachers about writing 

Introduction:      

     Thank you for volunteering to be a part of my research study. You were offered the 

opportunity to volunteer for this interview because you teach kindergarten, you teach writing and 

you have useful information about writing instruction and intervention strategies to help students 

succeed in writing.  To help with my note-taking, I will audio tape our conversations today. 

When you sign the consent form to participate in the study you also agreed to be audio taped. As 

the interviewer and the main researcher for this research study, I will be the only person with 

access to this audio recording. As stated on the consent form you signed all personal information 

will remain confidential. 

     The purpose of this research study is to describe teachers’ perceptions of their individual 

writing conferences and the writing strategies they currently utilize to motivate their students to 

write and to meet their students’ individual needs in writing. This research project as a whole 

focuses on the improvement of writing instruction and student success in writing at the 

kindergarten level. My objective is not to evaluate your writing instruction strategies but rather 

to learn more about writing instruction at the kindergarten level.  
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Interview Questions for Second Interview 

Some questions asked during the second interview will be the repeated from the first interview. 

During the second interview, after the participant is asked a question that is repeated from the 

first interview the researcher will show the participant what their response was during the first 

interview to the same question. 

 

A. Participant Background 

1. During our last interview, you described your thoughts on how students learn to 

write. Have your thoughts about how children learn to write changed in any way 

since our last interview? How do children learn to write? 

B. Teacher’s personal feelings about writing 

2. During our last interview, you described yourself as a writer. Have your personal 

feelings about writing changed in any way since our last interview?  Do you think 

you would describe yourself as a writer differently now or in the same way as 

during our last interview? How would you describe yourself as a writer?  

 

3. Have your feelings changed about your ability to teach writing? How do you feel 

about your ability to teach writing?             

C. Student Motivation to Write    

4. During our last interview you described your students’ motivation toward writing. 

Has your students’ motivation toward writing changed since our last interview? 

Do you think your students are motivated to write? Do you think your students 

like to write? How do you know?       

 

D. Writing habits of students    

5. During our last interview, you described the writing habits of your students and 

their writing instruction needs. How would you now describe the writing habits of 

your students and their writing instruction needs? 

 

6. During our last interview, you described the range of writing abilities of your 

students.  How would you now describe the range of writing abilities of your 

students? 

 

7. During our last interview you described how you measure student growth in 

writing. Has that changed since our last interview? How do you measure 

student growth in writing?       
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8. What are your goals for your students? Where do you want them to be in writing 

by the end of the year?       

 

E. Writing Conferences and Other Writing Strategies 

9. Describe any major changes you have made in your writing instruction practices 

since our last interview. 

 

10. During our last interview, you described how your students would describe the 

writing instruction time in your classroom. Would they describe writing 

instruction time in your classroom the same today? How would a student describe 

writing instruction time in your classroom? 

 

11. How have your writing conferences evolved since our last interview? How would 

you now describe a typical individual student writing conference? 

 

12. Since out last interview, how have you motivated your students to write when 

they were reluctant to write? 

 

13. Since our last interview, do you think what you consider being your strengths in 

writing instruction have changed? 

 

14. Describe one of your most successful or most personally rewarding teaching 

experiences in writing so far this school year.  

 

15. Thinking about the progress your students have made in writing this year, 

describe for me how a few of your specific writing instruction strategies have 

brought some of your students to a higher level in writing since our last 

interview? 

 

16. Since our last interview, how have you challenged your higher students in 

writing?  

 

17. Since our last interview, how have you helped your most challenging students 

reach success in writing?  

 

18. Think about a specific encounter since our last interview with a student who 

experienced major difficulty in writing. Describe for me how you instructed that 

student. 
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Participant Interview One with Amanda 

Interviewer 

Participant 

1 First, tell me how you got here. Why did you become a kindergarten teacher? How did 

you become a kindergarten teacher?    

I wanted to be a teacher. I was a second grade teacher to begin with. I wanted to get to Flour 

Bluff district and this is what the opening was 11 years ago.  

2 Tell me about your classroom. Tell me what is it like to be a student in your classroom? 

How would a student describe being in your class? 

Crazy 

Why do you think crazy? 

….because 22 is a lot of five year olds. 

So you have 22 students  

Yes 22 

How many boys and how many girls  

12 boys and 10 girls 

Ok, do you want to tell me anything else about your class? 

I have a very active class, lots of boys, active boys 

3 What are your thoughts on how children learn how to write? How do you think children 

learn to write? 

Modeling  

Do you think that that’s the only way? 

I think that’s the most important way. 
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4 I’m going to ask you now about your personal feelings about writing. Tell me about how 

you feel about writing. How would you describe yourself as a writer? 

I love to write for all different purposes. I learned that when I wrote notes and could reread them 

I couldn’t just hear it. I had to write it. I rewrite my grocery list to organize my thoughts. I sort it, 

like I write my list and then I sort it according to the grocery store by what I need first and then 

the cold stuff last. I don’t think that I’m a good creative writer. I’m good at, what’s the word, 

writing for a purpose but not good as a creative writer, maybe informational. I was great in 

college and I was in writing classes at A & M. 

Do you think you would have been better if you would have had the same kind of writing 

instruction that you give your students, if you would have been taught that way that you 

would have been a better creative writer? 

Yes, because all I ever remember from school is prompt writing that’s all I remember. I don’t 

ever remember write about what you want.   

5 How do you feel about your ability to teach writing? 

Confident, I think we’ve got lots of resources and I’ve had lots of practice. I do think we go a 

little too fast in our approach when our resources and when our resources is a K-2 resource and 

were kind of forced to go through the whole thing. I think it’s a little too much for our level, but 

this year we have really slowed it down  

You’ve slowed it down? 

Yeah 

Are you using more of the other resources not just the main one? 

Yes, and we found a great website. It’s awesome and I can show you. She has mini lessons like a 

week at a time. She has a read aloud that goes with each lesson. It’s awesome and it’s more 
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purposeful writing. Like one of the lessons was write from your heart and there was a part about 

write about something special and then how everyone has a story in your heart. It’s really good. 

Wow 

I like it a lot and I like that it’s connected to the read aloud. It’s not just a let’s stop what we’re 

doing, writing time, drop everything. It doesn’t really apply to anything else we’ve done in the 

day. 

6 Ok now I want you to think about your students. Do you think your students are 

motivated to write and if you think they are motivated to write, how do you know that? 

At this point of the year there’s such….they’re at mixed levels. Some do love it and I’ve got 

strugglers that know it’s a chore. The ones that I know love to write are lined up at my table to 

show me what they’ve written everyday so I try to praise them. So it’s a mixed bag, which it will 

be all year. 

7 How would you describe the writing habits of your students and their writing and what 

they need, what their instruction needs are for writing? You already said a little bit about it 

that you have some that…. 

Yes, right now I have a lot that of just copying whatever I write. They write exactly what I write. 

I don’t really discourage that because the ones that are doing that, that’s still good practice. They 

are understanding the structure. Eventually I will have to avoid that and I’ll have to kind of hide 

my samples so they will have to do their own and be a more independent writer.  

So your instruction will help them get there. 

Yes  
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8 Describe the range of writing abilities of your students at this time. Without mentioning 

any names, just think about what levels they’re at and describe the levels. You said some 

are copying.  

Well I still have some that can’t even write their names so they’re not writing anything. They’re 

still drawing very basic drawings. Then I have a few that can take my mini lesson and change 

one word so if I’ve written “I love the” and I put a blank they can finish it and do two or three 

stories and that in a day and then everything in between. I have some that are still just copying. I 

still have some writing right to left, copying the word. So I have a lot of different levels. 

Do you have any that are just scribbling? 

Yes, I do have some that are just scribbling 

And do you have some that are just doing strings of letters? 

Yes, I do have some that are just doing strings of letters, yes lots today I had a lot of strings of 

letters but we just had a lesson about what is a letter, what is a word, what is a sentence, so I 

know that they’re at least getting “a big string of letters are in a sentence.” So now I am getting 

strings of letters but not a whole lot of spacing. That is another lesson. 

You said you have some that are finishing what you’re writing so you have some that are 

writing their own original sentences? 

Yes, very basic, “I love mommy,” a lot of things that we’ve already done and I’ve written before. 

A lot of them are doing this because they were successful with that once so they write it every 

day because they got the praise for that once. So I get a lot of “I love mommy” or “I see a cat” 

because it’s still on the word wall. So I get a lot of those. 

9 Ok, how do you measure student growth in writing? 
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We have a rubric umm…….and it’s so subjective because you have to think about each kid 

individually but at the same time they have to meet certain criteria but we really need to rely on 

our rubric. 

so do you use any other way in just your classroom or do you just measure their growth 

through the rubric?    

Yes, by when we meet with them individually, which is very hard at our level. I can measure 

growth for each kid, you know, if someone is just stringing letters together but by the next six 

weeks they are at least leaving spaces. That is huge for that student versus the one that was 

writing “I see a cat” as they progress to an independent sentence. So yeah a lot of teacher 

observation teacher notes. 

10 OK, what are your goals for your students in writing? Where do you want them to be in 

writing by the end of the year? 

I want them to understand sentence structure, even if it’s a very basic sentence. By the end of the 

year I want them to be able to write a sentence and be an independent thinker. I guess to be able 

to write on their own, what they want to write about. I’d love to have them know how to write a 

sentence. 

11 Alright, if I came in to your classroom during your writing instruction what exactly 

would I see? Describe for me how writing instruction looks in your classroom on a typical 

day? 

Soft music everyone has their writing folder sometimes you might see all the boys sitting at their 

tables and all the girls on the carpet or vice versa or other days just random choosing to lessen 

the amount of students at the tables. So I let them choose a quiet place. They have to have their 

writing folder with them. If I’ve done some kind of prompt the far table gets get a clipboard and 
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comes to the carpet so they’re closer. If they move up sometimes, if they move up I’ll turn one of 

the lights off but it gets a little dark on that side of the room so that’s….. 

And you mentioned that you conference with your students and you do it at your table and 

they come to you? 

Not yet, right know I’m focusing on walking around and right now I still have a little trail of kids 

trying to follow me so I’m trying to break that habit. Later in the year I usually do a conference 

at my table. They bring their writing things to my table because it’s less disruptive to the other 

writers but right now I’m still trying to break the habit of bringing their papers because they got 

their name on it. So once we get past that then I can go out to them when I’m ready to 

conference.  

12 Now describe some of your strategies you use to teach writing. How would you describe 

your writing instruction methods? Which teaching strategies do you use in your classroom 

to instruct your students in writing?  

Modeling using books….my favorite book is Rocket Writes a Story and we have an inspiration 

tree just like the book. We have seasonal words on it and then we just have some random words 

that they got to pick out- mall cat bike…a lot more books. I like to tie my read aloud to my 

writing time instead of it just being its own and that website, and I actually printed the entire 

thing from that website that has plans for a year. So it’s awesome  

13 How do you think your students would describe the writing instruction time in your 

classroom? 

It has to be a quiet time because I repeat that all the time. “Writing time is quiet time.” They 

definitely know that writing time is quiet and the music is soft. If you finish a story you can start 
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a new one. I’m still working on a handful of those that way and if we’re quiet we can pick a quiet 

place on the carpet or at our table.  

14 How would you describe a typical writing conference, an individual student writing 

conference? 

This early on I probably would only conference with something that they’re working on at that 

moment because they don’t have the recall to pull up an old story. So we would talk about what 

they’re writing that day. I would pick one thing to work on with the student, like their spacing or 

their stretching out a word or adding a new word or listening for beginning sounds we actually 

…the curriculum team wrote lessons for writing a road map which I’ve always used but I didn’t 

know that I really could. You…. it’s just the lines, like if you’re wanting to say “I see a cat,” start 

by drawing four lines for “I see a cat” then you kind of have a plan, you know. You’re filling in 

four lines. But maybe if you have a higher student you might…. 

A higher student? 

 Think of your highest student in your classroom what do you, how do you conference with 

them right now? 

We work on adding details, because he’s, because I praised him for writing “I see a cat.” Right 

now that’s all he’ll do and he wants to write a new story “I see a dog” and write a new story “I 

see a toy” instead of adding to what color is it, what color is the cat, how big is the cat, so yeah 

adding details.  

And what about your lowest? When you’re conferencing what does it look like?  

The lowest is literally me holding his hand with his pencil trying to…..  

That’s the range that you have? 
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Yeah, like he doesn’t recognize letters in his name. He can’t write but still thinking that scribble 

lines are his name, he is convinced that just scribbling something is his name. 

When you have a conference with this student do you ever like write words for him to 

trace?  

Yes, I say that because I just went through and got this practice for him. I’m really concerned; 

it’s tricky because he doesn’t even recognize his name. I don’t think we’re there yet to start 

writing stories. We’re still kind of working on “you have a name, we write your name.” So I 

pretty much have just kind of let him draw until we get that letters belong to names.   

15 What do you do when you have students that are reluctant to write? How do you 

motivate your students to write when they are reluctant to write?  

I refer back to the books, wait what was the other one, Rocket Writes a Story we do all the time 

and I let somebody else borrow the other one…The Best Story Ever. Do you know that one? The 

little girl has to write a story and so she asks first she asks her mom to write a story or ask her 

mom for the story and then she doesn’t like how that story is and then she asks her dad and then 

she asks the crazy aunt and then she asks the big brother and the story ends out just horrible until 

she sits down and writes her own story. It’s about you have to write what you feel, what you 

think instead of writing someone else’s ideas or writing. I refer to that one a lot when they write 

exactly what I write. “Oh remember the best story ever. Remember the one that you have 

inside.” It’s a tough one because I mean those that struggle especially with like fine motor. So at 

our level drawing is writing so if they’re just drawing we are really trying to work on the “not 

just a scribble and then get a new paper.” If you’re just going to draw you still have to add your 

details to your picture. You can’t just get a new piece of paper and then scribble something else 
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but you know sometimes I don’t catch those then when I clean out folders I see ten scribbled 

pages and nothing else.  

So at the beginning of the year do you go through a lot of paper? 

Yes, we go through a lot more paper at the beginning of the year then we do later. 

16 What do you consider to be your strengths in writing instruction? 

My strengths…………a tricky question…..writing about current events. I was in a fishing 

tournament so I wrote about that and my kids wrote about it a couple more days, even drew the 

redfish and drew the trout and boats. But I think having a connection to what they know, to what 

they like. When it was raining we wrote about the rain. We’ll start writing about Halloween. I 

think just keeping it relevant to them.  

17 Describe one of your most successful or most rewarding teaching experiences in writing. 

It was a long time ago but I had a little girl write a letter to me that said “thank you for helping 

me stretch out hard words” and I said “you got this! Oh my God, you wrote and you told me 

what you’re talking about in your writing!” So those moments, those when they recognize that 

I’m helping them be a good writer I still have it. I keep it in my file cabinet somewhere.  

18 How do you challenge your higher students in writing? 

Just by adding the details….. we’ve got to dig deeper, we’ve got to make it exciting. 

19 Think about your students that struggle in writing or  experience major difficulty in 

writing. How do you instructor  help your struggling students reach success in writing? 

….just looking at each individual because there’s going to be so many different levels; praising 

the small and you’ve got to know your kids. You know the ones that keep writing “I see a cat,” 

make sure they’re putting the period at the end of “I see a cat.” That would be a goal for him 

versus the other one getting the first letter of his name. So just knowing the levels and what each 

one needs.  
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Participant Interview Two with Amanda 

Interviewer 

Participant 

During our last interview you described your thoughts on how students learn to write. 

Have your thoughts about how children learn to write changed in any way since our last 

interview?  1 

….through modeling lots of modeling 

During our last interview this is how you described yourself as a writer. Have your 

personal feelings about writing changed in any way since our last interview?  Would you 

describe yourself as a writer differently now, or in the same way as you did during our last 

interview?     2 

I only write down lists of things that I need to do, I need to get. I do not really do any other kind 

of writing. 

Have your feelings changed about your ability to teach writing? Now, how do you feel 

about your ability to teach writing?         3                                                                            

I’m confident that I can teach writing but I am not, I don’t think I am a miracle worker. I’m still 

doing prompt writing, for instance I wrote “I am thankful” and they have to finish that because I 

do not want them getting stuck on the not important part and I think that really helps. It helps 

them get started and it helps me to see the ones that are not getting it because they will just be 

copying the “I am thankful” part. So I know that they need extra help. 

During our last interview this is how you described your students’ motivation toward 

writing. Has your students’ motivation toward writing changed since our last interview? 

Do you think your students like to write?      4 
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Now I also have some of the low students not just the a high students coming up to my table and 

showing me their writing because they want to spell everything correctly, they want to write 

more. So we made a list for Santa letters, we read a story about Santa, we made a list of some of 

the most popular toys so they can feel a little bit more confident when they are getting at least 

those words correct. So I have more students who are more interested in being accurate in their 

writing. 

At this time, do you think your students like to write? How do you know?    5 

For the most part I think they like to write and for the reason that….the reason why I think that is 

because they are so interested in sharing. They really want to show me what they are writing and 

how they are doing in their writing and this makes me think they like to write and they are 

motivated to write. 

How have the writing habits of your students And their writing instruction needs changed 

since our last interview?     6 

The students are not needing my writing as much as they used to. Some of the ones, they’re still 

copying, that’s what they need. They need a little bit of copying just to get them started. That’s 

where they are, the ones that just copy what I wrote that’s where they are. The other day we 

wrote “an.” We just did the “an” family and some of them just wrote the “an” family or just an 

words because they’re not there yet where they can write sounds that they hear. That’s exactly 

what they need. That’s where they’re at right now. 

During our last interview, this is how you described the range of writing abilities of your 

students? How have your students writing abilities developed since our last interview? 

Describe any changes in your students writing abilities since our last interview.    7 
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I do have some generating long sentences but they are very basic. I do not have any real high 

writers and I do have one that’s still scribbling and can’t even tell me what they tried to draw. 

They have no story. 

So we are working on being able to tell a story from their picture. This student loves writing time 

though. He loves to draw that is. 

During our last interview this how you described how you measure student growth in 

writing. Has that changed since our last interview?    8 

While we have the rubric that we I also measure their growth through teacher observation. I 

don’t walk around saying “this is a one, this is a two” but I keep track of what they’re doing, 

what’s the next step for them,  what I want them to work on, this one needs help with this, this 

one is doing this on their own.  I usually know who is still a beginner or a novice and who is 

needing what. Like my student who is a 3 on the rubric, he is already writing three sentences. 

What are your writing goals for your students? Where do you want them to be in writing 

by the end of the year?      9 

I want them to be confident.  I don’t want them to keep saying “how do you spell that,” “how 

you spell this.”  I don’t want them to be stuck on how you spell words. I really just  really just 

want them to be confident to just write, even invented spelling just to see if they have 

accomplished writing what they want to write.  It drives me crazy when they come to me and say 

“what did I write right here?”  I want them to be able to read their own writing and know what 

they wrote.  “I don’t know what you wrote” is what I say when they ask me “what did I write 

here?” “If you don’t know, how am I supposed to know what you wrote?”  Of course for my 

lowest student I would love just to have him write his name. 
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Describe any major changes you have made in your writing instruction practices since our 

last interview?    10 

I don’t think I have made any major changes. I put on quiet music and they write about maybe 

they will be writing using a prompt I have given them or they will write about something that we 

have talked about. While they are writing I conference with students at my table. 

During our last interview, this is how you said your students would describe the writing 

instruction time in your classroom. Would they describe writing instruction time in your 

classroom the same today?  How do you think your students would describe the writing 

instruction time in your classroom?  11 

We get our folders, it is a quiet time, the teacher puts music on, we line up at her your table and 

we ask questions. There’s something on the easel. The main thing they would remember is that 

there’s music on and it is a quiet time it’s really quiet and they would remember that I always say 

writing is a quiet time.  Some will say they get to come to the carpet because when I have 

something on the easel they cannot see the easel so that table gets to come to the carpet and 

others can go anywhere they want as long as they’re quiet.  Sometimes I say all girls can find a 

quiet place in room. I kind of put a buffer in between people at their tables to keep it quiet or 

quieter. 

How have your writing conferences evolved since our last interview? How would you now 

describe a typical individual student writing conference?    12 

I prefer to conference them at my table. I like for them to bring their folder to me and I don’t 

always just look at what they are working on at that moment, on that day. I will say “is there 

something in your folder you want to show me?”  So sometimes I let them choose what they 

want me to look at because when they come to you there’s something they want to show you. So 
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I give them an opportunity to show me what they want to show, something that they have done. 

So when I do that they, if they have an old one that they really really want to show me, that they 

really want me to see, there is their opportunity to show me what they wanted me to see. So they 

choose what they want to show me and I ask them to tell me what were they writing about. I say 

“tell me what you were writing about.”  And hopefully they remember or hopefully they can read 

what they wrote and then we talk about the words. Then I decide I decide on a teaching point 

depending on where they are at that point. Even if they were not able to read it and they were 

able to tell me a story about it I feel like that is a sense of accomplishment. If their pictures are 

telling a story that they can remember that is part of the process. 

Since out last interview, how have you motivated your students to write when they were 

reluctant to write?    13 

Well, right now I motivate them by something that is related to Christmas since it is December.  

For instance right now I motivate them by having them write dear Santa letters. I think it is a 

good motivation to have them write, to work with them and writing something that they like to 

do, something that they have a high interest in. Adding to what I said before, we keep an 

inspiration tree.  In the writing center we have an inspiration tree in which it comes from Rocket 

Writes a Story.  They have like a real tree.  They have a real tree we have a pocket chart tree.  

They have words on their tree in the book.  The tree changes where we might have seasonal 

words or we might have everyday words.  There’s a simple picture of a book and a cat and a dog.  

But like right now our tree has all Christmas words on it, Santa, ornament, caroling. Just to spark 

stories, to spark writing. 

Since our last interview, do you think what you consider being your strengths in writing 

instruction have changed? If so, explain.    14 
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I have high expectations, maybe they are too high but I think having high expectations for 

students is good. I think it helps me to be successful by having high expectations. 

Describe one of your most successful or most personally rewarding teaching experiences in 

writing so far this school year. 15    

Just when a kid can take a simple sentence that we have done like “I like dogs” and expand on it 

or they change it and say “oh I can write ‘I like cats’”  or changed it like they might say “oh I can 

write ‘I like cats’ or ‘my cat is fluffy.’” When they take a strategy and expand their writing that 

is like a huge step. I think that shows that I am successful in teaching writing, in my writing 

instruction.  That is like a huge step when they quit just writing “I like flowers,” “I like 

rainbows.” When they can realize it that just opens writing for them. 

Thinking about the progress your students have made in writing this year, describe for me 

how a few of your specific writing instruction strategies have brought some of your 

students to a higher level in writing since our last interview?  16 

Getting them to expand…..I have one where I said “oh I like that you said ‘I see a pumpkin.’ Tell 

me more about that pumpkin.”  So he went back and said ‘it is big.’  So when they start adding 

details but not many are doing that yet.  But I am happy with simple sentences still right now. 

Since our last interview, how have you challenged your higher students in writing? 17 

I have challenged them by continuing to encourage them to add details, to change those simple 

sentences into more complex sentences or even just to add details by adding more sentences. I 

am also working with them on spacing when they are writing. We’re not even working on 

capitalization yet, just spacing and adding another sentence. 

Since our last interview, how have you helped your most challenging students reach success 

in writing? 18 
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I have by asking my lowest student to tell me about his picture.  But I do know that one day he’ll 

tell me one story and another day he will tell me a totally different story for the same picture.  So 

basically I am just having him telling a story from his picture. But the students a little bit above 

him I am working on adding, talking to them about adding to the story, like when they share I 

will say “do you think you are finished with this story?” or “do you think you are going to work 

on it some more?”  We can add to this. 

Think about a specific encounter since our last interview with a student who experienced 

major difficulty in writing. Describe for me how you instructed that student?  19 

Well the student I am thinking about wrote everything backwards so my goal is to say “OK let’s 

take this word and put it here.” I don’t even think it was three words that make sense but my goal 

was now when we write, this is the side of the paper that we start on and that picture was even a 

mess but my goal was we start where we write are our name. We start on this side.  So my goal 

was not even about fixing up writing but more about where do we start writing? We start on the 

left side of the paper. This is the side of the paper we start on every time we write. 

Writing is not always just in writer’s workshop.  My writing station is one of my most popular 

stations.  And it is not writing stories always but it is they love to get a clipboard and make a list 

of like who’s coming to their party and that is writing.  Even though it is not the writing 

instruction time they love the magna doodles were they are word writing.  Even though it is 

tracing there are so many different aspects of the writing process.  And it is always refreshing 

that it is the first thing they go to on free choice Friday.  Even though it is still a job, they still 

like to go to writing and that makes me feel good.  And they love to mail letters.  That’s how we 

keep it interesting. We have envelopes there and we have little books that are different shapes 
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and they’re writing.  Sometimes I do have to remind them it is not the drawing center, it is the 

writing center but for the most part of it, they are writing. 
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Participant Interview One with Bailey 

Interviewer 

Participant 

Please start by telling me a little about yourself. How did you get here?  Why did you 

become a kindergarten teacher?    

I heard there was a position and I interviewed and…is that what you were looking for?  

But also why did you apply?  

I love kids and I wanted to work with kids and I was doing Pre-K and there was a position here 

and that’s how. 

Alright tell me about your classroom tell me what is it like to be a student in your 

classroom? How would a student describe being in your class? 

Hopefully they would like it and …. 

Just say what you think, its okay. If they went home and described it, what would they say? 

Most of my kids like writing so I think and they like writers workshop and they like they like the 

words on the wall. They like that we change out the vocabulary words and stuff. They like telling 

their stories and sharing. 

So that’s how they would describe what they do in writing 

I think so. 

Tell me what your thoughts are on how children learn how to write  

I think children learn how to write by talking about their experiences and learning how to stretch 

words and recognizing sight words, learning how to stretch the sounds, learning how to..taking 

their experiences and putting them on paper and by modeling. 

Now think about yourself as a writer. Tell me about your personal feelings toward writing. 

How would you describe yourself as a writer?  
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I used to love to write and now I hardly ever write except for needs, you know things I need to 

write like lists and everything else but I used to love to write stories. I loved writing when I 

wrote stories and because now I don’t have time to do anything else because, you know. But 

yeah, I like writing. I don’t do it now but like when we had to take that training class where we 

had to keep a journal, I loved it. I loved writing and writing down things. I enjoyed that. 

How do you feel about your ability to teach writing? 

I think my abilities to teach writing are pretty good. I think we have a lot of resources we have 

the main source we use and we have that website. I think we have a lot of resources and I like 

teaching writing so I think i do a pretty good job. 

Describe your students’ motivation toward writing. Do you feel your students are 

motivated to write? How do you know? 

Most of them are motivated especially if they get to go to the chair.  They’re sort of, I tell them 

“you know if you do a really good job, I am going to choose someone to go tell a story or go to 

the office or to the counselor.”  They get extra motivated and they like being told they did a good 

job on their writing. 

Do you think your students like to write? How do you know? 

Yes, I think knowing that they get to share and that their work is going to be put up, that I’m 

going to read their work, I think that makes them a lot more motivated to write and it makes 

them like writing. They like to write.  

How would you describe the writing habits of your students and their writing and what 

they need, what their instruction needs are for writing? 

Most of my kids are doing a pretty good job. They’re starting to stretch. They’re stretching out 

the words. Their words are starting, you know, they are getting them on paper and we’ve been 
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working on the road map where they’re putting the lines, where they write lines for how many 

words they’re going to write. They’re all able to think of stories and they’re starting to even, 

some of the ones that can’t stretch the words, some of the ones that can’t write, they’re getting 

the picture and at least writing a few sounds. That’s what we’re working on now, stretching their 

words and…… 

So you kind of said that, you described more of the range of the abilities of your students 

right now but don’t mention any names and describe the levels that the students are at and 

you said that most of them are stretching out words. What else can you tell me? 

Some of them are stretching words. I have one that, I have a couple that are basically just 

drawing the pictures and do not know any sounds yet. I have one, he can write one letter, the “a” 

in his name. But then the other students will get almost every sound and they are stretching and 

then are actually writing sentences. So there is a wide range, but most of them are stretching and 

starting to hear some sounds. They’re not hearing every sound in every word, but they are at 

least hear the beginning sound.  

How do you measure student growth in writing? 

By their samples and by their beginning samples and each six weeks and by what you see them 

do in your anecdotal notes. 

What are your writing goals for your students? Where do you want them to be in writing 

by the end of the year? 

I think for them all to be able to write a story by the end of the year and for them all to be able to 

hear sounds and write great stories and think of ideas. 

If I came in to your classroom during your writing instruction, what exactly would I see? 

Describe for me how writing instruction looks in your classroom on a typical day? 
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We usually have the lights dim, it is quiet. There’s usually music on and the students are working 

at their individual seats at their desks usually and I’m usually moving around the room table to 

table working with one student conferencing. 

How would you describe your writing instruction methods? Which teaching strategies do 

you use in your classroom to instruct your students in writing?  

Sometimes we use the chart paper and we write a story together. Like today we went to the 

pumpkin patch so we wrote everything we did at the pumpkin patch. We wrote the story 

together. Other times maybe we’re working on spacing and where you use linking cubes to put 

spaces in between words using the projector so all the students can see. Other times we’re 

thinking about what we could write about. I’m telling them what I’ve seen them writing in the 

past and what I’m looking for. But most of it I think is modeling. 

How would your students describe the writing instruction time in your classroom? 

My students would probably describe it that they usually start out on the carpet and usually we 

write about something they know about. The students usually get to share. Two to three students 

usually get to share. They write about experiences they have and they usually know that their 

thinking of ideas of what they want to write about, what they care about. They know they have to 

use details. They know they have to use more than one color. They know they have to stretch 

words. 

….more than one color? 

Oh, more than one color in their picture. 

Oh when they’re drawing their picture  

Yes, when they’re drawing their picture. 

How would you describe a typical individual student writing conference? 
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I usually start out asking what they’re writing about and then, depending upon where their needs 

are, sometimes some of them will have trouble thinking of an idea, other students may be having 

trouble stretching a word they’re stuck on it, so I talk to them about “write what you know “and 

“move on” maybe “using the linking chart” in they’re writing. It depends on what their needs 

are.  We work on spacing, keep spacing between the words, spacing while they’re writing.  

What do you do when you have students that are reluctant to write? How do you motivate 

your students to write when they are reluctant to write?  

I talk about what they can write about to get them thinking about something they would actually 

want to write about. I talk to them about sharing their stories with other people whether it be 

someone in the school or their parents or a friend in another class or maybe another teacher.  

What do you consider to be your strengths in writing instruction? 

 I think I have been pretty good at modeling this year, modeling the stories for them and just 

using the different…. like taking them from where they are and to where they need to go.  

Think about all the years you have been teaching writing. Think about you most successful 

or most personally rewarding teaching experiences in writing.  Describe one of your most 

successful or most personally rewarding teaching experiences in writing. 

I guess it would be last year when one on my little girl’s, her mom got cancer and she was able to 

write her a letter about how she felt, you know. Telling her mom she was scared and she wished 

she would get better. But she really learned to write and she wrote her mom that letter and I was 

crying and I was helping her write. But, I mean, I guess that would have to be it. Like that’s her 

way to express her feelings of her moms cancer, was her writing and she used that writing. That 

would have to be it. 

How do you challenge your higher students in writing? 
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…adding more detail, talking about talking about feelings, talking about, you know, about more, 

having them put more in their writing than “I went to the store,” “I went home,” “the 

end,”…..having them put more details in their writing 

Think about your students that struggle in writing, the students that experience major 

difficulty in writing. How do you instruct those students? How do you help your struggling 

students reach success in writing? 

I think just getting them excited about writing and motivated to write and then having them write 

about what they know,  having them write about themselves and then encouraging them to 

stretch their words using the linking chart or just working with that and getting them so they can 

see they can do it. I think once they can see that they can do it, then they are more able to write  
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Participant Interview Two with Bailey 

Interviewer 

Participant 

During our last interview, you described your thoughts on how students learn to write. 

Have your thoughts about how children learn to write changed in any way since our last 

interview? How do children learn to write?            1 

I think by watching, by seeing someone model, by having experiences and learning how to put it 

on paper. 

During our last interview you described yourself as a writer. Have your personal feelings 

about writing changed in any way since our last interview?  Would you describe yourself as 

a writer differently now, or in the same way as during our last interview? How would you 

describe yourself as a writer?                                          2                           

I love to write and I wish I had more time to write. 

Have your feelings changed about your ability to teach writing? How do you feel about 

your ability to teach writing?         3                                                                            

I feel pretty good. I’ve been doing it a few years now and I think we have a lot of resources to 

help and I like teaching writing. 

During our last interview you described your students’ motivation toward writing. Has 

your students’ motivation toward writing changed since our last interview? Do you think 

your students are motivated to write? Do you think your students like to write? How do 

you know?    4   5 

They like to write. They get upset if we miss writing time one day. They like to write, they are 

motivated to write and they like to write for others to read. If they get to share with somebody 
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else in the building they are excited to get to do that. They’re excited to get to share their stories 

on paper. 

I know they like to write especially because they get upset if we miss writing time once. They 

like to write to share with others especially others around the building. 

How have the writing habits of your students and their writing instruction needs changed 

since our last interview? Describe the writing habits of your students and their writing 

instruction needs?     6 

Most of them are able to think about a story and they are stretching words.  Most of them are 

able to write; at least some of them are able to stretch words. Most of them are able to write a 

sentence.  But then I have some that can draw a picture that don’t know any sounds yet so they 

that cannot hear the sounds to stretch words and then I have some that are almost writing 

complete sentences with periods and putting spaces. 

During our last interview, you described the range of writing abilities of your students? 

How have your students writing abilities developed since our last interview? Describe any 

changes in your students writing abilities since our last interview.  Describe the range of 

writing abilities of your students at this time without mentioning any names. Just think 

about what levels they’re at and describe the levels.         7 

I have some that are still only able to draw a picture and some writing sentences and then 

everything in between. 

During our last interview you described how you measure student growth in writing. Has 

that changed since our last interview? How do you measure student growth in writing?       

8 
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by conferencing with them and looking at their writing samples and talking with them and 

looking at their previous work  sample from each six weeks and looking back to see the progress 

they’ve made 

What are your writing goals for your students? Where do you want them to be in writing 

by the end of the year?      9 

My goals for my students are for them to write a story, to be able to stretch all the sounds or at 

least most sounds and leave spaces between words and write sentences and tell a story and to, of 

course, to love writing or like writing 

Describe any major changes you have made in your writing instruction practices since our 

last interview?    10 

A lot of times I am modeling and sometimes I pick their writing samples that they are writing 

and use theirs for modeling.  It is a lot of modeling. 

During our last interview, you told me how your students would describe the writing 

instruction time in your classroom. Would they describe writing instruction time in your 

classroom the same today? How would a student describe writing instruction time in your 

classroom, being in your class?  11 

They would say that they get to write about something they know about and they need to write 

sentences and leave spaces between their words and use periods and sometimes they get to share 

their writing. 

How have your writing conferences evolved since our last interview? How would you now 

describe a typical individual student writing conference?    12 

Most of them are working on stretching words and maybe writing a sentence. Some of them I am 

still working on drawing a picture because they don’t know any sounds yet so they that cannot 
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hear the sounds to stretch words and then I have some that are almost writing complete sentences 

with periods and putting spaces so we are working on adding details and what else can you tell 

me. 

Since out last interview, how have you motivated your students to write when they were 

reluctant to write?    13 

talk to them about what they want to say or about what they want to write about, offer to have 

them share….Most of the time it’s because they just think they can’t do it and so maybe help 

them a bit and see if you can show them that they can do it is by sitting with them and 

conferencing with them. 

Since our last interview, do you think what you consider being your strengths in writing 

instruction have changed?   14 

I don’t know.  We do a lot of having them talk about stories before they go write so I guess we 

do a lot of getting the story down that they want to write about so we do a lot with that.  This 

year we did a lot with them spacing by using the road map and things like that to teach spacing. 

So I guess that would be a lesson that’s a strong lesson or something that I’m good at. 

Describe one of your most successful or most personally rewarding teaching experiences in 

writing so far this school year. 15 

I have one that was not hearing sounds and she did not know any letters or sounds and now she is 

hearing sounds and she is amazing. I can read her writing.  She wrote a sentence and I can read it 

just by her sounds. So yes, that was mine this year. 

Thinking about the progress your students have made in writing this year, describe for me 

how a few of your specific writing instruction strategies have brought some of your 

students to a higher level in writing since our last interview?  16 
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…maybe by having them say what they are going to write about before they go to start writing 

and by sitting down with them and working on spacing and hearing the sounds in words 

Since our last interview, how have you challenged your higher students in writing? 17 

…by having them add more detail, having them write more sentences, having them add  in 

humor or describing words, things that make them sad, writing more emotion and describing 

words and things like that 

Since our last interview, how have you helped your most challenging students reach success 

in writing? 18 

I think just modeling, modeling and conferencing with them, taking their stories, what they want 

to say, and helping them to get in on paper, because sometimes if they can just see it once, even 

if it’s with your help, and you’re helping them stretch the words and stuff then they’re more 

excited to get another story the next time. 

Think about a specific encounter since our last interview with a student who experienced 

major difficulty in writing. Describe for me how you instructed that student?  19 

One was writing. He is smart and he can do it but when he would write he would write words all 

over the place. He would add in words he didn’t need. He would write the same words twice. So 

we talked about reading his work and so as he’s writing, he’s reading it and he’s going back and 

he’s reading it as he’s writing it and it’s helped. His sentences are starting to make sense. His 

stories are starting to make sense where before he was adding in all kinds of stuff. 
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Participant Interview One with Chloe 

Interviewer 

Participant 

First tell me how you got here why did you become a kindergarten teacher? Or how did 

you become a kindergarten teacher? 

My mom always said “Don’t be a kindergarten teacher!” So I was going to be a lawyer and she 

always, she was a teacher for many years, she retired this year, and she said “Don’t be a teacher! 

We don’t make enough money.” So she always discouraged me to be a teacher, however, I think 

watching her and seeing what a great teacher she was, it just really, that it really rubs off on me. 

That made me want to be a great teacher and I started teaching about 14 years ago. I guess I’ve 

been teaching 14 years and I was, well I’ve been here for seven years and all seven years in 

kindergarten. I’ve been here all seven years and I actually, it was funny because I actually got 

my start as the bilingual teacher so I taught in Spanish then PreK for seven years and so when I 

came here I was excited because  I got to speak English teaching English. 

Tell me about your classroom. Tell me what is it like to be a student in your classroom. 

How would a student describe being in your class?   

Well, what I hope is the like it. I think they like it because I have a very musical classroom. I 

love incorporating music into everything we do. Plus, I have an ESL class, so we use a lot of 

visuals, a lot of hands-on activities, a lot of music and I’ve developed moves with the music. So, 

I would hope that the students are having a great time and having fun learning and being engaged 

and interested. 

What are your thoughts are on how children learn how to write. How do you think 

children learn to write? 
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I think by modeling, seeing the teacher model writing and also interacting with me and the other 

students and if they actively practice writing. I really believe in modeling for the kids as much as 

you can and having them, giving them that exposure and that interest in it and by writing. It 

creates motivation for them. 

I’m going to ask you now about your personal feelings about writing. Tell about how you 

feel about writing. How would you describe yourself as a writer? 

I love writing. I love teaching writing and the kids, getting them excited about writing and 

getting them to have enthusiasm.  It depends on the teacher, the teacher’s perception of writing, 

how they see the teacher. Like if they see the teacher excited about writing then it really looks 

exciting and so they are excited about writing too. I think I do that for my students. I loved 

writing. I love teaching writing and I think it does rub off on the students because one of the 

moms said one of the students left early and he said to his mom “aw mom, I missed writing 

time,” and I was like “aw, that’s so good.” Yes, she emailed me. She’s said he was really upset 

because he missed writing time and I feel like your perception of something really rubs off on 

the kids and that’s important that they see how important it is and they’re going to use it in their 

everyday life. I always like to write about my kids, my own kids, because like my daughters here 

she’s already five and she’s in kindergarten, and so I write about her all the time and they just get 

a connection from it and they are interested and they want to know what she’s doing now, what 

is she getting herself in to. So I use my own personal experiences to write and in that way they 

can use that and do it as well. 

How do you feel about your ability to teach writing? 

My ability to teach writing…..I use the district curriculum methods and my own method. I feel 

like what helps my ability is that I love to do it, so I mean I think how I feel….I love to do it. 
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Ok now I want you to think about your students do you think your students are motivated 

to write and if you think they’re motivated to write how do you know that? 

For example, I have here is an e-mail to me from a parent about her son was really upset because 

he had to leave early and missed writing time. If we do happen to miss it, they are upset and 

asking if we can have our writing time and so I know that they are motivated to write because 

they want writing time every day and they want to write. 

How would you describe the writing habits of your students and their writing instruction 

needs? 

I feel like right now it’s the transition phase. Now they’re realizing that print carries a message 

and now they’re starting to figure that, they’re trying to actually form sentences and things like 

that. So it’s been like a big aha for them and I feel like that right now we’re really working on 

adding spaces to our words because like right now a lot of them are just doing letter blocks or 

blocks of letters and stretching and just getting in those first letters. I’m noticing that we really 

need to work on spacing. So I am focusing on spacing. I have some with the ability where one is 

writing paragraphs and then I have some where their writing skills are beginning writing, still in 

the beginning writing, that there in the novice stage in the beginning stages of writing. So they’re 

kind of a little, they’re still I would say in basic in the writing ability. 

Describe the range of writing abilities of your students at this time without mentioning any 

names. Just think about what levels they’re at and describe the levels.  

Some are forming sentences and some of the ones writing sentences are leaving space between 

their words, some are not. A few are adding spaces between their sounds which are just 

beginning sounds. Most are writing beginning sounds and one is writing paragraphs and one that 

just writes random letters. 
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How do you measure student growth in writing? 

We have a writing checklist that ise used and that’s how we measure their growth in writing and 

through teacher conferencing as well when a conference with them. 

What are your goals for your students in writing goals? Where do you want them to be in 

writing by the end of the year? 

Well, I want them to be writing as much as they can and I want them to be using their spaces and 

using their periods and their uppercase letters. So basically I want them all to better than 

proficient on our writing checklist. 

Alright If I came in to your classroom during your writing instruction, what exactly would 

I see? Describe for me how writing instruction looks in your classroom on a typical day? 

I start off with a model for them, some sort of a story. I will do a model lesson. I will usually 

write about my family or something that has to do with me, something that relates to me. So, for 

instance, I will write about that my daughter was sick today. I will focus on one thing, like 

spacing. So I will talk out loud while writing about how I leave spaces between my words. 

They’ll go to their spots, their tables, and then they write about what they want to write about 

and sometimes they need more, they need it to be more guided. So, sometimes it is more guided 

and I will tell them “I want you to write about this today.”  For instance, “We’re going to write 

about what you see. You see things all around.” And they can add their own ideas. So it will be a 

little bit more structured so they will have an idea of what to start writing and a model of what to 

write.  If we write together what they should write, then we talk about the words on the word 

wall they can use in their sentences. I can even hang up a sentence starter, “I see ______,” on the 

word wall and they will fill in the blank as they write and have the pattern of writing to start with 

and a model to follow. But for the most part I will let them write about whatever they want to 
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write, whatever they choose to. At the end of our writing time I choose at least two people to 

share and we will have a celebration. We will praise the students that share and we will also talk 

about how they can improve their writing and what good things they are doing with their writing. 

Then we will close it out by talking about what we learned today. 

Now describe some of your strategies you use to teach writing. How would you describe 

your writing instruction methods? Which teaching strategies do you use in your classroom 

to instruct your students in writing?  

We have been using a new website that we have been focusing on a lot on the internet that 

incorporates a lot of literature. What I really like about it is that it incorporates a lot of literature 

into writing time and I think that’s really great. They know and they realize authors are using the 

same strategies that we are and how they can write and I think that’s a really important 

component as well earlier he described. 

Sometimes I do sticker stories. So like sometimes they don’t know what they want to write about 

so if they take a sticker and they can write about the sticker. So now they have an idea of what to 

write about on that day. They can write about things like, they can select events or an alligator. 

So if it’s a sticker of an alligator, they can write about an alligator. They can write about 

anything they like. Sometimes they do not know what to write about so if we’re talking about 

nouns, people places and things, I tell them “well as authors you can also write about people 

places and things.” So I will say “you can write about a person.” So we can do things like that, 

do the kind of things that help them in their writing so that they have a purpose for writing.  

How do you think your students would describe the writing instruction time in your 

classroom? 

Important, hopefully fun 
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How would you describe a typical writing conference, an individual student writing 

conference? 

I go to my student and I ask them what they are writing about today and they’ll tell me and then I 

say “aw that’s great” and I’ll look for things that they might need to work on and they will start 

over and I’ll work with them and help them meet some of the needs of where they are in writing 

and what they need to work on. 

Think of your highest student in your classroom. What do you how do you conference with 

them right now? 

Well, I would look at their writing and have them tell about their writing and maybe work on 

spacing or other areas in writing that they are ready for. I work with them on some of their needs. 

I work with them on what they need to work on. 

What do you do when you have students that are reluctant to write? How do you motivate 

your students to write when they are reluctant to write?  

Luckily, I haven’t really had that problem. They’re really good. They really like to write. But if I 

did, I would conference with them and we would talk about “what could you write about,” “what 

do you want to write about,” “why don’t you write about what happened at recess,” and 

“remember when someone.”…So, kind of giving them ideas of what to write about, something to 

connect with and using that. That kind of brings them out of their shell, ready to go and ready to 

get started writing and what to work on in writing. 

What do you consider to be your strengths in writing instruction? 

Modeling I would say and I would say high expectations for all students in writing. I try to 

always get them to do their best and I think that encourages them a lot of times and so that know 
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the importance of writing because you’re going to use it your whole life and it’s fun and you can 

say anything you want when you’re writing. 

Describe one of your most successful or most personally rewarding teaching experiences in 

writing. 

You’re going to laugh and I don’t know why, I don’t know why she said this. I think of this and 

it is hilarious that I was just helping her. I was conferencing with a student and we were writing 

and she was getting it and she turned to look at me and she goes “You’re better than God.” 

“What?” I said, “what, you think I’m better than God?  I could never be better than God.” Well, 

to this day I don’t know what made her say that. I just think she was so proud of herself and so 

she wanted to let me know how wonderful she thought it was because she can write and that I 

did a good job teaching. So, yeah, we had a talk about that, but that was like, that was like the 

highest compliment anyone ever gave me but I do not deserve that high of a compliment. So we 

talked about it. 

How do you challenge your higher students in writing? 

Challenging the higher students, those they just take off. I have one right now who’s just ready to 

write some paragraphs and I always tell them “when you think you’re done that we’re not done. 

You can always add to what you’ve written, add to your picture, add at your words or start a new 

piece.” So that way she knows already well if I finish that, I can always go back and add more 

details to my picture or to my writing or start a new story. I really like to focus on their progress 

and show the students their progress because I think that it motivates them to reach further and 

achieve and strive to do better as well and they are like “Wow, if I did that then I can do even 

more and I can do this and I can do this too.” 
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Think about your students that struggle in writing, the students that experience major 

difficulty in writing. How do you instruct those students? How do you help your struggling 

students reach success in writing? 

I feel like I do have to work more with them one-on-one even beyond conferencing because they 

need to be taught at a slower pace than most of the students. When I am working with my 

struggling students, I just take it one step at a time and we focus on using our sight words and 

our word wall. We focus on stretching the words, stretching out the sounds they hear. We also do 

something, I forgot what is called, it is with a path or something like that where you draw out 

lines so you can count the words in your sentence before you start writing and draw lines for 

each word. If I want to write “I see a dog then” I write blanks for each word, so four blanks. 

They count how many words and then they put the lines down for them so they know you’re 

going to have a word on every line on each line. Then they will start from the beginning, “what 

was your first word? Where can I find the word I want to write? I can stretch it out or I can look 

at the word wall,” and then we look at the word wall. I work with them on remembering their 

resources, the work wall the linking chart, other things we have around the room. There are 

many things around the room to you know make that connection and see exactly what they need 

to do so we spend a lot of time doing that in the beginning and just try to be encouraging and 

celebrating everything that the two they do. 
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Participant Interview Two with Chloe  

Interviewer 

Participant 

During our last interview, you described your thoughts on how students learn to write. 

Have your thoughts about how children learn to write changed in any way since our last 

interview? How do children learn to write?            1 

I feel like students learn how to write from a lot of modeling, from being exposed to a lot of 

modeling, letters and sounds and interactive writing. 

During our last interview you described yourself as a writer. Have your personal feelings 

about writing changed in any way since our last interview?  Would you describe yourself as 

a writer differently now, or in the same way as during our last interview? How would you 

describe yourself as a writer?                                          2                           

I love to write and try to instill that in my students and I think I have transferred that love and 

interest because I always write about myself or things related to me. I always write about 

something connected to me so they see my interest in writing about myself and because I have 

high expectations. I expect them to reach high levels in writing and the reason why is because I 

think writing ability is so important and having an interest in writing is so important too. 

Have your feelings changed about your ability to teach writing? How do you feel about 

your ability to teach writing?         3                                                                            

 I feel fine.  I love writing and I try to make sure my students, my kids, love writing.  My ability 

to teach, I think using the resources that we have, I think that helps us a lot to be better writing 

teachers. 

During our last interview you described your students’ motivation toward writing. Has 

your students’ motivation toward writing changed since our last interview? Do you think 
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your students are motivated to write? Do you think your students like to write? How do 

you know?    4   5 

I do, I do.  I think because a lot of times we’re not done yet and they still want to finish and if we 

ever don’t do writing they are upset that we missed our writing time.  They’re like “we did not 

do our writing time today.”  And it can be a big drama.  So, I always try to make it important so 

that they know that they can use it all the time and so that they love it. 

How have the writing habits of your students and their writing instruction needs changed 

since our last interview? Describe the writing habits of your students and their writing 

instruction needs?     6 

Right now we are focusing on writing, the many writing possibilities for writing. so they are 

learning about writing letters, lists, and also just writing about their events.  It is really interesting 

to see the ones that will write about what you were teaching and then sometimes they choose to 

write something different about something that is important to them.  Like a little boy, one day 

had to write about his upcoming birthday party.   

During our last interview, you described the range of writing abilities of your students? 

How have your students writing abilities developed since our last interview? Describe any 

changes in your students writing abilities since our last interview.  Describe the range of 

writing abilities of your students at this time without mentioning any names. Just think 

about what levels they’re at and describe the levels.         7 

Right now I do have levels like one of my higher writers, she’s really producing a lot more and 

she’s using the spaces and other writing skills we have. Then I have some of my lower ones that, 

the ones still that aren’t producing,  maybe they’re just writing a string of letters and so there still 
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kind of in their basic stage where my higher student is pretty much level four a number which is 

the highest.. 

During our last interview you described how you measure student growth in writing. Has 

that changed since our last interview? How do you measure student growth in writing?       

8 

I measure student growth through the writing checklist and also through anecdotal notes and also 

just by observing what they’re doing. 

What are your writing goals for your students? Where do you want them to be in writing 

by the end of the year?      9 

I would love for them to be writing at level four, the highest level on our rubric which is beyond 

proficient.  The four levels are beginner, novice,  proficient and advanced.  So better than 

proficient would be would be advanced.  These are high expectations. 

Describe any major changes you have made in your writing instruction practices since our 

last interview?    10 

The students who were a little bit more dependent on me and I think that’s gotten better so I 

think that’s one major change that has occurred in a classroom.  I have been trying to move them 

away from that dependency and to become more independent and I think I’ve been working on 

that is a teacher trying to instill more independence. 

During our last interview, you told me how your students would describe the writing 

instruction time in your classroom. Would they describe writing instruction time in your 

classroom the same today? How would a student describe writing instruction time in your 

classroom being in your class?  11 
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They would say we write and I would hope that they say that that is their favorite time of the 

day.  I think it is their favorite time of day from what I gather because they love to do it and they 

love  that writing time and they love when we celebrate and they feel that accomplishment. 

How have your writing conferences evolved since our last interview? How would you now 

describe a typical individual student writing conference?    12 

I start out by asking them what they are writing about and then I try to find something to 

compliment them on before I start working with them. I find a skill that they need to work on and 

we work on it together. 

Since out last interview, how have you motivated your students to write when they were 

reluctant to write?    13 

I’d try to encourage them.  I will conference with them.  I try to make it fun and I do have several 

students at this time I am doing that with.  Sometimes they’re not motivated sometimes they’ll sit 

there and play with their crayons and things like that.  So I’d remind them. 

Since our last interview, do you think what you consider being your strengths in writing 

instruction have changed? If so, explain.    14 

The fact that I love to write and I try to model that for them and I always relate it to my life so 

that they take interest in it.  I remember that my first year when I would do that I remember that 

it would really spark their interest and they’re like “we want to see what your daughter did 

today.”  “What did your son do today?”  So they kind of got that interest and then they were 

learning at the same time about writing.  I think that is really important.  And also I think what I 

said last time is that I have high expectations. 

Describe one of your most successful or most personally rewarding teaching experiences in 

writing so far this school year. 15 
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I think seeing the growth of one of my students and she was very reluctant to write and now I 

just noticed like today she just wrote off a letter to her family, her cousin.  So, just seeing that 

growth, it just feels like while, because I didn’t help her today and she just did it.  So I, just 

seeing that growth from where they used to be to where they are, that is rewarding.  And I’d tell 

them you know that something happens because like magic.  When you come back from 

thanksgiving you are going to be so much smarter.  And it’s happened they have grown so much.  

Thinking about the progress your students have made in writing this year, describe for me 

how a few of your specific writing instruction strategies have brought some of your 

students to a higher level in writing since our last interview?  16 

I don’t know, maybe modeling,  maybe modeling using my life experiences and making them 

see the importance of writing.  Also a lot of it is me having faith in them because I notice that if 

I, once I, when I have been conferencing with them they are kind of like “I can’t” and I  tell them 

“yes you can ,you can do this.” I will help you and then and I think that by them getting that self 

confidence they know I can take risks and I can take chances and it’s ok if it is not right but I am 

stretching and I’m using my word wall and I’m doing what I am supposed to be doing.  I really 

don’t know if I have done anything different than just encouraging them so that they can get that 

confidence.  

Since our last interview, how have you challenged your higher students in writing? 17 

When I think about my higher students, I encourage them to add a little bit more to their piece or 

ask them to add details that you know what did they see what did they feel.  I encourage them to 

add their inner voice.  So I always get them to try to produce more. 

Since our last interview, how have you helped your most challenging students reach success 

in writing? 18 
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….encouraging them like I said earlier by finding something that interests them to write about, 

something that they are really familiar with, making sure that they are strong with their letters 

and sounds, making sure that they can have those tools to stretch out the sounds that they hear 

and other things, modeling and just working with them one-on-one through conferences, getting 

them to start giving them that chance to start producing and stretching and writing words. 

Think about a specific encounter since our last interview with a student who experienced 

major difficulty in writing. Describe for me how you instructed that student?  19 

I am thinking of one student.  He has also has problems writing, fine motor problems.  His 

challenge was a lot more like feeling like I can’t really hold my pencil right, I can’t really write 

and so I can’t really do it.  I gave him the motivation.  I told him “you know what you are the 

boss of that pencil.”  And you should have seen his face light up and he realized “yeah I am.”  So 

then he started producing for me and so that was a moment for me that I celebrated being a 

teacher because I connected with him and I made him feel like he could.  I made him feel he 

could when he thought maybe he couldn’t. 
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Participant Interview One with Danielle 

Interviewer 

Participant 

First tell me how you got here. Why did you become a kindergarten teacher? How did you 

become a kindergarten teacher?    

This is my 13
th

 year to teach, 11
th

 year to teach kindergarten and I actually went through the 

alternative certification program but I had a background majoring in psychology. So I still 

wanted to work with kids and then I ended up in Corpus Christi because of my husband’s job.   

Tell me about your classroom. Tell me what is it like to be a student in your classroom. 

How would a student describe being in your class? 

I hope that they have fun while they’re learning and enjoy doing activities that are hands-on. I 

know that I try to keep the routine pretty much the same everyday so that they know what to 

expect.  If there’s a change, I kind of make sure that they are aware of it ahead of time so that 

they’re; you know I just know how kids are with routines.  

What are your thoughts are on how children learn how to write. How do you think 

children learn to write? 

I think they learn how to write by seeing somebody else do it and model it for them.  I think that 

they have to, for some of these babies, they have to be shown that they can be writers because 

they do not feel that they are or they don’t believe that they are.  So, it’s really you know even 

with shared writing or interactive writing a lot of them feel like they can’t do, they can’t make a 

certain letter or something like that and I will model and show them and then they’ll be like “oh 

yeah, I can do that.” So it’s a lot of, I think they don’t feel confident in themselves, and so a lot 

of it is building their confidence. 
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I’m going to ask you now about your personal feelings about writing. Tell about how you 

feel about writing. How would you describe yourself as a writer? 

The only writing I have probably done has been in the classroom the last several years other than 

writing papers in college.  I didn’t mind it when I was in school or in college.  I know I enjoyed 

the process I guess of writing a story, not necessarily a paper for a class, but if it was like a 

persuasive story, something like that, I enjoyed doing that, but not a research paper. 

How do you feel about your ability to teach writing? 

Sometimes I feel like it is one of my weaker areas because I think in the last couple of years I 

just felt like a lot of the things that we were wanting our kids to do, the majority of them couldn’t 

do it.  But this year I feel better because we’ve slowed down our curriculum because it was 

above their level except for last year I had a couple of them that were way above.  We now have 

access to a web site that we’re using to supplement our writing curriculum and so I feel like more 

comfortable with it. I would say because I think in past years I just felt like “Why am I doing 

this? I don’t think they can do it.”  Some of that, maybe I’m just not confident of them, but I 

don’t know, this year I feel more comfortable with it and it seems to be going better. 

Ok now I want you to think about your students. Do you think your students are motivated 

to write and, if you think they’re motivated to write, how do you know that? 

I feel like they are motivated to write because they get excited about what they want to share 

with their stories and they like to share and show the kids what they feel they have accomplished 

when they have written something. But, yeah they enjoy it because they get to share what they 

have done and  they get praised for their writing by me or by the other students when they share 

their writing with the class…. and I think a lot, for some of them, if I don’t give them a topic to 

write about, if it’s just what they want write about, I think they have lots of stories to share so 
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they come up with some good ideas and things that we talk about that are personal experiences 

you can write about. 

How would you describe the writing habits of your students and their writing instruction 

needs? 

Like right now, I know that a lot of them are still writing in all capitals because that’s just kind of 

what they know to write right now. And I have tried to, you know, like today our goal was 

capital letters at the beginning and spacing. Spacing is a big one too.  And I have seen a lot of 

improvement over the last few weeks with that. 

Describe the range of writing abilities of your students at this time without mentioning any 

names just think about what levels they’re at and describe the levels  

A lot of them are still writing in all capital letters and I have a few that are still just drawing. I 

sometimes give them a writing prompt and usually it’s just words with sight words that we are 

working on.  Right now, I am just trying to get them to write one sentence.  And I do have some 

that are writing sentences. I have a few that are writing on their own and do not need any sort of 

visual prompts or anything like that from me.  And for them, their need is punctuation and all of 

them are still phonetically spelling words and we are working on that, stretching the word out 

and that is what I’m mostly work on with them when I conference with them and help them out 

with what they need. 

How do you measure student growth in writing? 

Really just by their different pieces that they have in their folders, so by looking at their writing, 

seeing improvement even when we do like a shared writing piece or an interactive writing piece, 

even with some of them with their names, even, you know, I have seen such a big improvement 

with that from the beginning of the year.  Some of them struggle so much.  So really just looking 
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through their work and even their station work or anything that they have, any writing that they 

do. 

What are your goals for your students in writing goals? Where do you want them to be in 

writing by the end of the year? 

As a whole I would want all kids to be able to write a complete sentence with correct spacing 

with correct punctuation and correct letter formation.  For my students who are able to, I would 

hope that they would be able to produce up to three sentences and be able to have a beginning 

middle and end to their writing. 

Alright If I came in to your classroom during your writing instruction, what exactly would 

I see? Describe for me how writing instruction looks in your classroom on a typical day? 

It may just be me writing something or shared writing, maybe making a list of something like 

that. We would be doing something where they came up with ideas like of who the community 

helpers are. So we would come up with ideas together and we would write those down together. 

Like today we are just creating lists and then during writers workshop time, like today, we were 

talking about fall and pumpkins and things like that and we read a story and then I wanted them 

to write about the story or about what they like about the fall season. So we do a short little mini 

lesson. I model writing for them and we go over the procedures of what they are supposed to do 

when I send them off to write on their own. We discuss their ideas, what they would like to write 

about and then they go write.  I usually have a couple people that I just go have them pass out the 

paper and then I pass out the folders and they go to their spots and begin to work. 

Now describe some of your strategies you use to teach writing. How would you describe 

your writing instruction methods? Which teaching strategies do you use in your classroom 

to instruct your students in writing?  
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Besides doing some modeling or making lists or shared or interactive writing, some of our 

phonics lessons like stretching words out and blending words. I feel like that kind of comes into 

play with them being able to spell words out, sound words out or even be able to know how to 

spell words that they’ve learned from a rhyming lesson or something like that. So I guess that’s 

some of the other methods 

How do you think your students would describe the writing instruction time in your 

classroom? 

That it’s the quiet time for them to be able to kind of sit and work and to kind of be on their own 

and use their own ideas and not have, I guess and not have, I mean I kind of try to limit the 

distractions.  They especially love the sharing time.  I will say that.  They really enjoyed that part 

and I try to incorporate the different affirmations and things like that to make it fun. 

How would you describe a typical writing conference, an individual student writing 

conference? 

I would first make sure I understand what they are trying to write and see if there is anything that 

I can work with them to correct, maybe that they have spelled incorrectly or discuss with them 

what could we do to make it look better. Like today, I had one girl, she had, I am a working with 

the paper that has one box with two lines and she had written “I like” on the first line and “I like” 

again on the second line.  So we read it together and I said “Does that make sense? Does that 

explain what it is that you like?”  She said “No.”  I said “OK, so what it is that you like?” She 

said “I like trick or treating.” So I worked with her and we just fixed it. So a lot of it right now is 

kind of fixing their writing and she had good spaces so I complemented her on that and I pointed 

out what she was doing.  So a lot of it is just fixing what we can do to fix it or to make it look 

better. 
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Think of your highest student in your classroom. What do you, how do you conference with 

them right now? 

The same way, I work with them on fixing up anything they need to fix and telling them or 

complimenting them, talking to them about what they are doing correctly. 

What do you do when you have students that are reluctant to write? How do you motivate 

your students to write when they are reluctant to write?  

I’d try to get them to at least put a picture down and then if they can do that and then if they, it 

kind of gets them out of the thought of “I have to write, I have to write I have to write.” So if 

they get the picture and down, then I will give them a little time and I will come back to them 

maybe later and say “OK, now what is that?” and they will tell me what it is. “OK, well let’s 

label your picture.” I can kind of do something like that. Take baby steps and try to get them 

writing something down that way. 

What do you consider to be your strengths in writing instruction? 

Gee, I don’t know. It’s hard to say.  I don’t know right now. I don’t know, that’s a hard question 

to answer.  I guess modeling and I’d try to always set the goal for them for the day whether it’s 

one or two goals and then I’ll model that and show them what it should look like and then also I 

always tried to show them writing that is messed up, maybe with no spacing between the words 

or something like that and then we try to fix it and see what’s wrong with it.   

Describe one of your most successful or most personally rewarding teaching experiences in 

writing. 

Are you serious? That’s a hard one. Oh my gosh, that’s a hard one.  It could be today, actually.  
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It wasn’t strictly from me because the kid that goes to see our reading lab teacher and in his 

writing he is lucky to get a picture or a drawing on his paper and his name is hard to make out 

sometimes. A lot of his work and stuff and stations is scribbling.  He went with the reading lab 

teacher.  I have two other kids that usually go with them but they were absent so she worked with 

him one-on-one and it was amazing what he did just working one-on-one and how easily he is 

distracted. He came back and he was so proud to show me that he had written a complete 

sentence. Of course she helped him you know how she had the words for him and things like 

that, but comparing it to other times that he is with her. I praised him! I was very very proud of 

him!  So that you know, shows you how, you know. 

How do you challenge your higher students in writing? 

I’d try to get them to write three, at least three sentences and try to get them to tell me “a 

beginning to your story, and the middle to your story and what happen and then an ending to 

your story.” I try to get then to have more descriptive words and they’re not just “I like 

pumpkins” but will write about pumpkins and tell me about pumpkins, describe the pumpkins, 

have them be more descriptive in their writing. 

Think about your students that struggle in writing, the students that experience major 

difficulty in writing. How do you instruct those students? How do you help your struggling 

students reach success in writing? 

I pull them one-on-one and just kind of work with them one-on-one so that they can have that 

one-on-one individual time and not be distracted with other kids around them. 
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Participant Interview Two with Danielle 

Interviewer 

Participant 

During our last interview you described your thoughts on how students learn to write. 

Have your thoughts about how children learn to write changed in any way since our last 

interview?   How do children learn to write? 1            

I feel they learn how to write through observing others, observing their moms and dads and 

seeing what sort of writing others are doing first and then obviously through experiences in the 

classroom whether it’s in stations or practicing writing their name, different things like that. 

During our last interview this is how you described yourself as a writer. Have your 

personal feelings about writing changed in any way since our last interview?  Would you 

describe yourself as a writer differently now, or in the same way as during our last 

interview?   How would you describe yourself as a writer?       2 

I don’t really write creatively. I just write emails and texts and things like that and lists and I 

write lists of things. There is just not time.  So I mostly write grocery lists and to do lists and 

things like that because there’s no time to do any other kind of writing. 

Have your feelings changed about your ability to teach writing? How do you feel about 

your ability to teach writing?         3                                                                            

I feel like I am able to teach it and I feel like it’s one of my weaker areas for some reason out of 

all of the components that we teach. I don’t know what it is. It’s something. It’s not that I am 

uncomfortable with it but I guess if it was like the one subject that I had to pick as my weakest it 

would be writing and I don’t know if that’s because I’m not a writer myself or what. 

During our last interview you described your students’ motivation toward writing. Has 

your students’ motivation toward writing changed since our last interview? Do you think 
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your students are motivated to write?   Do you think your students like to write? How do 

you know?    4   5 

I think that they are motivated because I try to encourage them to write about personal 

experiences or things that matter to them or mean something to them. Maybe if they are writing 

about their puppy or their favorite toy or what they like to eat, something that they can make a 

connection to a connection with personally, then that’s what motivates them to write that and that 

gets them to like writing. 

I think they like to write especially because they enjoyed sharing their work because they like to 

share what they have written about their personal experiences. 

How have the writing habits of your students and their writing instruction needs changed 

since our last interview?  Describe the writing habits of your students and their writing 

instruction needs?      6 

I still have some that are struggling to write.  Most of them actually can write their names 

completely with a few letters here and there.  A lot of them are just, I feel like if I can model or 

give maybe a sentence starter maybe for some of those that it really helps them because I try to 

tie in sight words and words they would already know because I think that they are wanting, they 

are still so dependent upon me on how to spell things. They want to spell things correctly and 

I’m trying to teach them. It’s okay to be stretching out and put down what you hear.  Some of 

them are still writing a lot of capitals, just some of them, and most need work on spacing. Even 

some of the better writers still need to work on spacing. 

During our last interview, you described the range of writing abilities of your students? 

How have your students writing abilities developed since our last interview? Describe the 
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range of writing abilities of your students at this time without mentioning any names. Just 

think about what levels they’re at and describe the levels.       7 

So some are still just writing strings of letters, no words, and beginning to tell a story from their 

picture and some are attempting or writing complete sentences. 

During our last interview you described how you measure student growth in writing. Has 

that changed since our last interview? How do you measure student growth in writing?   8 

I measure growth by looking at their pieces from previous weeks and by comparing how they are 

writing today or a few days ago and seeing that growth is made that way, whether they are 

putting down a complete sentence compared to before when maybe they’re just writing a word or 

labeling their picture or something like that.  So looking at their previous writing and seeing the 

changes and the progress that they have made, what they’re doing now and what they were doing 

before.  The rubric that we use to evaluate their writing, I feel like I only use that only when it is 

time to do the report card.  I really don’t use the rubric when I’m thinking about where they are 

and what they need in writing. 

What are your writing goals for your students? Where do you want them to be in writing 

by the end of the year?      9 

My ultimate goal would be for every student to write at least two sentences, of course I would 

want them to be perfect and have spacing and correct punctuation and capitalization and then 

everything like that. For some of them if they can at least get one sentence for some of them it’s 

going to be a struggle just to get a complete thought, one complete sentence down. That would 

be my ultimate goal, for all of them, for them to get at least one complete thought written down 

or even two sentences.  
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Describe any major changes you have made in your writing instruction practices since our 

last interview?    10 

Well we might be working on writing lists, how to write a list. So I might be introducing how to 

write lists. So I would tell them what we use a list for, why do you write a list and I would be, I 

would start at the beginning of how to do it.  So I would start with what we are focusing on and I 

would either be introducing something or would be reviewing something we already talked about 

and then take it one step further but that’s not really any different that’s just what I’m doing now.  

We would generate ideas of what we can write depending upon what we are working on. So we 

would generate some ideas on what we can write a list for and reasons why we would write a list 

like for grocery shopping and for Santa and things like that.  We would talk about what to use a 

list for and then I would try to get them to think of what they’re going to write a list about.  

Whatever I talk about I try to encourage them to do that at their table by themselves. They don’t 

have to but that’s what I prefer that they do.  So like when they go to their table, I would hope 

that they would make a list of at least three things and I encourage them to do that while they’re 

working by praising the ones that are doing it, praising them for all to hear.  I do tell them “this is 

what we are working on and this is what I want you to do” but it is impossible to get all of them 

to do what we talk about that day because I can’t keep an eye on all of them and with their 

writing.    

Sometimes I do focus on mechanics of writing, spacing and try to use capitals at the beginning of 

the sentence only and punctuation.  And I might work on writing a complete sentence.  “How do 

you do that?”  “How do you write a complete sentence?”  It starts with teaching them how to 

label a picture. “You drew a dog, now label it with the word dog. OK now maybe write the dog’s 

name” and then from there I’d try to get them to say “now tell me something else about your 
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dog.” So basically by getting them to tell you their thoughts and then helping them with getting 

them on paper try to like build it up from the word to the sentence, so finally they can say “My 

dog is playing outside.”  So I might get them to write a complete sentence and getting them to 

expand on one little thing that they drew starting with labeling, moving on to tell me something 

else and then to the sentence and helping them get that sentence on paper. 

During our last interview, you described how your students would describe the writing 

instruction time in your classroom. Would they describe writing instruction time in your 

classroom the same today?  How would your students describe the writing instruction time 

in your classroom? 11 

Well right now they’re very noisy. They’re not supposed to be but they are.  But they would 

probably say, they would probably say what they are writing about so I think if you ask them 

what we do during our writing time they would say something like “This is what I write about 

and when I am done then I can write about anything else.”  They would say that sometimes they 

can write anything they want other times they have to write what we’re working on and when 

they finish that then they can write whatever they want. 

How have your writing conferences evolved since our last interview? How would you now 

describe a typical individual student writing conference?    12 

I would have them tell me about their piece that they are writing.  I would ask them to tell me 

what their writing about.  I do that if they have started, but if they are struggling to get started on 

paper I would try to encourage them to get started and to decide what they want to write about.  

But if I’m basing it on something we have to write, if  I want them to write a list then I would ask 

them questions like “What can you write a list about?” If I want them to, if we are doing a letter, 

then I would say “Who can you write a letter to?” I would just try to get them to be more or give 
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more detail than usual because they’ll usually just want to say very little like “Well, I will write 

about this,” and they will tell you one thing so I’d tell them to tell me more about it.  The lower 

students would write maybe the label, maybe label one thing, so I’d say tell me more about that 

one thing. “What else can you label?” “What else can you tell me?” “What else do you see?” 

“What else are you going to draw?”  The higher students, I will let them read their sentence and 

talk about it and tell them “OK, what else can you tell me?” or “What else happened? Tell me 

more. Tell me more.”  “What else could you write?” and then depending  if I see something 

that’s, that they need, let’s say they wrote a sentence down and there’s no spacing then I might 

say, “OK, let’s look at this and let’s that’s read it together,” and we’ll read it together and then 

“Is there anything we can do to fix it?” “Is there anything that needs to be fixed?”  So I work on 

expanding on what they have already written and then maybe fixing something that needs to be 

fixed. Even with some of my highest writers I am working on things like capitalizing or not 

capitalizing everything. So I’m working on things like that, fixing things like that and I don’t 

know why they do that. I don’t know if that’s because they are more comfortable in writing 

capital letters but that’s what they’re doing.   

Since out last interview, how have you motivated your students to write when they were 

reluctant to write?    13 

I might try to just go over to the student and talk to them and see why they don’t want to write 

and try to go from there and see if I can help them generate ideas and maybe try to connect it 

personally to something maybe that they did at home last night or over the weekend.  It’s kind of 

easy to start motivating them with something that they can make a connection to.  With a higher 

student I might motivate them by probably the same way. If they’re not writing, to spark their 
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interest by talking about things that they might want to write about.  So even if they are a higher 

writer, I would still try to motivate them by making a personal connection. 

Since our last interview, do you think what you consider being your strengths in writing 

instruction have changed? What are your strengths in writing instruction?    14 

I guess I’m good at the routine of the writing lesson, so starting out with a mini lesson, 

explaining to the students what we’re going to focus on today for writing for the day, model what 

our focus is or writing strategy for them. So kind of show them something to focus on. So maybe 

if we are working on a lesson writing a list and I am modeling and I might model not using 

capital letters and where you should use a capital letter.  So my mini lesson would focus on 

writing a list but I would also focus on when or where we use lowercase letters, really focus on 

that to get that through to them.  I really would try to get that in their writing to stay with them so 

they can take it to their table.  So maybe my strength is modeling for them. 

Describe one of your most successful or most personally rewarding teaching experiences in 

writing so far this school year. 15 

Well, I had a student from last year come visit me. And he had a note that he had written and a 

card he wanted to show me and how he thought I was the best teacher and he had a little gift for 

me and he had written his little note to me. So that made me feel good like I did a good job and 

now he can do things like that and write a note to his last year’s teacher. He was one of my 

higher kids but still he had also written a thank you letter and it was very detailed and that made 

me feel good and he brought it to me and just seeing that progress and that he makes a 

connection with writing not just during writing instruction time but just in writing and thanking 

his teacher from last year and things like that. 
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Thinking about the progress your students have made in writing this year, describe for me 

how a few of your specific writing instruction strategies have brought some of your 

students to a higher level in writing since our last interview?  16 

I guess that I model for then and try to focus on something every time I model that I want them 

to remember when they are writing, to take it to their table when they go write. I guess modeling 

for them helps them get to higher levels then they where they were. 

Since our last interview, how have you challenged your higher students in writing? 17 

I would just try to get them to add more detail so if they’re only writing a sentence or something 

like that I would get them to try to tell me more about it, to expand on what they’re writing 

about. 

Since our last interview, how have you helped your most challenging students reach success 

in writing? Think about a specific encounter since our last interview with a student who 

experienced major difficulty in writing. Describe for me how you instructed that student?  

19 

I have some kids that they get frustrated because they feel like they cannot spell and so just in 

helping them stretch words out with them and kind of helping them to write down a word.  I feel 

like sometimes that’s what frustrates kids just because they want to be able to spell it and they 

want you help them spell it. They say “I don’t know how to spell it. “I don’t know how to spell 

this word and to spell this word,” and so even just the smallest things like helping them spell one 

word.  So I sit down with them and say “OK, so if we are going to write this word what are we 

going to do first? What is the first thing you hear? You write the first sound you hear. What 

sound you hear when you say this word slowly?”  So, just helping them with that one word, it 
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kind of gets them to start moving on.  It gets them over that just drawing on what they can spell, 

gets them to move on. 
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Participant Interview One with Ellie 

Interviewer 

Participant 

First tell me how you got here why did you become a kindergarten teacher? Or how did 

you become a kindergarten teacher?    

 I’ve always grown up with the want to be around little kids.  I’ve always liked teaching.  I’ve 

always thought it was fun.  I have baby sat since I was young and then right after school my 

parents told me I needed to get a job to pay for you know like my phone, my car and just 

naturally went to a daycare and then I went into teaching school and it kind of just, it gradually 

happened because I always just gravitated toward that but I didn’t have any teachers in my 

background so that was kind of different because I didn’t have anybody to follow into that. I just 

knew that I liked being around kids. So it kind of just happened like that 

Tell me about your classroom tell me what is it like to be a student in your classroom? How 

would a student describe being in your class? 

I think that they have fun.  I think that I am a fun teacher but I also am a strict teacher because I 

expect them to do certain things that I know that they can do, I know that they are able to do but 

I also, I just expect, I have rules and I think that they know that there’s rules in here but they 

have fun also. They say they enjoy it and they say that they feel safe with me so that’s good. 

What are your thoughts are on how children learn how to write. How do you think 

children learn to write? 

Just a lot of repetition and…………  I think writing is just one of the hardest things to do even 

for me to teach but I think that repetition is probably the best thing and showing by example and 

modeling and trying to have the kids connect that reading and writing is the same and if they can 

sound a word out, they can write it and if they practice the strokes. 
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I’m going to ask you now about your personal feelings about writing. Tell about how you 

feel about writing. How would you describe yourself as a writer? 

All I think writing is just like essays and things like that. I struggle with that.  I have always been 

kind of real critical on myself with that because I am real judgmental on myself, I guess, or 

critical.  I think writing is hard.  I think it is one of the hardest things to do and I do not 

necessarily like it.  I really wish I could do better at it, in writing. 

How do you feel about your ability to teach writing? 

That has been much of a struggle. I have said that from after my first year when I requested to 

get into like writing workshops and it just hasn’t happened I haven’t been able to go and do it.  I 

think it’s hard because especially in kindergarten it’s hard.  They don’t even know how to hold a 

pencil and so trying to teach somebody something that, well I am 30 or 31 and teaching 

somebody something that you have done your whole life is kind of hard to break down and you 

have to find those steps and break them down to the kids.  I struggle with it.  I do. 

Ok now I want you to think about your students. Do you think your students are motivated 

to write, and if you think they’re motivated to write how do you know that? 

As a whole, I think they like writing.  But at this level, they don’t have a lot of experiences 

because they are allowed to write about whatever they want so they have a little bit of trouble 

thinking about things to write about. They don’t. at five, they have a hard time thinking outside 

the box, expanding their thoughts. So they get a few words down and they are excited about that 

but then we ask them to stretch it out and put more into it, I think that they get overwhelmed with 

that, especially this early in the year. 

How would you describe the writing habits of your students and their writing instruction 

needs? 
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They are just, they are getting the thought out but it’s not, it doesn’t sound correctly when they 

read it back. So we are working on that with kiddos. I am trying to say “OK, do we write it, do 

we say it like that?” and trying to have them read it when they write it.  My younger, my little 

ones, I am trying to get them practicing with their sounds and matching the letters to the sounds 

that they write and hearing when they are stretching it out and putting the right sounds down.  So 

that’s what they’re doing.   

Describe the range of writing abilities of your students at this time without mentioning any 

names, just think about what levels they’re at and describe the levels.  

Brand new beginning to kids who have picked it up wonderfully and they’re doing really good.  

I’ve got kiddos all, like on all spectrums.  I have kids that cannot write at all and so will put just 

letter strings or strands down and then kids that are trying to now they can put their first sound 

but they’re not writing as like when we speak. 

So you kind of already answered this question, but let me ask you this: describe your 

higher students.  Do you have any higher students in what you just described? 

I don’t have any that are writing complete sentences yet but we are working on spacing like with 

my highest group we are working on spacing and we’re working on making sure we have a 

capital and making sure that it sounds correct. 

You talk about some that are just writing letter strings. Do you have any lower than that? 

I know they are all pretty much at least writing letter strings now. 

How do you measure student growth in writing? 

Observation, just by watching and comparing their, well we keep that rubric, you know, we mark 

their levels each six weeks but like physically holding onto papers and looking at them, 

especially with my lower ones. I will document them a little bit more and keep more of their 
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papers, of their work, to see when they started off and to see the progress their making and 

because I’m pulling them more so I can show their parents growth that way and show them what 

skill we are working on. 

What are your goals for your students in writing goals? Where do you want them to be in 

writing by the end of the year? 

I think just writing a complete thought down.  For me, I would be happy if every one of my kids 

could write a complete thought down even if the spelling obviously wasn’t correct. I personally, 

right now, that’s why if they are hearing the sounds, to me well that’s good, that’s great because 

we’re taking them from nothing to writing. So if I could get every single student, if they are able 

to write a complete thought down or maybe even three thoughts down that make sense with some 

beginning middle and end, that would be wonderful.  So, if I can get every single student writing 

at least three thoughts that would be wonderful. 

Alright, if I came in to your classroom during your writing instruction, what exactly would 

I see? Describe for me how writing instruction looks in your classroom on a typical day? 

 I would usually do a lesson with them on the board and I will talk about my weekend or 

something I did the night before and I will write about it.  I’ll have the kids come up and help me 

stretching the words out and putting down the letters to the sounds that they hear.  

Then I might focus on a sight word, maybe write about it on my board and then I will have ask 

them to tell me about what they want to write about today. They will go to their desk and they 

will start writing their words and then I will meet with students.  I will meet either here at my 

desk or I will go to them and then we will come over to the carpet and we will share, only a few 

of them. 
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Now describe some of your strategies you use to teach writing. How would you describe 

your writing instruction methods? Which teaching strategies do you use in your classroom 

to instruct your students in writing?  

Well I model my own writing, but sometimes I will model some of their things that they are 

writing that  has what I want to see. I will put it on the projector so they can see what other kids 

did that they are supposed to do, so samples of what other kids did that showed the things we 

talked about.  The other day we did spacing I had them come up and I got four kids because I 

think the sentence was “the cat can jump” with four words. I smushed the words together, all 

four words, all four kids together and then  I spread them apart.  So I got the kids and I smushed 

them together, the kids together, and I said “he is the word ‘I,’ he is the word ‘cat,’ he is the 

word ‘can’ and he is the word ‘jump’” or whatever I said.  And then I smushed the words 

together or the kids physically together and I show them. That was really cool. I have never done 

that before and I showed them that and then I spread them apart and I said “what is this part in 

between?” “Like” “If they are spread, out what is the part between them called? That is space. 

The words need space and the kids need space like that.”  I thought that was really cool.  The 

kids really got it with that.  It is hard teaching space. Because I would have kids like put a line 

between words, but what that one the kids did good on spacing between words. 

How do you think your students would describe the writing instruction time in your 

classroom? 

That they don’t like it….no I think they would say that they like it but that it is too long.  Well I 

think they like it but, like I said, the motivation, they got it for about 10 minutes and then after 

that they are like, they are done. They can only write for so long and then their motivation is 

gone and they don’t want to do it anymore and I’m trying to get them to stretch their sentences 
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and put more things and label more things and work on their illustrations and they like it and for 

like 10, like right now this time of the year, 10 15 minutes and then they are done.  

How would you describe a typical writing conference, an individual student writing 

conference? 

Depending upon the kid, I get to them at their level, just try to get them to do more. Like if they 

are able to, I will talk about spacing or capitalizing or punctuation or hearing the correct sounds.  

If they are lower, I will talk to them about labeling or writing a sentence with just the beginning 

sounds, “What sound do you hear first in each word?” “How many words are you writing?” I 

usually start out by asking them “What you writing today?” I give them a compliment and I 

choose one skill at their level to work on, one or two because maybe if a more, if I pick 

something like capitalization and punctuation or spacing. I will also work on something with 

words like adding more to sentences or adding details or using descriptive words or, if they’re 

lower, just working on one thing, only one thing and then I will come back. I will move onto 

somebody else and then I’ll come back to them later to see how they’re doing. Of course, the 

higher students I will not have to come back to because they will come to me and they want me 

to see what they are or have written.  With the lower kids that is another thing that I will work 

on.  “Are you writing neatly?” “Can you read what you have written?” “Can someone else read 

with you have written?” With the lower students I might work on the first sound, labeling, maybe 

they can write a sentence but maybe they’re not able to. So they can just write a word or maybe 

they can write a sentence that they can work on labeling their picture.  So I will work that with 

them and try to teach them a specific skill that they are lacking, that they are ready to learn or 

need help with because they’re struggling with or struggling to understand.  So, teaching them 

something more they need,  teaching them something or teaching it a different way and if they 
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are not getting it with me I also might get a peer, a kid to work with them another kid that 

understands that skill and have them come and talk to that student to them all about it. So then 

they can work together that way it’s a different way of them being taught and sometimes it works 

better with kids to help. 

Think of your highest student in your classroom what do you how do you conference with 

them right now 

Well I decide what they need to work on in their writing and that is what we work on together. 

Like I said I probably do not have to go to them because they will come to me and they tell me 

what they need help with. 

What do you do when you have students that are reluctant to write? How do you motivate 

your students to write when they are reluctant to write?  

I’d try to get them like I’d tell them that they can write about anything that they want first off 

because I am told that that motivates them to write. That helps them with something if they have 

something they want to write about. If they still don’t want to do it then, if they are reluctant to 

do it, then I will give them topics like “OK, you can write about dinosaurs” or “What did you do 

this weekend?” or “What did you do last night?” “Did you go to the store?” “What did you do?”  

And they’ll be like, “Oh yeah, I did that” and I’d try to get them to, to write something that way.  

So if they don’t want to write, I try to get them to write but helping them find something that 

interests them, that they can write about and then they will write about it and if they say they are 

done, which they always do, I say “Well, okay, let’s put this paper away and start a new story.”  

So I’d try to get them interested and try to get their little minds going and I’d try to get them to 

label things and it depends on the level of the student because if it’s a kid that can write for me I 

will say to them to “Write more” or “You need to go back and make sure we have spacing make, 
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sure we have periods and capital letters at the beginning.” And with a lower kid, I will say things 

like “Let’s try and label something.” “What is the beginning sound?” “Let’s try and label that 

with a beginning sound” and then maybe the ending sound.” If they are able to, the middle 

sounds, which most of them are not at that level. It kind of depends on the kid.  

What do you consider to be your strengths in writing instruction? 

I think that I always expect more out of the kids and I think that’s because I’ve taught a higher 

grade or level so going from a higher level and coming down to a lower level I always want them 

to do a little more then what they can, then what is the expected. I guess in some way because I 

have taught at a higher level and now at a lower level I kind of expect more than what’s expected 

at the lower level.   

Describe one of your most successful or most personally rewarding teaching experiences in 

writing. 

I cannot remember who it was but I think it was when I was teaching kindergarten. There was a 

kid who, it was my first or second year in teaching kindergarten too, and he’d really struggled all 

year long and he finally was getting it. I remember he finally started to get his letters and sounds 

and he was able to label things. It’s really cool when you see a kid go from not knowing how to 

hold a pencil to even if it takes until March and then you see him or her being able to do this and 

they don’t need a linking chart anymore, they don’t need the word wall anymore and they are 

able to figure some things out.  And even though it’s not a perfect sentence, you can read it and 

you can see their little letters all smashed together. There’s no spacing, but you can still see their 

thoughts.  You can read it and you can understand it, even if the parents say “That’s not a 

sentence”  you can tell them “Well yes it is” and you can read it to them and then they will know 

that it is a sentence. “Your child can write sentences, can write a sentence.” That’s pretty cool. 
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How do you challenge your higher students in writing? 

Trying to make sure that they are basically editing their papers at the higher-level, making sure 

that they are editing and doing all those things at their level that we talk about and editing and 

expanding their writing, making sure that they have details, adding details to their writing, 

making sure they can read what they wrote, making sure that it makes sense, that it is in 

sequential order. 

Think about your students that struggle in writing, the students that experience major 

difficulty in writing. How do you instruct those students? How do you help your struggling 

students reach success in writing? 

Just a lot of repetition, a lot of praise when they do something or when they understand 

something because they are so low and they to beat themselves up. They are so hard on 

themselves and because they feel like everyone is doing it. Like I had a little girl yesterday or the 

day before and she knows how to do it but she is having a hard time of connecting. Like she 

knows her letters and sounds and that she’s having a hard time putting it down on paper. She 

started crying at my table and I told her “Don’t cry. You know this.” I was talking to her and I 

was trying to be real, trying to praise her and trying to work with her and make her know that she 

can do it and we don’t say the word can’t in my classroom. I don’t let them say that word 

because everybody can do it if you try and I always tell them “Practice makes perfect just like in 

sports” because they usually can they can relate it to some type of sport or I will say “Practice 

makes what?” and they say “Perfect” and it’s just like reading. The more we write, the better we 

will be at it. I always tried to keep it positive with them and I always try to point out when they 

do something and I think that helps them. 
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Participant Interview Two with Ellie 

Interviewer 

Participant 

During our last interview you described your thoughts on how students learn to write. 

Have your thoughts about how children learn to write changed in any way since our last 

interview? How do you think children learn how to write?            1 

..by practice and samples and just being exposed to it and continually doing it 

During our last interview you described yourself as a writer. Have your personal feelings 

about writing changed in any way since our last interview?  Describe yourself as a writer. 

What are your personal feelings about writing?                                          2 

I don’t like writing that much because I don’t think I am good at it. 

Have your feelings changed about your ability to teach writing? How do you feel about 

your ability to teach writing?         3                                                                            

I still feel like it’s the hardest thing for me to teach.  I struggle with it just because I’m real 

critical on myself. So I guess with writing, I think writing is a hard thing. I guess at this level 

especially because you don’t know, they’re learning how to write and read at the same time 

which is which all goes together but it’s frustrating for them so I feel that I feel for them but it’s 

really neat to see at the end because I think I am doing a good job but I can see a kid a kid’s 

progress throughout the end of the year, taking kids who have never written anything before and 

doesn’t know the letters and sounds.  So that is the part of it, the best part of it, that even when I 

don’t think I am doing a good job that its really cool to see the outcome at the end of the year. 

During our last interview you described your students’ motivation toward writing. Has 

your students’ motivation toward writing changed since our last interview? Do you think 
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your students are motivated to write?  At this time, do you think your students like to 

write? How do you know?    4          5 

I think for the most part they like to write if I give them ideas. You have to make them interested 

in it and once they are interested they will pretty much do anything but if they are not interested 

they’re not motivated.  You kind of have to find….the majority of the kids get interested but 

there’s always those one or two that were not interested and you have to try to get to bring them 

out of their shell and how to get them interested you have to figure out how to get them 

interested in a topic that they like. I think they do like to write because I try to give them that 

interest and to help them in thinking of what to write about what they want to tell others about 

what they like to write about. 

How have the writing habits of your students and their writing instruction needs changed 

since our last interview?     6 

Well at least everyone is doing letter strands but some are putting sentences together.  I have kids 

that are able to sound everything out. Some they can get their thoughts down but not write 

complete thoughts so we’re trying to make sure it makes sense.  Everyone seems to be 

progressing. 

During our last interview, you described the range of writing abilities of your students? 

How have your students writing abilities developed since our last interview? Describe any 

changes in your students writing abilities since our last interview.       7 

My higher kids are working on using capital letters in the correct spots and lowercase letters 

everywhere else. Like I said earlier some are getting their thoughts down but they are not writing 

complete thoughts so it’s not making sense. We’re trying to make sure it makes sense.  What 

they write maybe makes sense but it’s not how they talk.  I am trying to get them you know how 
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they say it that’s what, that’s how you would write it.  I’m telling them “Write it the way you 

would say it, the exact way you would say it. Write the words that come out of your mouth, the 

exact words that come out of your mouth.”  Because they have their idea in there and they know 

what they want to say but when they are writing it it gets, you know, it’s hard. I am also working 

on periods with them.  With my lower kids I’m trying to get them to just hear, basically hearing 

the main sounds, where they can hear the main sounds and trying to get like CVC words and 

things like that with them.  But everyone, as long as I am working with them, even my lowest 

students are able to start writing CVC words.  That’s good so they’re getting their letters and 

sounds and we’re still working on word wall words and the linking chart with the kids, the 

linking chart with the lower ones.  Every one they are improving, they have improved quite a bit.  

I’m glad. I hope it keeps up. 

During our last interview you described how you measure student growth in writing. Has 

that changed since our last interview? How do you measure student growth?   8 

…just by looking at samples and compare and where they were and what they can do now 

What are your writing goals for your students? Where do you want them to be in writing 

by the end of the year?      9 

By the end of the year I hope that they are writing complete sentences, expanding beginning 

middle and end, being able to tell a story with a beginning middle and end. To me that is pretty 

good to be doing those things by the end of the year.  If they can add details, that would be 

amazing.  So adding details with a beginning middle and end, periods and capitals in the right 

place just basically the foundations I guess. 

Describe any major changes you have made in your writing instruction practices since our 

last interview?    10 
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I get on the Smartboard, I have them go up there and write sentences or write words.  I have 

them help each other.  I have them come to my table and we can write things together on the 

carpet with dry erase boards we will get like cut out sentences and will put things like manipulate 

them into the correct order you know like “I see the cat” and things like that, cut it out like on 

index cards or whatever and say like “How do you say this?” “How would this make sense?” and 

have them physically get up and one person hold this card and one person hold this card and then 

we would put them in order.  So I do things like that. 

During our last interview, you described how your students would describe the writing 

instruction time in your classroom. Would they describe writing instruction time in your 

classroom the same today? How would your students describe the writing instruction in 

your classroom today? 11 

They have a level one in their mouth and they are supposed to be concentrating on writing and 

they are allowed to talk to their friends if they’re talking about their story.  If they are looking at 

the sight word wall they can have a friend ask a friend “How would you say this word” or they 

would say “How do you spell this word?”  “What is that first sound?”  They can get up and go to 

my writing words. I have some writing words they can go and look at for like that month and see 

if they can spell words that way and they are just working on their stories and they’re coloring 

with detail and they are writing with detail. 

They did use to think that it is too long but they are getting better with the time.  They are able to 

write a little longer they are doing better they do get restless but they are getting better. 

How have your writing conferences evolved since our last interview? How would you now 

describe a typical individual student writing conference?    12 
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I sit down with them. I have them read what they are writing to me and if they can’t read it to me 

then I say “Well if you can’t read it then how am I supposed to read it?”  And then we will start 

over and I will tell them “OK, what do you want to write?” Then they will tell me their sentence 

that they want to write and then we will go through it one word of the time, sound by sound and 

we will work through it together.  If it is a higher one, then I have them read it to me and we’ll 

kind of do some editing and extending it then asking them to add some detail to it so getting it 

from the kids depending on what level they’re at. 

Since out last interview, how have you motivated your students to write when they were 

reluctant to write?    13 

I’d try to get them interested in something.  I remind them that they can write about anything 

they want to, whatever they would like.  They can write about whatever makes it fun, whatever 

they are interested in like things that happened over the weekend or as if it’s Christmastime and I 

will talk about Christmas what is your favorite thing about Christmas.  I would try to relate to the 

kids because they’re so little they don’t have a lot of life experiences so I would try to get things 

that they like to do or something that happened today that’s cool at school, something that was 

fun or something that happened at recess or PE or something they learned today.  So I’d try to 

relate to them as good as I can. 

Since our last interview, do you think what you consider being your strengths in writing 

instruction have changed? What do you think your strengths in writing are today?    14 

This is hard because I’m so critical on myself about teaching writing.  I guess I try to break it 

down for them to make it as easy as possible for them even though sometimes I don’t but I try to 

break it down and when there is a, when there is a kid that’s struggling and he or she can finally 

get something then I really try to praise them and tell them “That’s great!” because it’s hard 
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when kids keep getting “No that’s not right, no that’s not right,” all the time. You know however 

it’s worded it hurts their self esteem. So when they do something amazing and they get it, I feel 

like I try to make it into real, into a really big deal that way they can see that they can do it. They 

are able to do it and keep up with it. 

Describe one of your most successful or most personally rewarding teaching experiences in 

writing so far this school year. 15 

I have a girl this year that was getting really frustrated with writing and she came in not knowing 

anything but she is already like improved a lot but she started crying. I was asking her when I 

was working with her one day, I was conferencing with her and I asked her what sound and I 

don’t know what she was saying and she did not know what it was so and I knew she knew the 

letters and sounds because when I tested her she knows her letters and sounds. So we got the 

linking chart out and I showed her, I explained to her how to do it but she was crying. So I 

calmed her down and then I had her do the next letter and she used the linking chart and I was 

looking over her shoulder and I said “Oh yeah!” and I praised her “Yes, good job!” and she just 

got a really big smile on her face and she realized “I can do it” and she has been doing so much 

better in writing since then.  So that was pretty cool because that happened this year and I 

remember that but she hasn’t gotten frustrated since then and she has not cried since that day. 

Thinking about the progress your students have made in writing this year, describe for me 

how a few of your specific writing instruction strategies have brought some of your 

students to a higher level in writing since our last interview?  16 

I think just like with the little girl I just told you about just reminding them of what they can do 

and reminding them of the tools like the linking chart and the word wall and the word lists we 

have, just reminding them of all those things. 
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Since our last interview, how have you challenged your higher students in writing? 17 

I challenge my higher students by expanding and writing details and editing and revising because 

they should be able to do that because they know how to write so now it is just doing it correctly 

and getting that editing and revising in. I also like to have them as mentors to my other kids so I 

don’t want them to do it for them but if there is somebody next to them that needs a little bit of 

help I will tell them “Sound it out for them and see if they can get the letters by hearing the 

sounds slowly the way I sounded out for you and see if they can do it.”  And besides editing and 

revising they should also at this point be making sure that their writing is readable.   

Since our last interview, how have you helped your most challenging students reach success 

in writing? 18 

I help them through a ton of repetition, a ton of time with them with me and with my higher kids. 

Think about a specific encounter since our last interview with a student who experienced 

major difficulty in writing. Describe for me how you instructed that student?  19 

Well like I just said I help them by giving them a lot of time with me helping them or another 

student, a higher, student helping them. Also, calling mom and dad and letting them know at 

home the more they practice at home the better they’re going to get and letting them know just to 

work with them and to let the parents know even though that they’re not spelling it correctly if 

their writing the sounds that they hear that’s what we want them to do right now and getting 

them into our tutoring program are getting them extra tutoring and getting them as much time 

with a teacher as possible and giving them positive reinforcement. 

 

 

 


